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Abstract
A major mission driver for space exploration is to maximise science data return whilst mini-
mising ground-based human intervention and hence associated operations costs. Future robotic
exploration such as the ESA ExoMars mission (launch 2018), and the eventual Mars Sample Re-
turn (MSR) mission will require rovers to travel further and faster than has been achieved to date.
In order to make this possible it is essential that currently earth bound decisions be transferred to
the exploration platform wherever possible. In line with this, this Thesis presents a new solution
which requires a combined on-Earth and on-board rover approach. The on-board element uti-
lises autonomy and basic image processing techniques to image a predefined number of potential
targets. The Earth-based element uses a more complex knowledge based system approach which
has been primed by a human Planetary Geology Expert. This Earth based approach, which is
used to process the autonomously captured images, is presented as a precursor to a future on-
board solution. Both solution elements represent significant advances in the current state of the
art. This Thesis provides details of the design, implementation and experimentation undertaken
to validate the performance of both the on-board and on-Earth solution elements.
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations
• AI – Artificial intelligence.
• Albedo – An indicator of reflectivity.
• APIC – Automatic Pointing and Image Capture
• Autonomy – Self governed and independent from external control.
• Bedding – The stratification of rocks into beds.
• Bladed – A long, thin rock. (see Figure 6.3).
• CCD – Charge-Coupled Device. A type of image sensor commonly used in cameras.
• CLARAty – Coupled Layered Architecture for Robotic Autonomy. A NASA/JPL reu-
sable robotic software framework.
• CREST – Collaborative Research in Exploration Systems and Technology (CREST) scheme
to fund preliminary technology development for ExoMars instrumentation and to position
industry to compete for ESA contracts in UK priority areas. Administered by PPARC
(now STFC)
• DEM – A digital elevation model is a digital representation of ground surface topography
or terrain.
• Disk-like – Thin round rock, resembling a plate (see Figure 6.3).
• DLR – The German Aerospace Centre (DLR).
• Dust devils – A “dust devil” is a strong, well-formed, and relatively long-lived whirlwind,
as seen on the surface of Mars (see Figure 3.3).
• EDLD – Entry, Decent and Landing Demonstrator, this demonstrator will be flown as part
of the 2016 mission and will be an opportunity for ESA to demonstrate the entry, decent
and landing procedure.
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• Equant – A rock whose diameter is nearly the same in all directions at certain points.
• ESA – European Space Agency.
• Exobiology – The branch of biology that deals with the search for extraterrestrial life and
the effects of extraterrestrial surroundings on living organisms. Also called astrobiology,
space biology.
• ExoMars – ESA Mission to Mars in 2018. Focusing on Exobiology.
• Expert System – An expert system is software that attempts to emulate the performance
of one or more human experts.
• FIDO – JPL developed “Field Integrated Design and Operations” rover.
• FOV – Field Of View. The angular extent of the observable world that is seen at any given
moment.
• Fuzzy logic – Fuzzy logic is a form of multi-valued logic derived from fuzzy set theory to
deal with reasoning that is approximate rather than precise.
• Fuzzy logic toolbox – MatLab toolbox to facilitate the development of a fuzzy logic sys-
tem within the MatLab development environment.
• Fuzzy rule set – A definable set of rules which determine how the fuzzy system will reason
on given inputs.
• HRC – High Resolution Camera.
• HSL – HSL stands for hue, saturation and lightness, also known as HSV (hue, saturation
and value). Colour model alternative to RGB.
• Hue – Hue is one of the main properties of a colour described with names such as “red”,
“yellow”, etc. The two other main properties are lightness and colourfulness.
• Image processing pipelines – A series of simple image processes linked together to form
a composite process.
• Java – Java is a programming language originally developed by Sun Microsystems and
released in 1995.
• JPL – NASA laboratory named "Jet Propulsion Laboratory".
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• Knowledge Based System – Is a computer system that is programmed to imitate the human
problem-solving process by means of artificial intelligence and reference to a database of
expert knowledge on a particular subject.
• KSTIS – Knowledge based Science Target Identification System
• Lamination – Very thin bedding, less than 1cm.
• Lenticular – A body of rock or a deposit that is thick in the middle and thin at the edges,
resembling a convex lens in cross-section.
• MatLab – MATLAB is a numerical computing environment and programming language.
Maintained by The MathWorks.
• MB – Megabytes, 1024 x 1024 bytes.
• MF – membership function. Function defining level of fuzzy set membership.
• MER – A successful NASA Mission to Mars called “Mars Exploration Rover”.
• MSSL – Mullard Space Science Laboratory of the University College London.
• NASA – The American Space agency known as the “National Aeronautics and Space
Administration”.
• OASIS – A NASA/JPL Project named, “On-board Autonomous Science Investigation
System”.
• PanCam – Panoramic Camera. A three camera optical bench with the ability to rotate
around the vertical and horizontal axis. To be used on-board the ExoMars rover.
• Planetary geology – Is a planetary science discipline concerned with the geology of the
celestial bodies such as the planets and their moons, asteroids, comets, and meteorites.
• PPARC – Previous name of STFC
• Prolate – A rock resembling a elongated rugby ball. Technically it has a polar diameter
greater than the equatorial diameter.
• PTU – Pan and Tilt Unit. A unit capable of panning and tilting a optical bench.
• RISC – “Reduced instruction set computing” it is a CPU design strategy.
• Rod-like – A rock resembling a pole or a rod (See Figure 6.3).
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• SCAIP – NASA project to develop a Integrated System for “Single Command Approach
and Instrument Placement”.
• Simulink – It is an environment for multi-domain simulation and Model-Based Design for
dynamic and embedded systems.
• Sol – A Martian day. 24 hours 39 minuets.
• SPARC-V8 – Version 8 of a RISC based Scalable Processor Architecture.
• STFC – The Science and Technology Facilities Council is an independent, non-departmental
public body of the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (DBIS).
• Stratification – A layer of rock or soil with internally consistent characteristics that distin-
guishes it from contiguous layers.
• Structure – The make up of the rock as regards bedding and lamination.
• Spearman rank correlation coefficient – Statistical analysis method. It is a non-parametric
measure of the correlation between two rank orders (See Appendix G).
• SVS/SV – Science Value Score. It is a value attributed to a target to represent the scientific
importance or relevance of the target.
• Tabular – From very thin bedded rock, like disk-like but not round. Tabular rocks tend to
split into thin flat pieces.
• TRL – "Technology Readiness level". See appendix K
• Texture – Includes rock fabric at all scales and grain size, morphology and distribution at
a macroscopic scale.
• WAC – Wide angled camera.
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1. Introduction
1.1. General background to the research
During the recent decades significant technological advancements have been made in the field
of robotic exploration. Applications range from planetary science to search and rescue and
oceanography ([Castaño 2006b], [Baxter 2007], [Whitcomb 2000]). Within these domains, the
hostile environment makes it very difficult for robots to explore. Space has additional chal-
lenges associated with its exploration such as large communication transmission times, limited
communication windows and down-link bandwidth. Despite technological advancements it is
still proving difficult to transmit sufficient data to facilitate optimum exploration data return. Fi-
gure 1.1 illustrates the communication method that is generally utilised between the exploration
platform and Earth mission command. The exact speed and bandwidth of communication obtai-
nable is dependent on the orbiter configuration and the communication protocol that is selected;
typical communication rates would be in the range of 2 Mbit/second with two communication
windows every 24 hour period lasting between 10 and 20 minutes.
A significant amount of communication bandwidth between the platform and command centre
is taken up by transmission of command sequences and platform status reports. If it were pos-
sible to move a proportion of the command sequence generation to the robotic platform and
to reduce the amount of Earth-bound decision making, a significant amount of this telemetry
communication could be eliminated. This doesn’t mean that Earth-bound scientists would lose
control of their scientific instruments, but rather they would delegate some of the tactical deci-
sions to the rover’s on-board computer.
Moves have currently been made in this direction as regards rover navigation ([Howard 2001],
[Laurent 2006]), manipulator control ([Huntsberger 2005, Castaño 2006b]) and prioritisation of
down-linked data ([Castaño 2003]). Researchers ([Castaño 2006a, Castaño 2007a]) are also loo-
king into the possibility of enabling the rover to independently select targets and initiate further
scientific measurements. All of these elements have the potential to produce a fully autono-
mous scientific platform. It is however unlikely that a fully autonomous planetary rover would
be trusted “to go it alone” on the Martian surface. Understanding this, the majority of the on-
going research is focused on ways in which these systems can be implemented along with more
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Figure 1.1.: Rover to Earth Typical Communication Setup. Composite images courtesy of
NASA/JPL
traditional techniques in order to enhance current science return.
1.1.1. Desirable attributes of an autonomous system
All extra-terrestrial planetary terrains that have been observed or explored are inhospitable to hu-
man life. They generally have large temperature variations, very thin atmospheres and unstable
weather systems. Liquid water has currently only been discovered on Earth1 and only Earth
has the correct amount of oxygen to maintain life as we know it. These are by no means the
only problems that face humans when it comes to planetary exploration. The primary problem
would be the journey to the planet. The length of time it would take for a space craft to travel
from Earth to Mars depends heavily on the relative orbits of both planets; any journey however
would incur a minimum of a six month cruse. During that journey, the crew would have to be
fed, warmed, shielded from radiation, waste products would have to be disposed of and oxygen
stored for use during the entire mission. Fuel for two launches and two landings would have to
be available and planetary protection laws would make it almost impossible for the astronauts to
1Although the evidence of water erosion is visible on other planets such as Mars no liquid water deposits have been
discovered. A recent NASA/JPL mission has confirmed the presence of Ice on Mars [Nelli 2009].
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A B
C D
Figure 1.2.: Artists rendition of A. ExoMars Rover, B. MER Rover, C. Viking Lander, D. Mars
Pathfinder and Sojourner Rover (Images A, B courtesy of ESA. Images C, D cour-
tesy NASA/JPL)
return on the same space craft that landed on Mars.
A large amount of resources would be required to even contemplate a mission such as this.
It is primarily for these reasons that robotic platforms have become the “norm” as regards to
planetary exploration. Initially, static landers were sent such as the Viking Landers (see Figure
1.2). It was found that a very limited amount of science could be achieved from two small
locations, as a result mobile platforms were envisioned first with a lander like Mars Pathfinder
and the Sojourner Rover (see Figure 1.2). The success and increase in science return from these
mobile platforms has led to an increase in the use of mobile platforms like the MER rovers and
the proposed ExoMars Rover (see Figure 1.2). Of course the amount of science that can be
achieved by a current robotic platform is substantially less than could be carried out by an on
site human expert. With the limited potential science value of the mission in mind any measures
that can maximise the amount of science achieved must be considered seriously. It is in this
way that autonomy could benefit planetary exploration. With increased autonomy, a number
of the decisions that are currently being made by Earth-bound scientists and engineers could
be delegated to the exploration platform. This would reduce the amount of communication
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necessary between ground control and the platform and also would allow a platform’s work load
to be optimised, thus reducing the need for pauses and prolonged periods of inactivity. These
pauses are generally inserted at decision points when a command sequence has been completed
and the images must be processed before the platform’s next move can be decided (see Figure
1.3). An autonomous system could make this decision and move on to the next sample location,
the communication bandwidth could be exclusively dedicated to the return of valuable scientific
data with poor images and other images of limited value being given a lower priority and only
down-linked if extra bandwidth became available. A more in-depth explanation of this process
follows.
1.1.1.1. What is meant by the term autonomy
The desire for full robot autonomy is not a new idea. In fact the idea was in existence when
computers were first designed. The word robot was initially introduced to the public by a Czech
writer, Karel C˜apek (1890 - 1938) in his play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots) in January
1921. Over the last 88 years, technology has moved on considerably. However it is interesting to
note that it has still been unable to catch up to C˜apek’s original idea of a fully functional synthetic
human. This illustrates the occasionally overlooked complexity which lies within any autono-
mous system. The Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary defines the words autonomy and
autonomous in the following way.
Autonomy is the right of a group of people to govern itself, or to organise its own ac-
tivities for example: “Demonstrators demanded immediate autonomy for their region.
The universities are anxious to preserve their autonomy from central government. To
be autonomous is to be independent and having the power to make your own deci-
sions.”
Autonomy is hard to define when it comes to robotics. According to the above definition a
large amount of basic automatic robotic systems, giving no indication of intelligent behaviour
are in fact autonomous. We could use the example of a security floodlight. Through the use of a
light sensor it is able to turn itself on and off during the day and night. It requires no input from
a human. In essence it makes its own “decisions”. This kind of system however would not fit
the use of the word “autonomy” in the context of this Thesis. Another issue of autonomy often
within the scope of robotics is that of energetic autonomy. However within the scope of this
thesis power usage will not be addressed. The European Cooperation for Space Standardisation
(ECSS) has defined robotic autonomy within a planetary exploration context (see Table 1.1).
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Figure 1.3.: Rover to Earth communication during typical instrument placement. Composite
images courtesy of NASA/JPL
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Level Description Functions
E1 Mission execution under ground
control. Limited on-board capability
for safety issues
Real-time control from ground for
nominal operations. Execution of
time-tagged commands for safety
issues.
E2 Execution of pre-planned, ground
defined, mission operations on-board.
Capability to store time-based
commands in an on-board scheduler.
E3 Execution of adaptive mission
operations on-board.
Event-based autonomous operations.
Execution of on-board operations
control procedures.
E4 Execution of goal-orientated mission
operations on-board.
Goal-oriented mission re-planning.
Table 1.1.: ECSS Autonomy Levels versus Space Robot Application
These levels provide a unified scale upon which autonomous systems can be assessed.
1.1.1.2. Benefits of full autonomy (E4)
In order to achieve level E4 (see Table1.1) of autonomy, a robotic system would have to perform
goal-orientated re-planning within an unstructured environment without human guidance. It can
therefore be said that an autonomous robotic system at level E4 would be able to;
• Gather information about the environment.
• Work for an extended period without the need for human interaction.
• Move either all or part of itself throughout a changing environment without human assis-
tance.
• Avoid damaging people, property, or itself.
Understanding this helps illustrate why this level of autonomy is so hard to achieve. Figure 1.4,
illustrates the results of moving all Earth-bound decision points to the exploration platform. The
exploration platform can use both communication windows to download images and telemetry
to Earth. No input from Earth is necessary, although Earth-bound contact would be needed to
update the platform’s goal list.
This approach would also reduce the need for pauses in execution; as Earth-bound scientists
“pour over” mission data and images. The platform can work as long as it has power avai-
lable. An added benefit would be to minimise ground-based operator workload, as Earth-bound
scientists would have less involvement during the sample selection stages. Also low quality
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Figure 1.4.: Rover to Earth communication during instrument placement, assuming a fully auto-
nomous system E4. Composite images courtesy of NASA/JPL
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images and work-flow images need not be down-linked at all, resulting in a reduced adminis-
tration and archiving workload and a reduced post acquisition assessment workload. Amorti-
sed primary mission NASA Mars Exploration Rover (MER) operations have been reported to
cost approximately $4 million to $4.5 million per day and require 240 operators working 24/7
([Pedersen 2005]). If a reduction in the number of operators and scientists needed to assess
down-linked data could be achieved, a significant reduction in mission cost would be possible
thus reducing the overall cost of the science achieved during the mission.
1.1.1.3. Benefits of limited autonomy (E3)
Limited autonomy is far more achievable, and in some ways far more acceptable as scientists
are still uneasy about delegating control of the mission to the exploration platform. It has been
essential for some time that certain aspects of the exploration platform be autonomous; for
example the deployment of the on-board communication aerial ([Jónsson 2007]). As techno-
logy advances and human acceptance towards robotic autonomy grows, more and more mission
operations move towards autonomy. Currently no science or targeting decisions have undergone
this transition. This is primarily because of the difficulties involved in categorising potential
targets in the remote terrain. Significant advancements have been made in the instrument place-
ment ([Pedersen 2005]) and Rover navigation domains ([Laurent 2006]). Figure 1.5 illustrates
a scenario where both autonomous navigation and instrument placement are in use. The initial
target is selected on Earth in the traditional way. By moving the navigation on-board, the rover
need not wait for Earth based computers to calculate a safe path to the target, or to produce a final
DEM (Digital Elevation Model) of the sample. This would all be accomplished on board. Ins-
trument placement could take place as soon as the vehicle is in position. The only Earth-bound
operation would be to select suitable targets for sampling, thus reducing the need to provide the
platform with any contextual information about its surroundings or mission objectives. Thus the
complexity of the problem is substantially reduced.
Research to-date (as shown by the ECSS, Table 1) has focused entirely upon raising on-board
autonomy. However, this is difficult to achieve. This Thesis seeks to investigate if there is
a “middle-road” that does employ some on-board autonomy but, it also provides new software
tools for Earth based scientists. Such tools could speed-up the time consuming activity of science
target identification. They could provide a consistent methodology for target evaluation, and
even be used by non-experts during extended mission periods when key science personnel are
unavailable. Indeed, this Thesis argues that a full on-board science capability will not happen
until ground-based scientists are satisfied that such systems are “up to the job”. The partial on-
board autonomy plus ground-based science assessment software tools route, would provide a
logical and essential , “stepping stone” to full blown on-board autonomy. The next logical step,
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Figure 1.5.: Rover to Earth communication during instrument placement, assuming a semi-
autonomous system with ground based target decisions E2. Composite images cour-
tesy of NASA/JPL
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once scientists have had “hands-on” experience of such science assessment tools, and seen what
they were capable of, would then be to port such capabilities to the on-board rover software.
1.2. Research outline
1.2.1. The research question
“How might we improve science data return, and its ground-based interpretation, such
that more targets with the highest scientific value could be consistently identified for
subsequent rover investigation?”
In the context of the ExoMars mission and the panoramic camera (PanCam) for example, this
would mean that;
1. We need to capture as many high resolution rock images as we can within a communica-
tion cycle.
2. Process these rock images to identify as consistently as possible the target with the highest
science value.
3. Instruct (during the next command cycle) the rover to investigate further the identified
high science value target with other scientific instruments.
1.3. Hypotheses
In keeping with the research question, two complementary studies have been undertaken by the
author. These two studies both aim to provide a partial answer to the research question set out
in section 1.2.1, but when used together they provide a single solution which illustrates how
science data return can be improved and how the ground based interpretation of this data can
also be improved.
1.3.1. Hypothesis 1
“The introduction of limited autonomy on-board a planetary exploration vehicle would
increase the quantity of valuable science data returned to Earth.”
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The first study focused upon the first part of the science question. It resulted in the design and
implementation of an autonomous on-board method to select targets from a scene and re-image
them with a high resolution camera. This provides Earth-based scientists with additional data
before an Earth-based assessment can be made. This additional information would normally
be requested from the rover during a subsequent operation day. Therefore a significant amount
of time could be saved through the use of this process. Additionally, such a process could be
activated during a pause in operations allowing high resolution images to be captured and down-
linked without the initial overhead of producing a full DEM and selecting targets of interest. The
overall aim of this system was to improve the volume of quality science data return.
1.3.2. Hypothesis 2
“An intelligent knowledge based system could be used to aid the ground-based inter-
pretation of targets imaged on-board the exploration platform and to provide consistent
results when used by multiple users.”
The second study focused upon an Earth-based science assessment tool, i.e. a tool to assess the
returned autonomously captured images. It has been developed with the aid of a planetary geo-
logist from whom planetary science knowledge was elicited, This knowledge was subsequently
represented within a fuzzy rule based system, which is capable of identifying and assessing the
science value of encountered scientific targets. The goal of this system was to demonstrate that
a computer system could aid in the assessment of images captured by the exploration platform.
In its present format, the system has been developed as a proof of concept and has been run
in a ground-based context as a user science assessment tool. It is envisaged that this system,
accompanied by a complete set of image processing pipelines could in the future act as a science
analysis agent on-board a fully autonomous (E4) platform.
1.4. Thesis outline
This thesis has been divided into nine chapters, which are organised as follows:
Chapter 2 “ExoMars Mission, The Need For Autonomy”. This chapter provides a prelimi-
nary introduction to the ExoMars mission2, and how autonomy would be valuable to help reach
current mission targets. The ExoMars mission is an ESA (European Space Agency) led mission
2All information regarding the ExoMars mission relates to the mission status as defined by the results from the
ExoMars Phase B2 studies (2009)
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to send a robotic rover platform to the surface of Mars to search for signs of past or present
life. The ExoMars rover will be the most advanced robotic platform to be sent to the “Red Pla-
net”. A successful mission will return a great amount of scientific data and provide an enhanced
understanding of the Martian surface and its history.
Chapter 3 “Current Autonomous Science Systems and Challenges Faced”. In this chapter,
five current autonomous science solutions are reviewed and discussed. The five systems re-
viewed are the Earth Observer one (EO1), On-board Autonomous Rover Science Investigation
System (OASIS) project, the Single Command Approach and Instrument Placement (SCAIP)
project, the CREST project, and the “Robotic Antarctic Meteorite Search” (RAMS) project.
These five projects represent the current “state of the art” as regards autonomous science sys-
tems for planetary/terrestrial exploration.
Chapter 4 “Experimentation and results of on-board autonomous system (APIC - Automatic
Pointing and Image Capture)”. This chapter details the study focused upon the on-board solu-
tion. This element identifies rock targets from a single image taken with one of the Aberystwyth
University (AU) ExoMars Wide Angled Camera (WAC) emulators and then calculates Pan and
Tilt Unit (PTU) commands to point the High Resolution Camera (HRC) at the object. Chapter
4 documents the implementation and testing of this system.
Chapter 5 “Expert Systems”. Expert systems are well established in simple and complex
systems alike ([Giarratano 1998]). In this chapter a basic review of the “state of the art” of
Expert systems is presented along with a justification for the choice of this technology.
Chapter 6 “Knowledge Elicitation From a Planetary Geologist”. This chapter documents
the knowledge elicitation that occurred between the author and the Planetary Geology expert
during the production of the on-Earth solution element, the Knowledge based Science Target
Identification System (KSTIS).
Chapter 7 “An Earth-bound Fuzzy Expert System operations tool (KSTIS)”. This Chapter
describes the KSTIS system in detail. The specifics about implementation are presented along
with research decisions that were made during development. Suggestions for future research
specific to KSTIS are also documented in this chapter.
Chapter 8 “Experimentation and results of Earth-bound operations tool (KSTIS)”. In this
chapter the experimentation that KSTIS has undergone is documented along with the results
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achieved. An explanation of the results and an insight into the implications of these results are
provided Autonomously captured images from the on-board solution element (chapter 4) were
used as inputs to the KSTIS, on-Earth solution elements.
Chapter 9 “Conclusions and Recommendations”. A discussion of the achievements of the
research is presented, future direction of the study is proposed and potential areas of improve-
ment are identified. In this chapter the original contributions to knowledge are identified and
discussed.
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2. ExoMars Programme: The Need For
Autonomy
2.1. Introduction
Since the failure to communicate with the Beagle 2 lander ESA has been planning a series of
missions known as the Aurora programme. The ExoMars programme forms first part of the
larger Aurora programme. The ExoMars programme will comprise of two missions, one will be
launched in 2016 and will consist of an orbiter and an entry, decent and lending demonstrator
(EDLD). The second mission will be launched in 2018 and will include two rovers; NASA
sample caching rover and the ESA ExoMars rover. The ExoMars rover platform represents a
great focus for research regarding autonomous planetary exploration as its mission objectives
are challenging and will require a great deal of automation and a level of autonomy. Technology
has also reached a level where autonomy is becoming feasible, and although it is considered
as a “young” and possibly “risky” technology, its potential is beginning to be recognised and
its necessity realised. The ExoMars rover will include an autonomous navigation system. The
proposed system will be able to autonomously navigate the rover over several kilometres during
the mission’s 180 sol nominal life ([Laurent 2006]). In this chapter a summary of the ExoMars
rover is presented, no information will be provided on the 2016 mission or on the NASA rover.
It is also worth noting that at this point that the ExoMars programme is to some extent dynamic
are and is subject to change, making it difficult to present a coherent and up to date summary of
the mission.
2.2. Mission brief
The aim of the ExoMars programme is to further characterise the biological environment on
Mars in preparation for future robotic missions and then eventually human exploration. Data
from the mission will also provide invaluable input for broader studies of exobiology - the search
for life on other planets. This mission calls for the development of a Mars orbiter, an EDLD and
a Mars rover. NASA will lead deployment of the two rovers during the 2018 mission. The orbiter
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launched during the 2016 mission will act as a dedicated data relay for both rovers deployed in
2018. It is intended that its usefulness will be extended to serve future missions. The EDLD will
utilise either an inflatable braking device or parachute system to achieve a safe landing. Both
systems are sufficiently robust and capable of surviving the stresses of atmospheric entry and
landing. Currently it is understood that NASA will use their sky crane technology to deploy the
two rovers during the 2018 mission.
Using conventional solar arrays to generate electricity, the ESA ExoMars rover will be able to
travel several kilometres over the rocky surface of Mars during the six month nominal mission.
The ESA exobiology payload has a mass of approximately 40 kg and includes a lightweight
drilling system, a sampling and handling device, and a set of scientific instruments to search for
signs of past or present life.
2.2.1. Aims of ExoMars
The ExoMars mission’s scientific objectives, in order of priority, are ([Panel 2009]);
1. To search for signs of past and present life on Mars;
2. To characterise the water/geochemical environment as a function of depth in the shallow
subsurface;
3. To study the surface environment and identify hazards to future human missions;
4. To investigate the planet’s subsurface and deep interior to better understand the evolution
and habitability of Mars.
2.3. The ESA ExoMars rover
The ESA ExoMars Rover (see Figure 2.1) is the primary focus of this research, during this
section a brief description of the main subsystems of the rover will be presented.
2.3.1. On board computer
The rovers on board computer will be powered by one or more Leon processors. This is a
32-bit microprocessor, based on RISC design and the SPARC-V8 architecture. It will run at
approximately 100 MHz. It is unclear at this stage in the mission exactly how many processors
the on-board computer will have at its disposal but at present it has been suggested that there
will be two. Currently there is no plan to make any aspects of the on-board scheduler autono-
mous. The on-board computer will primarily be responsible for the distribution of resources and
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Figure 2.1.: The ExoMars rover scheduled for launch in 2018. Image courtesy of ESA
maintenance and safety of the rover. The on-board computer will also handle all the image com-
pression, communication with ground control and any other processing required by the rover’s
subsystems.
2.3.2. Navigation system
The ExoMars mission goals will require the rover to traverse over long distances between sample
sites (up to 500 m). This has caused a problem for navigation, as conventional Earth controlled
navigation (through use of way points and Earth produced DEMs) can only achieve about 10
m per communication cycle, due to the resolution of the generated three dimensional DEMs
([Laurent 2006]). To overcome this problem an on-board autonomous navigation system is un-
der development. Through use of this technology it will be possible for the rover to travel about
100 m in one sol (Martian day). In order to operate the system the rover simply needs a heading
and target coordinates or a heading and distance. These targets do not need to be within view
of the rover, in fact they could be very far away. No knowledge of the terrain is needed during
this stage. The rover will then autonomously navigate to that location through use of small (2
m) incremental traverses (See Figure 2.2). During each iteration the navcams will be used to
take a stereo image pair in the desired travel direction and build a basic DEM. This DEM will
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Figure 2.2.: Image illustrating the process performed by the Perception & Path Planning Soft-
ware ([Laurent 2006])
then be analysed and an appropriate traversal direction will be decided. This process would be
repeated until the rover reaches the desired location. During each step of the path planning, a
local navigation map would be produced and subsequently merged with preceding maps to form
a composite map giving the software a detailed perception of its surroundings.
2.3.3. Rover Instruments
The rover’s instrument suit is known as the Pasteur payload. It has been assembled to accom-
plish the first and second science objectives of the ExoMars mission, and have a role in accom-
plishing the third. The payload includes: panoramic instruments for surveying the landscape
to find scientifically interesting targets; contact instruments for studying in-situ targets; and an
analytical laboratory to characterise the organic substances and the geochemistry of collected
samples. Any autonomous applications running on-board the rover could utilise any or all of
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these payload instruments, the main instruments that will be included as part of the 2018 ESA
ExoMars rover are;
• PanCam - “Panoramic Camera” assembly, composed of two wide angled cameras (WAC)
and a High resolution camera (HRC). The WACs are situated as a stereo pair and are
equipped with a number of imaging filters enabling multi-spectral stereoscopic imaging.
• MOMA - The “Mars Organic Molecule Analyser”. This instrument will provide Gas
Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GCMS) for the detection of volatile molecules in
atmospheric and sedimentary material.
• MicrOmega-IR - This is an Infrared imaging spectrometer for in-situ analysis.
• MARS-XRD - An X-ray diffractometer for in-situ mineral analysis.
• WISDOM - The “Water Ice and Sub-surface Deposit Information On Mars” instrument is
a ground penetrating radar with a range of 2 - 3 m.
• CLUPI - A “Close-Up Imager” is located on the rover’s drill box and is capable of taking
close high resolution images.
• Raman - A Raman spectrometer that will be used to provide geological and mineralogical
context information.
• MA_MISS - The “Mars Multi-spectral Imager for Subsurface Studies” is a infrared spec-
trometer instrument located within the drill.
Within the scope of this Thesis, only the PanCam, the robot arm and the drill box will be pre-
sented in more detail.
2.3.3.1. PanCam
The PanCam instrument is made up of an optical bench, one HRC (High Resolution Camera)
and 2 WACs (Wide Angled Camera). The resolution of all three cameras is the same (CCD’s are
1024 X 1024), but the differences lie in the field of view (FOV). The WAC’s have a 34º FOV,
where as the HRC has a 5º FOV. This means that the HRC will produce a detailed images of
a smaller area than the WACs. The two WACs will have a baseline separation of 50 cm and
will be used by the Pan-Cam instrument team to produce DEMs or height maps of the rovers
surroundings. They will also be used to capture the images that will be processed in the search
for interesting targets. Any identified targets can then be re-imaged by the HRC, providing the
resolution necessary to make a science assessment. The PanCam instrument will also provide
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multi-wavelength images of the Martian surface to address geological and atmospheric science
goals.
To enable movement, the PanCam optical bench will be placed on a Pan Tilt Unit (PTU),
this will enable the camera’s to be aimed with sub degree accuracy. Earth-bound scientists will
control the PTU and the camera rig. At this point no autonomy is being considered for the
PanCam instrument, images will be requested and down-linked to Earth for processing. The
results of this processing will be considered before producing the next day’s instruction list.
Instrument’s science goals Because of the prevailing conditions experienced on the Mar-
tian environment (particularly the extreme dryness and the oxidising surface conditions), there
is no expectation of finding evidence of past or present life with the PanCam instrument on the
surface of Mars. It is anticipated that any possible signs of life from earlier wetter and warmer
periods would be buried below the planet’s oxidised crust. At this stage however it has been
proposed that the HRC will be used to examine drill core samples before they enter the internal
instrument suite. While examining these cores the HRC could be responsible for detecting signs
of past or present life. However, it is anticipated that the major scientific return of the PanCam
instrument will be the identification of rock formations such as outcrops, peaks and troughs
and the characterisation of different rock types based on their morphology, distribution, spectral
signatures and their physical properties.
2.3.3.2. Instrument Deployment robotic Arm (IDA)
At this stage due to mass constraints no IDA will be included on the ExoMars mission ([Panel 2009]).
This is a great loss to the mission as it means the demise of the instruments that it supported.
It would also mean that the only contact instrument would be the Deep Drill. Feasibility stu-
dies were undertaken by Aberystwyth University ([Barnes 2008b, Tyler 2008]) which studied
the feasibility of using an upgraded version of the Beagle (B2)1 arm. This would reduce costs
and utilise previous work if at some future stage the IDA were reintroduced.
2.3.3.3. Deep drill
The ExoMars Drill is no ordinary drill. It is capable of acquiring soil samples down to a maxi-
mum depth of 2 m and will work in a variety of soil topography. Its function is to acquire a core
from a depth (up to 2 m) of soil, extract it and present it to the inlet port for further examination
by the Pasteur analytical instruments. Each core will be 1cm in diameter and up to 26 mm in
1Beagle 2 (B2) was a lander that formed part of the ESA Mars Express mission in 2003 [Pullan 2004].
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length. The Drill Box has been designed to facilitate the acquiring multiple samples as the no-
minal mission plan calls for 17 sample accusations (see figure 2.3). The Drill Box is made up of
four primary components;
• The Drill tool - This is approx. 700 mm long with an acquisition device and an IR spectro-
meter located at the lower end. The acquisition device is composed of a shutter, a movable
piston, position sensor and temperature sensor.
• 3 Extension Rods - These Rods are 500 mm in length and are fitted with electrical contacts
capable of transmitting the received signals from the IR sensor to the Ma_Miss spectro-
meter which is located within the drill box.
• A Roto-Translational Group - This includes the sliding carriage motors and sensors, a gear
mechanism the Ma_Miss spectrometer and supporting electronics.
• The Drill Box - Includes a rod magazine group (holding mechanism) and an automatic rod
engage/disengage mechanism. A back-up Drill Tool is also included for use in the event
of the primary tool becoming stuck.
The design concept for the drill is based upon the DeeDri program funded by the Italian Space
Agency ([Magnani 2004, Re 2002]). The Drill will operate autonomously, in the sense that it
will operate without direct step by step instructions. A simple target depth and target location
are needed to initiate a sample.
The Deep drill box will also now house the CLUPI instrument, which will have a 50cm focal
distance.
2.4. Operations
The ESA mission ground segment is a vital part of the overall mission architecture. There
would be no point having a rover on Mars if there were no one on Earth monitoring it. ESA have
however prepared a plan consisting of a number of distributed mission operations centres, deep
space antennas and the communications networks of both ESA and NASA. The key mission
control centres are:
• The Mission Operations Centre (MOC).
• The Rover Operations Control Centre (ROCC).
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Figure 2.3.: Artist impression of ExoMars drilling activity. Image courtesy of ESA
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Figure 2.4.: ESA ExoMars Mission’s Ground Segment. Image courtesy of ESA.
• The Geophysical and Environmental Experiments Operation Centre (GOC)2.
• The Science Data Archiving and Dissemination Centre.
2.4.1. The Mission Operations Centre (MOC)
This control centre will be located at ESA’s mission control centre (ESOC) in Germany. Included
in the MOC’s activities are:
• The overall management of the ExoMars mission starting from the pre-launch phase up to
the completion of the entry, descent and landing phase.
• The mission long management and scheduling of all communications links with the space
segment that require the use of the ESA DSN stations. This includes the backup NASA
2The GOC was intended to provide support to the scientific operations of the Geophysics and Environment package,
which was to be located on board the ExoMars lander. This package has now been de-scoped from the ExoMars
mission
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DSN.
The MOC consists of a main control room, a flight dynamics room and a number of dedicated
control and project support rooms. The main control room will be used for ExoMars mission
control, during the launch, the early orbit phase, the Mars approach, the orbit injection phase
and finally the descent module release stage. During the cruise and routine operations phase,
mission control will be conducted from an ExoMars dedicated control room.
2.4.2. The Rover Operations Control Centre (ROCC)
The Rover Operations Control Centre (ROCC) will be located at ALTEC in Italy. It will be
responsible for the control of all ExoMars science operations on the Martian surface. This will
include the following functions ([Vago 2006]);
• The definition and implementation of an efficient and cost effective science ground system
that will aid in the optimisation of the science return of both the ExoMars rover and the
Geophysics and Environment Package.
• Performing full rover command and control. Rover activity plans and command sequences
will be prepared and validated every day in-between communication windows.
• Distribution and dissemination of received science data to relevant science teams.
• Post mission data transfer to ESAC.
The control centre will utilise several facilities to accomplish its task, which will include a
ground communication infrastructure, an operational control system, a special report facility, a
Mars Terrain Simulator, rover models and a support structure for all needed infrastructure.
2.4.3. The science data archiving and dissemination centre
The Science Data Archiving and Dissemination Centre is responsible for the long term archiving
of all scientific data retrieved by the ExoMars mission. This centre is located at the European
Space Astronomy Centre (ESAC) in Spain.
2.5. Why ExoMars needs autonomy
2.5.1. Mission duration
The primary mission is scheduled to last 180 sols (Martian Days): roughly 6 Earth months.
After this, an extended mission is planned. The duration of this extended mission is as yet
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unknown. It largely depends upon the chosen landing site. The further the rover travels from
the Martian equator, the less solar power will be available and the further the temperature will
fall. This will mean that more power will be needed to heat the instruments. Eventually the
rover will not be able to gather enough power to maintain operations and will cease to be of use.
Another issue that may limit the length of the mission is cost. The ExoMars mission represents
a substantial financial investment by ESA members. The cost of initial operations is substantial,
and these costs do not become insignificant during an extended mission stage. The NASA/JPL
MER Rovers cost over $120,000,0003 for five extended mission stages.
As it is clear that the rover will only function for a finite amount of time on the surface
it is essential that as much scientific data as possible is gathered during the early stages of
the mission. Conventional methods of control limit the amount of data that can be obtained
as the Rover spends many hours waiting for Earthbound computers to generate DEMs of its
surroundings and to select safe paths for traverse. A single DEM created by images obtained
by the ExoMars WACs will only have a useful range of about 5 m for navigation and perhaps
15 m for sample selection. This will restrict detailed sample selection until a close-up DEM
can be produced and stop navigation instructions being generated for traverses any longer than
approximately 5 m per sol. ExoMars requirements stipulate that the rover will need to traverse
up to 500 m in one sol so an autonomous system is essential to enable this functionality.
Autonomy could have significant affects elsewhere within the rover system such as sample
selection, sample acquisition, instrument deployment and image capture. Using autonomy could
significantly increase the amount of useful science gathered by the rover during the mission.
2.5.2. Communication limitations
Currently there is some uncertainly as to whether ExoMars will incorporate a communication
satellite to act as a relay, or whether the currently in place NASA satellite (MRO) will be used4.
The final decision will be made in the near future, but is largely dependant on budget limitations.
Regardless of whether an ESA satellite or a NASA satellite is used to relay communication to
Earth, the communication will be slow and limited. Recent advancements in computing have
accustomed us to achieving very high speed communication in the order of Gigabits per second.
Mars to Earth communication will be approximately a few Megabits per second at best. It will
also be limited to small communication windows of between 10 and 30 minutes two times a day.
A target download of 100 Megabytes a day is envisaged for the mission.
3Figures retrieved from MSNBC website; Article : NASA extends Mars rover’s mission URL :
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/21327647/ Date : updated Oct. 16, 2007
4More information can be found regarding the NASA Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), and it part in the recent
NASA/JPL Phoenix mission [Gladden 2009]
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These communication limitations cause severe bottlenecks, as more data can be gathered in
one day on Mars than can successfully be transmitted back to Earth. Autonomy could provide
significant help in this regard. A non-autonomous approach requires all DEM generation to be
performed on Earth. Images have to be captured in stereo and transmitted back to Earth for pro-
cessing. If the autonomous system could produce these DEMs, fewer intermediate images need
to be transmitted back and forward between Earth and Mars. Also a reduction in telemetry com-
munication could be achieved. An autonomous system could also prioritise data for download
according to its scientific significance.
Another obstacle that is introduced by communication, is the significant time between com-
munication windows. On some occasions an image is needed from the rover before other ope-
rations can be carried out. Therefore after taking that image, the rover may potentially have to
wait another 11 hours to transmit it to Earth and then another 12 hours before a reply is recei-
ved. During that time the rover will have been been inactive and communication bandwidth may
not have been effectively utilised. Increased autonomy could limit or eliminate occasions like
this, ensuring that down-link bandwidth is always utilised by useful images and the rover is only
inactive when power is in short supply.
2.6. Chapter summary
ExoMars is a ESA mission to send a rover, lander and an orbiter to Mars in 2018. Its science
goals are very ambitious and will require significant levels of autonomy to achieve them. As a
result, it is planned that the rover will have an autonomous navigation system and an autonomous
drill deployment mechanism. Mission duration and communication limitations are the primary
drivers towards autonomy within the context of any space exploration whether they utilise a
rover platform or not. The ExoMars mission however has provided an excellent focus for the
research presented within this thesis and all the research that has been done has been focused
towards an ExoMars type mission. ExoMars faces the same issues as any other rover mission
that attempts explore extra-terrestrial terrains, this means that the work presented in this Thesis
is not limited to the ExoMars mission.
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3. Autonomous Science Systems and
Challenges Faced
3.1. Introduction
Autonomy in space has become a desirable capability. There is extensive research being under-
taken in the field to endow robots with the autonomy necessary to explore a remote, relatively
poorly characterised extra terrestrial environment. This chapter is focused upon the research that
has been undertaken in the area of autonomous science. There are a number of key projects and
these are described in the following sections.
3.2. Earth Observing One (EO-1)
The Autonomous Science-craft Experiment (ASE) is an autonomous software agent that is cur-
rently running on board Earth Observing One (EO-1) spacecraft. It demonstrates several inte-
grated technologies which together form a single science directed autonomous system. Earth
Observing one (see Figure 3.1) has had great success and has been credited with a tremendous
number of “firsts” (See Table 3.2 1), but it’s inclusion here is thanks to the system’s ability to au-
tonomously select targets based on their science value and respond based upon this assessment.
Therefore during the following subsection this specific aspect will be presented.
Number Activity Research
Domain
1 Acquire hyper-spectral observations of the Earth with
Landsat spatial resolution (30 m) and AVIRIS spectral
resolution (10 mm) over the entire Landsat reflective
range.
Hyperion
Science
Validation
2 Accurately map and characterise temperature
distributions of active lava flows and forest fire "hot
spots" from space.
Hyperion
Science
Validation
1Information taken from EO-1 website: http://eo1.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Number Activity Research
Domain
3 Track re-growth in partially logged Amazon forests and
reliably estimate Amazon forest drought stress.
Hyperion
Science
Validation
4 Demonstrate that space-borne hyper-spectral sensors can
identify and map vegetation species (including invasive
species), canopy nitrogen concentrations, and minerals.
Hyperion
Science
Validation
5 Map several fire fuel classes from space at very high
accuracies, including senesced grass, soil, and chamise.
Hyperion
Science
Validation
6 Separate total carbon into living biomass, dead biomass,
and soil background with high accuracy.
Hyperion
Science
Validation
7 Demonstrate sequentially-sampled push-broom detector
array technology.
ALI Science
Validation
8 Provide superior SNR and 12-bit A/D to capture the full
dynamic range of Earth imagery.
ALI Science
Validation
9 Provide Pan-band-enhanced imagery of exceptional
quality.
ALI Science
Validation
10 Provide additional SWIR band 5p (1.200-1.300 µm) to
supply new information for identifying forest and crop
types.
ALI Science
Validation
11 Provide additional VNIR blue band 1p (0.433-0.453 µm)
to supply new information for coastal studies and aerosol
estimation.
ALI Science
Validation
12 Provide improved SNR to track subtle changes in the
velocity of ice sheet flows.
ALI Science
Validation
13 Use high data rate electronically steerable antenna at
X-band frequency.
Spacecraft
Bus
14 Use NASA very high data rate solid-state recorder (> 1
Gbps).
Spacecraft
Bus
15 Use Reed-Solomon error detection and correction chip
that operates at 1 Gbps.
Spacecraft
Bus
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Number Activity Research
Domain
16 Validate non-linear autonomous, long term formation
flying and use of software that incorporates fuzzy logic.
Spacecraft
Bus
17 Use pulsed plasma thruster as precision attitude control
actuator.
Spacecraft
Bus
18 Use shape memory alloy for system hinge and
deployment mechanism.
Spacecraft
Bus
19 Use panel with Carbon-Carbon as face-sheet material
where panel is utilised both as a radiator and as part of
spacecraft primary structure.
Spacecraft
Bus
20 Reduce cost of imagery 10-fold in the first 18 months of
operation.
Operations
21 Generate a comprehensive space-borne hyper-spectral
imagery archive.
Operations
22 Implement an on-board cloud detection algorithm. Operations
23 Demonstrate use of on-board autonomy and autonomous
ground coordination to enable sensor web capabilities.
Operations
24 Experiment with adaptive algorithms coupled to a low
cost ground-based scanning antenna array to
dramatically lower the cost of communicating with low
earth orbiting satellites.
Operations
25 Use on-board feature detection to autonomously modify
on-board imagery tasking decisions.
Operations
Table 3.2.: EO-1 “Firsts”
3.2.1. EO-1 autonomy
The on-board science event detectors can be classified into three families: change detection,
feature detection and tracking and unusualness detection ([Chien 2003]).
Change detection This approach involves imaging an area repeatedly over a period of time
(perhaps once a day), but only down-linking the image if the data has changed in some significant
way. The triggered event could also trigger some further observations of a different location; for
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Figure 3.1.: Earth Observing One. Image courtesy of NASA/JPL
example if a flood zone is detected observations could be triggered up-stream and down-stream
of the flood location in an attempt to grasp the scale of the flooding.
Feature detection and tracking This approach is to specifically observe known scientific
targets and monitor changes and down-link regular observations. For example an iceberg could
be defined as a target to track. Any growth, recession or movement of the iceberg would be
reported.
Unusualness detection This technology detects science patterns or features which do not
regularly occur within a tracked data-set. It works by classifying a tracked area and then identi-
fying any outliers. These outliers could be defined as regions with a higher chance of scientific
value.
These analysis algorithms then trigger on-board data processing which attempts to reduce the
volume of data to track the target to a minimum. Plans are then made to ensure future observation
on upcoming orbits to track the phenomena in greater detail.
3.2.2. EO-1 conclusions
EO-1 augmented by ASE has demonstrated the potential of autonomy within the context of a
space mission ([Chien 2005]). However EO-1 is a long term mission that focuses on observing
changes in what is essentially a stable environment. Planetary exploration vehicles have different
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issues in the sense that they are not observing and reacting to changes in their environment but
rather exploring their environment for the first time. Generally a rover will only examine one
area for a finite period and then move on to another area. This means that assessing the science
values of potential targets is in fact more demanding. Firstly it is very difficult to pinpoint
autonomously a potential target and secondly, it is unclear how to then calculate the science
value of the perceived target calculated within the context of its surroundings.
3.3. OASIS project
The On-board Autonomous Rover Science Investigation System (OASIS) is designed to operate
on-board a rover identifying and reacting to serendipitous science opportunities. These science
opportunities can include detection of dust devils, clouds, “novel” rocks (novel meaning, rocks
that the system has not seen before) and interesting rocks. The OASIS system analyses data the
rover gathers, and then prioritises the data based on established criteria. There are three main
components within the OASIS system ([Castaño 2007b]), these include:
1. Feature extraction from gathered images: This concentrates on locating rocks based on
shape, texture and albedo.
2. Analyse and prioritise data: This uses the features extracted to determine scientific value
of the planetary scene.
3. Plan and schedule new command sequence: This dynamically modifies the rover’s current
plan to accommodate new observations.
The following subsections provide an overview of each of these components. A full architecture
diagram of the OASIS system can be seen in Figure 3.2.
3.3.1. Feature detection
The techniques presented in the OASIS literature are applicable to a wide range of data moda-
lities. However, the initial OASIS focus has been on image analysis as images are much more
commonly available and provide a large amount of information about the scene. The first step
of an image evaluation for OASIS is to identify the features of interest within the scene. This
can potentially be done before or after segmentation depending on what feature the system is
trying to identify. Currently OASIS contains two segmentation algorithms and three feature ex-
traction modules. Each of these modules applies general data analysis principles to identify and
characterise image features that are representative of distinct scientific phenomena.
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Figure 3.2.: Full architecture of The OASIS System. Image courtesy of NASA/JPL
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3.3.1.1. Image segmentation
Sky detection Detection of the sky is an essential activity for any automatic scene proces-
sing, to be carried out by an autonomous system. It quickly identifies a proportion of the scene
which could be deemed of little interest and one of primary interest. For example while sear-
ching for rocks it is unnecessary for items above the skyline to be processed. The approach
used in OASIS is based on a region growing technique and is composed of four distinct steps
([Castaño 2007a]);
1. Find Seeds - To determine if the sky is present in the scene, areas of low variance are
searched for and identified as seeds.
2. Identify variance edge - This is identified by performing an edge detection on the variance
image.
3. Grow Seeds - The seeds identified in step one are then grown down to the variance edge
identified in step two.
4. Fill in region gaps - All enclosed gaps above the variance edge are filled in .
The algorithm is documented as demonstrating approximately 90% accuracy during testing on
301 MER images.
Rock detection The rock detection algorithm currently used on the OASIS system is based
on the analysis of intensities on a single greyscale image ([Castaño 2007a, Castaño 2004]). The
detection of rocks is carried out by finding closed shapes within the processed image. The
image is initially normalised, filtered with an edge preserving smoother filter (bilateral filter,
[Tomasi 1998]). Its edges are then enhanced using an Unsharp Mask (USM) process. Sobel and
Canny edge detectors are then both applied to the resulting image and all enclosed shapes are
identified using an edge walker. The output of both detectors are then combined and a list of the
contours of the identified shapes is produced. This algorithm is documented in [Castaño 2007a],
and has been tested on 65 MER Spirit PanCam images where 92% of the regions identified as
“rocks” were in fact rocks.
3.3.1.2. Feature extraction
Cloud detector The cloud detector assumes that all large variations in intensity within the
sky region are clouds ([Castaño 2006b]). The approach adopted to identify these features is to
identify the sky region and then to look for areas of high variance. If identified, these areas are
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Figure 3.3.: Dust Devil as observed by MER Spirit rover (Image courtesy of NASA/JPL)
identified as clouds. The documentation ([Castaño 2007a]) reports that the algorithm achieved a
93% accuracy in testing on 210 hand labelled images taken by MER opportunity.
Dust Devil detector A Dust Devil (Figure 6.1) is a strong well-formed whirlwind. They
occur commonly on both the surface of Earth and Mars. OASIS attempts to detect dust devils
by looking for motion within a temporal sequence. Dust devils are not the only thing that can
move in a Martian scene as clouds will also move. However it is asserted in [Castaño 2006b]
that, if interference noise can be accounted for within the sample images, it can be assumed
that significant changes in an image sequence would be caused by a Dust Devil. The algorithm
consists of a prepossessing step to reduce the level of noise in the image followed by image
averaging. The difference between the averages of two adjacent images in a sequence are then
computed. Noise effects are removed from the resulting image and a blob detection is performed
to identify potential Dust Devils. The Dust Devil algorithm was tested on 385 images, divided
into 25 sequences (acquired by MER spirit) ranging from 6 images to 20 images. The algorithm
achieved an 85% accuracy rate when the average image was determined using a set of four
continuous images ([Castaño 2007a]).
Boundary detection An important task for a human field geologist is to develop an unders-
tanding of the field area. Generally, this involves going into the field area, identifying rock types
present, key landforms and landscapes, mapping geological contacts or boundaries, developing
a geologic map, and creating a model based on historical interpretations and the dynamic pro-
cesses that have shaped the landscape. Rocks exposed at the surface provide a record of the
surface history. Their physical appearance and location testify to the environmental setting in
which they were formed. To gain an understanding of the basic geologic history of a region,
it is necessary to identify where the rocks on the surface originated. In order to do this, the
geological contacts/boundaries in the field must be identified and mapped. The identification
and mapping of geological boundaries ranges from simplistic boundary detection (E.G. hills,
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plains, and river channels), to complex identification of different rock and cast types, to erosio-
nal and depositional histories of the landscape. For a rover, it is the critical hardware interface
in conjunction with the scientist on Earth that collects the data. For future long-range rovers on
a planetary surface, it is critical for the rover’s on-board software to be capable of identifying
simple boundary transitions during long traverses ([Castaño 2007a]).
Rock properties The identification of geological features such as rock properties has been
the primary focus of the OASIS feature extraction routines. OASIS currently estimates albedo,
texture, size and shape. The albedo of the rock is used as an indicator of the reflectance of the
rock which gives an indication of the composition of the rock. This value is approximated by
averaging the greyscale values of the pixels that are identified as part of the rock. OASIS uses
Gabor filters to estimate the visual texture of identified rock targets ([Castaño 1999]). Identified
textures are used to gather information about the target’s history and composition. Shape is also
gathered and used to provide information about the targets provenance (source of target) and
about the environmental conditions that the target has been exposed to. In order to calculate a
target’s shape the OASIS system fits an ellipse to the outline of the target. The eccentricity of
that ellipse along with the error is computed. The angularity of each rock is also assessed using
a measure of ruggedness.
3.3.1.3. Analysis and prioritisation
After assessing all identified targets the information gathered is used to affect either the down-
link data queue or the rover activity schedule. OASIS utilises four methods to facilitate analysis
and prioritisation. The first method known as “detected events”, is used in conjunction with
the environment detectors, clouds and Dust Devils. The remaining three: “target signature”,
“novelty detection” and “representative sampling”, are used to react to rock target discovery.
Detected event Simply, when an event is detected a flag is set to identify that something of
interest is present and has been identified. This flag can be applied to an image or a sequence, as
in the case of a Dust Devil.
Target signature This technique recognises key signatures that have been pre-identified by
planetary geologists as interesting. This can be done by stipulating the value of feature com-
binations ([Castaño 2007a]) or by identifying a rock with interesting properties from the rocks
already observed. The system then prioritises rocks as a function of the distance of their extrac-
ted feature vector from the specified weighted feature vector.
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Novelty detection This technique assesses new targets and produces a novelty value ba-
sed on the previously observed targets. This is done using three machine learning approaches:
distance-based, probability-based and discriminative ([Castaño 2008]).
Representative sampling This technique prioritises data for down-link to ensure that re-
presentative rocks of the traversed region are returned. This is in order to satisfy one of the
main objectives for rover traverse science. That is to gain an understanding of the region being
traversed.
3.3.1.4. Planning and execution
When a science target is identified by the OASIS system, a science event is raised. This causes
a new science event to be passed to the scheduling module which decides if the event can be
accommodated. If it can, the science plan is modified and new data is gathered. The scheduler
and planner are major components of OASIS and primarily focus on the discovery of unexpected
or opportunistic science. This means that dynamic re-planning and scheduling can take place
on-board the rover and the rover’s command sequence can be altered. As the planning and
scheduling of science activities is not the focus of this Thesis, no further information about these
aspects will be presented. An in-depth explanation however can be found in [Castaño 2006b].
3.3.2. OASIS conclusions
The scope of the OASIS project surpasses the subject of this Thesis. It does however provide
an excellent example of a fully integrated autonomous robotic planetary exploration rover. The
subject of the research here is to explore the feasibility of an on board autonomous planetary
scientist. There are some subtle differences between endowing a system with the ability to make
decisions based on geological cues or evidences detected in the assessed scene and enabling
a system to examine how close preserved targets are to what a human geologist would assert
as interesting. The “Target Signature” method of analysis and prioritisation does the latter.
A human planetary geologist can specify that targets are prioritised based on specific feature
values: e.g. the scientist may choose to prioritise targets based upon two aspects of the target’s
shape, such as eccentricity and ellipse fit. Or the scientist can identify a target signature that
is “interesting” and prioritise targets based upon their similarity to this signature. However, in
order to emulate a planetary geologist an autonomous system would need to access the science
value of the specified target itself in some way and identify the scientific triggers which stipulate
its value. There are other obstacles not addressed by the OASIS project. Colour is not used
to identify potential targets as the system uses only greyscale images. Colour could potentially
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Figure 3.4.: OASIS Example Processed Image, Image courtesy of NASA/JPL
be a great indicator of science value and could also add some additional information regarding
the target’s chemistry. The type of target that is being searched for in OASIS also presents a
limitation. Here OASIS has adhered to the classic approach of target selection, that is, to look
for “rocks”. A recent report produced by a planetary geologist has indicated that bedrock and
exposed rock shelves should carry a much higher science priority than loose rock fields. This
is primarily due to the fact that the structure of these potential target sites can provide valuable
information about the geological processes that have been at work in the area over extended
periods of time ([Pullan 2006]). OASIS does not appear to cater for this type of science target.
3.4. SCAIP project
Closed Loop Control for Autonomous Approach and Placement of Science Instruments by Pla-
netary Rovers or “Single Command Approach and Instrument Placement” (SCAIP) was a project
also led by JPL to create a closed loop system to autonomously place a scientific instrument on
a foreign planetary surface. The main aim of the SCAIP project was to cut down the length of
time required to take a sample. This was achieved by reducing the level of human interaction
with the rover thus reducing the amount of time required for transmission of intermediate data
and control instructions.
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Figure 3.5.: Instrument placement results from 11 trial runs of the prior algorithm, with crosses
at the positions where the instrument arm made contact overlaid on the short range
image used for arm trajectory planning. Instrument arm contact positions for the
SCAIP effort all lie within the 1cm radius red circle centred on the designated target.
Image courtesy of NASA/JPL
This system, although not a complete solution, focused upon the autonomy associated with
the rover’s command sequence. It assumed that an Earth based scientist had already specified
a suitable target from down-linked images. The system would then proceed through a six stage
sequence. The stages were as follows:
1. Drive to stand-off position using interest points.
2. Hand-off goal position from Navcams to Hazcams.
3. Plan final approach path.
4. Drive to final offset position and acquire Hazcam image.
5. Arm path planning with collision checks.
6. Place instrument and acquire science data or determine a safe substitute placement goal.
The SCAIP control software gave primary importance to mission safety. If rover safety could
not be guaranteed the rover would simply stop and call Earth for help. The system showed great
promise. Figure 3.5 shows an image overlaid with yellow crosses showing an earlier systems
placement attempts ([Schenker 2003]). The red circle illustrates the accuracy of the SCAIP
system as all trials of the system lie within this circle. This represents a significant step forward
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Figure 3.6.: Example rock target demonstrating lamination features
in instrument placement technology which will form an essential part of any future autonomous
scientific rover.
3.4.1. SCAIP conclusions
The SCAIP project itself only goes part of the way towards producing a fully functional auto-
nomous planetary scientist. The focus on the autonomous instrument placement has enabled
them to produce a robust mission ready system. Unfortunately, as previously mentioned it is
only part of a full system and still relies heavily on a human scientist selecting the target and
producing an activity plan. The system also loses some of its efficiency if you are not able to
see the exact sample point from the initial image of the sample site. The rover may have to
be manually moved towards the site until the exact sample location is identified. This manual
interaction, although not always necessary will reduce the efficiency of the system. In the case
of rocks displaying lamination or bedding features (such as those seen in Figure 3.6), the exact
target location may not be obvious until the macro imaging stage has been reached. For example
Figure 3.6 shows an image of a targeted rock. If a sample was needed from the white vein, long
distance targeting would be useless.
Of course not every target needs to be targeted with such fine resolution. Most targets can be
suitably targeted from a “stand off” location thus utilising the full benefits of the SCAIP system.
Extensive work would be needed to make this system perform completely independently but as
it stands it does provide a “half way house” and may well be a suitable intermediate step towards
the use of a fully autonomous system on another planet ([Huntsberger 2005]).
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3.5. CREST Autonomous Robotic Scientist project (ARS)
In 2005/2006 PPARC (now STFC) funded the Collaborative Research in Exploration and Tech-
nology (CREST) scheme to fund preliminary technology development for ExoMars instrumen-
tation and to position industry to compete for ESA contracts in a UK priority area. This project
focused on the production of a framework to enable a robotic scientist to discover opportunistic
science autonomously (see Figure 3.7) . In order to accomplish this goal several intermediate
aims were identified ([Shaw 2007b]), they are as follows;
• Establish an initial scientific methodology for the automation of science assessment and
planning based on a human field practise.
• Prototype a system architecture which can support the concept of autonomous science.
• Prototype elements of the methodology provided by the science team in order to establish
the feasibility of this approach.
• Demonstrate the prototype system in a representative “Mars Yard” environment.
• Use the forthcoming ESA ExoMars mission as a target and source of operations and
science results.
The primary task was to demonstrate opportunistic science in a representative “ExoMars” type
environment. The work presented by the project was being able to demonstrate that a mobile
platform could traverse a rock field en-route to a target destination and both detect and respond
to targets of scientific interest that were encountered en-route ([Woods 2009, Woods 2008b]).
In order to accomplish this, an extensive architecture of planners and agents had to be produ-
ced and integrated (see Figure 3.8 ). The basic operation or usage of this model is as follows;
• Nominal exploration time-lines or plans are up-linked from the mission control centre
• The rover executes the planned sequence which is mainly a traverse action between desi-
gnated way-points.
• At selected points the imagery collected during the traverse is assessed for science interest.
• If sufficient interest is detected, the science component will request a more detailed ana-
lysis via the time-line validation and control (TVCR).
• TVCR will assess the current the plan, resource state and mission priorities before recom-
mending a go/no go for the new opportunistic science request.
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Figure 3.7.: Opportunistic science aims of CREST (Image courtesy of SciSys, [Woods 2009]).
This image Outlines a basic ExoMars exploration cycle, showing the potential for
opportunistic science activities. The main objective is to traverse from a previously
explored site (A) and progress toward the next site at B, where detailed sample
assessment will be carried out. The intention is to visit seven sites over the nominal
180-sol period. Opportunistic science is clearly possible during the traverse phase
and could be used to improve the robustness of data acquisition and prioritisation
during the measurement cycle.
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Figure 3.8.: CREST Project Architecture (Image courtesy of SciSys, [Woods 2009])
• The request may involve a close-up image activity or an actual ARM placement on a target
object such as a rock or outcrop.
The majority of this system in outside the scope of this thesis, namely the TVCR, arm agent
and the executive. During the remainder of this review, attention will be focused on the relevant
Science Assessment And Response (SARA) software agent.
3.5.1. Science Assessment and Response Agent (SARA)
The SARA Agent is responsible for the identification and assessment of scientific targets within
the CREST architecture (see figure 3.8). In this section the SARA agent will be documented in
isolation from the rest of the system.
3.5.1.1. Science Assessment Framework (SAF)
The SARA component is based on an underlying scientific scoring framework outlined in [Pullan 2006].
Within the afore mentioned report, a planetary geologist domain expert Dr Derek Pullan put for-
ward a science assessment framework (SAF) to unravel the often complex process a human
expert goes through to assess a potential scientific target. The expert asserts that three primary
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attributes of a potential target can be used to determine the science value of that target. These
three primary attributes can then be further broken down and characterised by a group of pre-
defined features. The expert has gone further and produced a scoring system to characterise the
scientific value of individual features such as albedo, colour and shape (full list of features can
be seen in Table 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5). Once these features are identified and scored they can be
combined using the following sum:
SV S = (∑Structure + ∑composition + ∑Texture +
compositeAtributeScore)∗Quality∗Bias.
CompositeAtributeScore is a score which can be given to a composite group of related attri-
butes which alone in isolation do not provide much value but when combined produce a desirable
target. The Quality value can be used to represent the quality of the image or of an identified
target, this value is generally used to degrade the targets score by multiplying the score by a
factor smaller than 1. Bias is used to represent a scientific bias towards sampling certain kinds
of targets. If for example the system had identified a basalt bomb as being a high priority target
during an initial run, it will degrade its value during future observations.
3.5.1.2. Science agent
The science agent’s architecture can be seen in figure 3.9. Target detection is achieved through
the use of a segmentation algorithm. Once these targets are identified they are processed and sco-
red according to the data provided by the expert in the science assessment framework. Currently
the system analyses six individual features: two from each of the three primary attributes. Once
the scores of these six features are derived, they are combined by summing the totals together.
3.5.2. CREST conclusions
The CREST Robotic Scientist project has demonstrated an end to end implementation of an
autonomous opportunistic platform. It has proved the concept of the Science Assessment fra-
mework produced by [Pullan 2006]. It has also proved the concept of a geology based image
assessment of potential science targets. It is still at an early stage and as yet does not implement
any sophisticated method of assessing the science values obtained from the Science Assess-
ment Framework (SAF). This is due to the focus of the system being primarily on the image
processing aspects responsible for identifying the features that are present, currently a simple
summation of the SVS is carried out. This will limit the system’s ability to deal with uncer-
tainty as it is not possible to partially discover anything, it ether is or it isn’t there. It has also
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ID Feature SVS Note
S000 Signature: No structure 0 Not available or beyond resolution
S001 Signature: Structural 5 Classified or unclassified
S002 Quality: Distinct signature 15 Sharp or enhanced by weathering
S003 Quality: Indistinct signature 10 Poor resolution or masked by drift
S004 Stratification: Continuous 20 Continuous within context of FOV
S005 Stratification: Discontinuous 10 Discontinuous within context of FOV
S006 Type: Planar 10
S007 Type: Wavy 50
S008 Type: Curved 20
S009 Type: Lenticular 40
S010 Type: Irregular (smooth) 30
S011 Type: Irregular (chaotic) 60 Includes draped
S012 Type: Nodular 50 Includes slumped
S013 Sub-type: Parallel 10
S014 Sub-type: Sub-parallel 30
S015 Sub-type: Non-parallel 50
S016 Scale: Very thick (bedding) 100 >100 cm
S017 Scale: Thick (bedding) 100 30 cm to 100 cm
S018 Scale: Medium (bedding) 10 10 cm to 30 cm
S019 Scale: Thin (bedding) 10 3 cm to 10 cm
S020 Scale: Very thin (bedding) 10 1 cm to 3 cm
S021 Scale: Thick (lamination) 10 0.6 cm to 1 cm
S022 Scale: Medium (lamination) 10 0.3 cm to 0.6 cm
S023 Scale: Thin (lamination) 50 0.1 cm to 0.3 cm
S024 Scale: Very thin (lamination) 100 <0.1 cm
S025 Orientation: Horizontal 10
S026 Orientation: Inclined (left) 10
S027 Orientation: Inclined (right) 10
S028 Orientation: Vertical 10
Table 3.3.: Structure feature list (Table courtesy of [Pullan 2006])
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ID Feature SOS Note
T000 Signature: No texture 0 Not available or beyond resolution
T001 Signature: Textural 5 Classified or unclassified
T002 Quality: Distinct signature 50
T003 Quality: Indistinct signature 5
T004 Fabric: Random 5
T005 Fabric: Orientated 50
T006 Fabric: Imbricated 100
T007 Surface: Dull 5
T008 Surface: Polished 50 Aeolian weathering (desert polish)?
T009 Surface: Rough 10
T010 Surface: Striated 50 Aeolian weathering?
T011 Surface: Concoidal 100 Glassy fracture planes
T012 Surface: Vesiculated 10 Gas bubbles (lava)
T013 Surface: Pitted 40 Blueberry casts
T014 Surface: Bumpy 50 Blueberries in outcrop
Table 3.4.: Texture feature list (Table courtesy of [Pullan 2006])
Figure 3.9.: SARA architecture (Image courtesy of SciSys, [Woods 2009])
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ID Feature SVS Note
C000 Signature: None 0 Not available or beyond resolution
C001 Signature: Discernibly 5 Classified or unclassified
C002 Quality: Distinct 100
C003 Quality: Indistinct 50
C004 Reflectivity: Low albedo 10
C005 Reflectivity: Medium albedo 50 Ice (~35%)
C006 Reflectivity: High albedo 100
C007 Reflectivity: Low specularity 10
C008 Reflectivity: Medium specularity 50 Crystallographic surfaces
C009 Reflectivity: High specularity 100 Mirror-like
C010 Distribution: Homogeneous 10
C011 Distribution: Heterogeneous 50
C012 Colour: Red 0
C013 Colour: Green 100
C014 Colour: Blue 20
C015 Colour: Black 50 Fresh mafic or primitive material?
C016 Colour: White 50 Salt or ice?
C100 Mineralogy: Carbonate 9999 First discovery?
C101 Mineralogy: Jarosite 50 Acid aqueous formation
C102 Mineralogy: Pyroxene 20
C103 Mineralogy: Ilmenite 20 Ti
C104 Mineralogy: Goethite 5
C105 Mineralogy: Hematite 10 Aqueous formation
C106 Mineralogy: Gypsum 5 Evaporite
C107 Mineralogy: Phyllosilicate 200 Clays (neutral/alkaline formation?)
C108 Mineralogy: Kamacite 200 Meteorite
C200 Petrology: Basalt 10
C201 Petrology: Andesite 50
C202 Petrology: Carbonaceous chondrite 200 Meteorite
Table 3.5.: Composition feature list (Table courtesy of [Pullan 2006])
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been suggested that at a later stage the context of the images processed by the system will be
considered by a learning technique, which will then influence the SVS based on contextual in-
formation derived from the mission requirements and from the recent system activity. There are
as yet no further details about this in the literature. The system has been demonstrated working
in the Aberystwyth University PATLab ([Woods 2009]) with a successful outcome, there is also
evidence within the literature of SARA being run on MER images and successfully identifying
potential high value science targets. There is however little characterisation of the quality of the
achieved results against that of a planetary geologist expert.
3.6. Robotic Antarctic Meteorite Search (RAMS)
The Robotic Antarctic Meteorite Search (RAMS) is a Carnegie Mellon based project concen-
trating upon developing robotic technologies to facilitate an autonomous rover in the search for
meteorites in Antarctica. Antarctica has been chosen as a base location for this project because of
its richness of well preserved and easily accessible samples. This is caused by the predominant
environmental conditions experienced in the region. The moving glaciers bring deposited rocks
to the surface and the cold dry conditions delay their degradation ([Pedersen 2000]). The study
has been built around a robotic platform known as Nomad (see Figure 3.10) which has been out-
fitted and prepared to deal with the harsh environment of the Antarctic ([Apostolopoulos 2000]).
It has also been equipped with a high resolution camera and a visible to near infrared reflectance
spectrometer ([Pedersen 1998]). The purpose of these upgrades are to enable Nomad to operate
autonomously for extended periods and carry out an unaided search for meteorite samples. A
Bayes network approach has been adopted to facilitate rock classification and a Markov chain
segmentation approach to segment the captured images.
3.6.1. Image segmentation
Image segmentation for the RAMS project is made easier by the environment. The land is
covered with snow and ice and is therefore white. Rocks and meteorites which are brought to
the surface by glacial motion are usually quite dark in colour and stand out quite clearly from
their background. It is still a non-trivial problem as rock shadows and partial snow cover can
degrade results. As previously mentioned a Markov chain segmentation approach was adopted
to try and alleviate this problem. The Nomad rover camera system has been designed to provide
images along with scale information and a centroid of all rock-like pixel areas ([Pedersen 2000]).
It is assumed that no rocks are close together and all rocks are fully surrounded by their ice
background. [Pedersen 2000] asserts that if pixels are examined along a radial projecting out
from the centroid in sequence at some unique point they cease being a rock and start becoming
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Figure 3.10.: Image of Carnegie Mellon’s Nomad Rover (Image courtesy of Carnegie Mellon).
Nomad is a 4 wheel drive rover measuring 2.4 m x 2.4 m x 2.4 m, and has a total
mass of just over 700 kg.
ice or background pixels. During this work this sequence is modelled by a partially observable
Markov Chain. More detained information and example results can be found in [Pedersen 2000].
3.6.2. Rock classification
At the core of the RAMS system lies the rock classification agent. It encapsulates the system’s
scientific knowledge. Its goal is to use sensor data to classify targets as belonging to one of the
pre-defined categories/types ([Apostolopoulos 2000]). It also calculates the potential informa-
tion gain that could result from deploying additional sensors. The classifier is responsible for
deciding based upon gathered sensor data whether a processed target is a terrestrial rock or a
meteorite. This is non trivial as it is very difficult for expert geologists to classify what they are
looking for. The common analogy of not knowing exactly what you are looking for until you
find it is quite fitting. The problem will also change as the area being investigated changes and
environmental conditions fluctuate. In order to deal with this issue an adaptive learning approach
has been adopted.
The initial problem with this approach is the limited number of available training targets. In
an attempt to alleviate this issue two earlier expeditions to Antarctica along with trips to the
Arctic and the Atacama desert in Chile were conducted to search for additional samples to use
as training data. Prior application specific data was also included in to the classifier in order to
compensate for the limited amount of training data.
The robot also has several deployable sensors which must be deployed in turn. Some of these
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sensors have a high deployment cost associated with them (such as the micro spectrometer,
which requires the rover to move to locate the sample in the target envelope) so it is desirable
not to deploy them unless it is deemed that they will add beneficial data.
3.6.2.1. Bayes network
The RAMS development team stipulate that a Bayes network based approach fits well with this
problem. The benefits put forward by [Pedersen 2000] are presented below;
• The classification of uncertainty and any ambiguity is handled by computing explicit pro-
babilities for each possible rock class, rather than just the most likely.
• Evidence from sensor readings can be incrementally compounded by Bayesian updates.
• Prior rock and meteorite probabilities in a specific area are accounted for.
• The structure of a Bayes network reflects the statistical relationships between rock samples
and sensor measurements. These have been deduced from knowledge of geology and
the physics of the sensors. This has allowed the relationships between variables to be
constrained by domain specific knowledge, and the intrinsic dimensionality controlled.
• Given a suitable network structure, the full statistical model can be learned from the limi-
ted and statistically biased training data available.
[Pedersen 2000] shows how the Bayes network based generative model can be extended to allow
autonomous profiling of the environment to learn rock probabilities in an area and exploit cor-
relations amongst the rock samples in an area. Furthermore, in addition to being able to handle
incremental data, a Bayes network model can be used to determine which unused sensors are
likely to be useful to classify a sample, enabling active sensor selection, reducing unnecessary
deployments of sensors.
3.6.3. RAMS conclusions
RAMS is a good example of an autonomous exploration vehicle. It has produced excellent
results in Antarctica during several different field trials. It has been responsible for the first au-
tonomous discovery of a meteorite. It also presents a significant move forward in autonomous
exploration. However, the discovery and classification of targets in Antarctica on the ice and
snow is significantly different from discovery and classification of targets on Mars (or any other
extra terrestrial body). The Bayes network has preformed relatively well in this situation. Ho-
wever, it requires the user to pre-define what target types will be encountered so the system can
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categorise rocks into them. There appears to be no way to characterise the science value of a
never before encountered target. This presents a substantial weakness should a system like this
be used to classify unknown rock types in an unpredictable environment. The system has also
been designed to classify targets based on their rock type, as a result a marble target would re-
ceive a value which would be different to a meteorite or a granite sample. This is suitable for the
RAMS system but would not be suitable for an autonomous extra-terrestrial exploration vehicle
as a rock type in a particular configuration (e.g. outcropping) is potentially more valuable than
the same rock in a different configuration (e.g. boulder field). In conclusion the RAMS system
is well fitted to its purpose. There are however significant differences between its purpose and
the purpose being discussed in this Thesis.
3.7. Chapter summary
During this chapter the current “state of the art” in autonomous science and autonomous sample
selection and acquisition has been presented. It can be seen that there is still substantial room
for improvement. The difficulty being that there still exists a conservative attitude towards space
targeted science and any systems that will carry out that science. For example, all hardware
used has to be space qualified, capable of standing up to large temperature variations and be
well proven by time. It is for this reason that state of the art technology cannot be deployed
on space missions. Generally space qualified hardware is approximately ten years behind the
state of the art. This is also amplified by the significant amount of time that it takes to plan a
space mission, as in many cases the hardware that will “fly” (be used on board an exploration
platform) on the mission has been decided years before mission launch. This attitude is not only
prevalent towards hardware but in many cases affects software development too. The primary
cause is cost, which significantly limits opportunities to explore other planets. The total cost of
the proposed ExoMars mission for example will be in the region of 1.2 billion Euros. As a result
of this cost the reward of success or failure is high, which increases the pressure on scientists to
achieve a high volume of good results. The fear of getting no results prohibits anything that is
considered “dangerous” or even “risky”. Autonomous solutions still fall firmly into that “risky”
category as Earth-based scientists and engineers are relinquishing some of their control to a
robotic platform situated on a remote planet in a hostile environment between 55 million and
400 million kilometres away.
It is for this purpose this research has been undertaken, to develop solutions that could be
used as intermediate stages to full autonomy while gaining some of the benefits of autonomy.
Currently modules of autonomy are being deployed in an extra-terrestrial environment, notable
examples include the Dust Devil and cloud detector developed within the OASIS project and the
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autonomous navigation software that is being developed for ExoMars. Once sufficient autonomy
modules exist and possess a sufficiently high "Technology Readiness level" (TRL) (see appendix
K), a combination of these modules would create a fully autonomous system. Currently no stand
alone modules have been developed to address the target selection problem. With this in mind,
two complementary solutions are put forward: one a simplistic platform based HRC pointing
approach (APIC) and the second a more complicated Earth-based knowledge based fuzzy target
assessment system (KSTIS).
APIC and KSTIS have been conceived as a composite solution as illustrated in figure 3.11.
APIC is aimed at deployment on-board a planetary exploration platform. It segments WAC
images and re-images a predefined number of targets with the HRC. How APIC works and the
results of its experimentation are documented in chapter 4. KSTIS is a more complex approach.
It is targeted towards an Earth-based control centre, in the form of a scientific tool to aid scientists
in making decisions about the potential targets identified by APIC. KSTIS has been developed
with the aid of a planetary geologist and has been designed to analyse features detected from a
potential science target and score them according to the mission parameters. A more in depth
discussion of this can be found in Chapter 7. Initially it has been designed to alleviate the
workload placed upon Earth-based scientists by detecting, providing an intuitive interface for
assessment, and then scoring all viable science targets. This information will then be offered
back (along with target priority list) to the scientist for their approval. The scientist will then
be able to see how accurate KSTIS is and how often decisions made by KSTIS are satisfactory.
If good results are consistently received from KSTIS, confidence will be built in the system’s
ability to make scientifically sound decisions, thus increasing the user’s confidence in the system.
Increased confidence in the system will lead to a higher acceptance of the technology and a
higher likelihood that such a system could eventually be included in the flight software.
This composite solution differs from the approach currently adopted in OASIS, CREST and
RAMS, in that it deploys a level of autonomy without removing the Earth-based decision point
(see figure 3.12). This does represent a compromise, as the amount of science that the system
can achieve will be less than that of a fully autonomous solution. However substantial benefits
will be attained by the intermediate solution, such as increased data return in the form of HRC
images, and a substantial reduction in complexity in comparison with an autonomous solution.
These are several aspects of OASIS, CREST and RAMS systems that are not relevant to this
research. These include;
• Dynamic planning and scheduling
• Navigation and micro-navigation (moving the rover over small distances to enable sample
selection)
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Figure 3.11.: Illustration showing the complementary nature of APIC and KSTIS
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• Science feature detection for on-board assessment
• Resource management
The target identification and targets assessments aspects of these systems are relevant to this
project. With this in mind several aspects from these systems has been considered and in some
cases acted as inspiration during the formation of APIC and KSTIS.
• SCAIP is a is a on-board autonomy module and represents a move towards autonomy in
instrument placement or sample acquisition. The general approach adopted by SCAIP
has inspired the production of APIC, as a move towards autonomy in the target selection
context.
• CREST’s targets detection approach using region detection on a greyscale image. This
approach was investigated further as it offered a low computational complexity, which is
desirable for an on-board solution.
• RAMS highlights the potential benefit of incremental instrument results. The HRC ca-
mera can provide increased detail for scientists to make an assessment geologic features
([Pullan 2009]).
• OASIS and CREST included input from a planetary geologist, when designing the target
assessment software. A planetary geologist has also been included during all stages of the
production of KSTIS.
• CREST’s rock assessment was based on an approach documented by a planetary geo-
logist on conducting field geology ([Pullan 2008]). This approach was also used in the
production of KSTIS.
• RAMS utilised a Bayes network during the target assessment. Although no probabilistic
approach is utilised in KSTIS or APIC, another AI approach is utilised by KSTIS during
its target assessment stage.
3.7.1. Conclusions
Much work has been undertaken in the area of autonomous science and autonomous sample se-
lection and accusation. OASIS, EO-1, SCAIP, CREST and RAMS are key projects and together
represent the state of the art within the problem domain. There are however gaps remaining
and issues that have not yet been resolved. One primary issue affecting space exploration is its
conservative nature. Systems must be well established and have a high TRL before they can be
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Figure 3.12.: Illustration showing the target deployment location of the systems discussed
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trusted to run on board a mission. APIC and KSTIS are two solutions have have been developed
to address this problem. APIC is an automatic procedure designed for deployment on board an
exploration platform allowing automatic high resolution imaging of identified regions of inter-
est. KSTIS is a knowledge based system that has been initially designed to run on board an
Earth-based computer to aid in the scientific assessments of identified targets. The aim of these
two systems is to increase user confidence in autonomy in space whilst facilitating increased
science return. The subsequent chapters describe in detail the APIC and KSTIS solutions.
3.7.2. Papers emerging from this work
Papers relating to the CREST project;
• CREST Autonomous Robotic Scientist: Developing a Closed-Loop Science Exploration
Capability for European Mars Missions - Mark Woods, Andy Shaw, Phil Rendell, Ehsan
Honary, Dave Barnes, Stephen Pugh, Dave Price, Derek Pullan and Derek Long. Pre-
sented in the International Symposium on Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and Automa-
tion in Space ([Woods 2008b]).
• The Autonomous Robot Scientist - Derek Pullan, Dave Barnes, Andy Shaw, Mark Woods,
Stephen Pugh, Phill Rendell, Ehsan Honary, Derek Long, Dave Price. Presented in the
2007 meeting at the Open university; “Exploration of the Moon: A UK Perspective”
([Pullan 2007b]).
• Developing an Autonomous Science Capability for European Mars Missions - Mark Woods,
Andy Shaw, Dave Barnes, Stephen Pugh, Dave Price, Derek Long and Derek Pullan.
Presented in the 10th ESA Workshop on Advanced Space Technologies for Robotics and
Automation ([Woods 2008a]).
These papers present the early stages of KSTIS development, when related to current research
being undertaken in the field.
• Autonomous sample selection and acquisition for planetary exploration - Stephen Pugh
and Dave Barnes. Presented in the 2007 “Towards Autonomous Robotic Systems” (TAROS)
and the 2nd European Planetary Science Congress (EPSC) ([Pugh 2007a] [Pugh 2007b]).
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4. Experimentation and Results of
On-board Autonomous System (APIC)
4.1. Introduction
APIC (Automatic Pointing and Image Capture) is an automated target imaging system that has
been developed as part of this research. It is aimed at deployment on-board a planetary explo-
ration platform and represents a move towards autonomy in the context of target selection. The
current implementation utilises a single WAC and an HRC mounted in an “ExoMars like” con-
figuration, but the method could be applied to any number of other non contact instruments. The
inclusion of contact instruments would be possible if an improved three dimensional model of
the environment could be achieved on-board the exploration platform. Currently effort has been
undertaken to limit the computational complexity by approximating the distance to the target
through use of a kinematics model of the PTU, together with heuristic approximations. During
this chapter the design and implementation of APIC is described and experimental results from
experimentation carried out in the laboratory and the field are presented.
4.2. Mission scenario
After a descent module has established that the surface landing was a success, it will attempt
to release the rover platform. Initially the rover will egress from the lander and then explore
its surroundings by taking a full panoramic image. Once this is complete the rover will place
itself into a “wait” mode until a communication window becomes available. The rover will
activate just before the scheduled communication window, and then down-link the images that
it has taken in order for them to be processed on Earth. After the rover has transmitted its
data to Earth it will return to a wait mode. Once these images reach Earth they are processed
and a DEM (Digital Elevation Model) is produced, the images are also processed to check for
topological features that can confirm the rover’s location. After the images have been processed
and the science targets in view have been appraised, a command sequence will be generated
on Earth and transmitted to the rover. The rover will again be activated in preparations for the
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Figure 4.1.: Panorama taken by JPL Spirit rover. Image Credit to JPL, NASA
next communication window, and prepare to receive its daily command update. The commands
received are then executed in sequence during the Martian day.
4.2.1. Imaging procedure
In order for a DEM of the rover’s surroundings to be produced a full stereo set of WAC images
must be captured. These images can then be stitched together to form a full panoramic image of
the rovers surroundings. Figure 4.1 shows a panorama that has been created using this technique.
It is intended that the sequence of PTU commands to capture these images should be generated
by the on board software. This would make it possible to send a single command to the rover to
retrieve a full set of WAC images, it would also enable the operations team to request a panorama
in situations where there is uncertainty about the rovers exact attitude (or pose). The on-board
computer would be responsible for analysing the rovers attitude and calculating what angles the
PTU must be set to in order to gather the required images. This reduces the complexity and size
of the command sequence that is sent to the rover.
4.3. APIC processing
During the times that the rover is inactive, valuable mission time is being wasted. APIC could
better utilise some of this time by imaging available rock targets with the HRC. APIC can be
broken down into two parts; a rock or feature detection algorithm and then a sample acquisition
algorithm (a overview of APICs architecture can be seen in figure 4.2). In this case the APIC
rock identification agent looks for areas of high contrast in an image, (more information can
be found in section 4.3.1). APIC’s current sample acquisition takes the form of a HRC image.
APIC will capture a high resolution image of each target identified by the rock detection agent.
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This is specific to the ExoMars mission but the concepts discussed are applicable to any number
of future space exploration missions.
4.3.1. Rock identification
In order to ensure that the images taken by the HRC are of high scientific value it is essential
that the system does some processing on the captured WAC images and calculates where to point
the PTU. The first step in this process is to identify useful targets. The question at this stage is:
how good do the potential targets need to be in order to trigger the system? Several things have
to be considered in order to make this decision: available processing power and memory, the
amount of time available and the potential benefits that could be gained from imaging useful
targets. With these considerations in mind a low resource requirement software algorithm has
been implemented to identify rocks based on the intensities observed in a single greyscale image.
The WAC on board the ExoMars rover utilises filter wheels to capture full colour images.
Therefore, when this algorithm is utilised on board the ExoMars rover type platform, the panchro-
matic filter is utilised to allow as much light through as possible and to give a high contrast im-
age. The APIC rock identification element utilises a region growing algorithm on a half scaled
image (See Figure 4.3).
The process begins by defining the left top corner as a seed region with a region average
intensity equal to the intensity of the initial pixel. Each surrounding pixel is then polled to
see if the intensity of that pixel is within a predefined joining limit. If a region satisfies this
condition the regions are joined and the intensity is added and a new region average intensity
is calculated. If no regions are found to have a close enough intensity no joins are preformed
and the next pixel is assessed. This process is repeated until all pixels have been assigned a
region. Once this assignment stage is complete a merging algorithm passes through the image.
It joins all the adjoining regions whose region average intensity is less than a small pre-defined
number (generally 10 or 20). Once this stage has been completed the background groups can be
eliminated. This is done by identifying the largest regions as background regions. The number
of background image regions are currently defined by the user (i.e. this parameter could be
uploaded during a real mission): two are generally identified (one being sky, the other being soil).
Next, all the adjoining regions other than the background regions are merged and all regions
smaller than a definable amount are joined to the background (this is to avoid fragmenting larger
targets or triggering on numerous small pebbles). Finally the weighted centroid is calculated
for each region. This weighted centroid then becomes the target point for that identified region.
Figure 4.4 shows an example output.
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Figure 4.2.: Overview of APIC architecture
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Figure 4.3.: The original image taken with the left WAC
Figure 4.4.: Example output from the rock identification algorithm; Left: targets are identified
by greyscale regions. Right: centroids are overlaid onto the original image.
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4.3.2. Rock location calculations
The identification of the rock centroids in the target is only the first part of the process. This
pixel position has to be translated into a real x-y-z location for the benefit of pointing the PTU
and hence the HRC at the generated target points. Several methods can be employed to make this
possible, stereo imaging technologies being one of the more common methods. APIC however
has been designed to run on board a planetary exploration platform with limited resources, so a
simpler method employing a single WAC and a reduced amount of processing has been utilised.
It is accomplished through use of the camera’s intrinsic parameters, trigonometric calculations,
and configuration heuristics.
Stereo imaging technologies would pinpoint very accurately in three dimensional space where
the target object lies. Since no contact with the object is required at this stage, a simple estimate
of the object’s distance would enable a HRC image of the potential target to be captured. It
is not possible with only one camera to correctly calculate the distance to the surface of the
rock being targeted, but if certain assumptions (heuristics) are made about the gradient of the
surface and the angle of the rover chassis relative to the floor plane, it is possible to calculate
the distance to a point on the floor plane at the vertical position in the image of the target. In
order to accomplish this the kinematics of the PTU must be known accurately as it is necessary
to calculate the distance from the camera to the floor plane at the centre of its view ( see figure
4.5). The distance calculation is accomplished through use of basic trigonometry and a priori
knowledge of the dimensions of the PTU. Once this distance is known it is then necessary to
use the internal dimensions of the camera to calculate the angle from the camera’s “centre of
the view”, to the target pixel (see Figure 4.6). Once this angle has been calculated it is used in
conjunction with the tilt angle of the PTU and the kinematics model of the PTU to calculate the
distance from the base of the mast to the floor plane at the identified vertical pixel in the image
(see Figure 4.7). The rotation calculations are then done to rotate and tilt the PTU so that the
HRC is pointing at the target (see Figure 4.8 for rotation calculations and Figure 4.9 the final tilt
calculations).
Promising results have been achieved by this system. This has led to an enhanced study
where it was decided that in order to increase the accuracy of the results, a more complex but
more accurate kinematic model of the panoramic camera assembly would be created1. The new
kinematic model better represents the rotational mechanics of the PTU and allows the user to
define which camera is to be used for the initial image (i.e. a ground-based operator could select
either the left of right WAC). Additional parametrisation has also been implemented which can
provide a convenient way to input any mechanical offsets that may be introduced if for example
1My thanks to Dr. Laurence Tyler, IMAPS, Aberystwyth for his contribution in developing this more advanced
kinematics model.
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Figure 4.5.: Distance to the floor plain at centre of the captured image
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Figure 4.6.: Method to calculate angle between centre of the camera’s view and identified cen-
troid of the target
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Figure 4.7.: Distance from the base of the PTU to the point where the targets pixel intersects the
floor plain 91
Figure 4.8.: Pan angle calculation
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Figure 4.9.: Tilt angle calculation
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Figure 4.10.: Enhanced APIC kinematics model. Diagram courtesy of Tyler, L. (based upon
author’s initial kinematics model)
a different PTU were to be used (See Figure 4.10 ). More detailed information about the new
kinematics model can be found in appendix B.
This new kinematics model, although more complex, produces more consistent results and
limits the assumptions made to one; this being that the targets are all on the same floor plane as
the rover. Future improvements on this method include;
• Investigation into the possibility of detecting gradient change and combining this into the
calculation.
• Horizon detection, to avoid the sky being processed.
• Perspective transform: currently the HRC is pointed at the floor plane relative to the pixel
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location in the image. As the PTU rotates the perspective of the HRC is different from that
of the WAC, and depending how far above the floor plane the target centroid is, this could
lead to the HRC looking behind the target (see Figure 4.11). A simple heuristic method to
reduce this problem is currently in use (see Figure 4.12).
These issues are in the most part relatively minor as a perfectly central view of the target
is not necessary. As long as the region of interest is within the field of view of the HRC a
successful result has been achieved. Therefore, some of these relatively minor sources of error
can for the most part be tolerated. An attempt has been made to reduce the error introduced by
the “perspective error” problem noted earlier (see Figure 4.12). The target’s vertical value is
lowered to a mid-point between the target’s centroid and its lowest vertical pixel. This reduces
the error for close targets. This heuristic correction does introduce a small error on distant targets
but the affects of this are minimal and can be tolerated.
4.4. Benefits of a combination of on-board processing and
on-Earth processing
The main benefits of on board processing is the reduction in the amount of downtime that has to
be introduced while waiting for communication windows. If processing is performed on board
the rover, it can remain active for longer and achieve more useful science. Processing can also
be undertaken on the science data gathered to ensure that only the most useful data is down-
linked to Earth. This could help to ensure that the valuable 100 MB a day of data that can be
returned to Earth is reserved for useful data only and not wasted on poor images. On-board
processing is heavily constrained as modern processors are not suitable for space exploration.
During the ExoMars mission, the rover’s on-board processing will be achieved by between one
and three LEON based processors; they are 32 bit 100Mhz processors. This makes it essential
that the on board processor uses as little memory and processor time as possible. In order to
achieve optimum overall mission through put then a balance between processing data on-board
the platform and back on Earth must be reached. APIC represents the rover based element of
this scenario. Utilising simplistic algorithms to capture an enhanced amount of mission data
while other tools, such as the KSTIS tool, are situated on Earth to assist scientists by carrying
out more complex science analysis processing tasks on the captured image data. This will allow
Earth based scientists to maintain direct control of the exploration platform while becoming
accustomed and acquainted with software which could at some point be implemented as part of
an on-board autonomous system.
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4.5. APIC experimental setup and results
The first set of APIC experimentation was carried out at the AU Planetary Analogue Terrain
Laboratory (PATLab) ([Barnes 2008a]). The aim of the experimentation was to demonstrate
that an automated imaging process is a viable option for extra-terrestrial exploratory missions,
and such a system could enable an increased amount of scientifically valuable data to be returned
to Earth. In this section the experimental equipment used in order to run this experiment will be
described.
4.5.1. Experimental hardware
AU’s experimental hardware is based upon a half scale model of the proposed ExoMars rover
([Barnes 2006a]). It includes a half scale PanCam mast (with full scale base-line camera sepa-
ration), on board computer system and a prototype robotic arm (See appendix E). The PATLab
also includes a 50 m2 landscaped terrain region composed of Mars soil simulant-D. The terrain
includes a sub-surface sampling area, a number of fully characterised "science target" rocks and
a number of additional (non characterised) rocks which have been added to increase variety and
provide additional test targets.
4.5.1.1. Rover chassis
The rover chassis is of Concept-E design ([Kucherenko 2004]). It has six wheels which can be
individually driven, rotated and lifted providing the rover with 18 degrees of freedom.
4.5.1.2. The AU PTU
The AU PTU has been based upon the proposed configuration of the ESA ExoMars mission
([Griffiths 2006]). This is comprised of two WACs and a single HRC located in the middle of
the two WACs2. The AU PTU models the ExoMars PTU with two commercial WACs, supplied
by “TheImagingSource”. Their resolution is 1024 X 768 with a focal length of 8 mm. This is
different from the ExoMars configuration as all ExoMars WACs will have a resolution of 1024
X 1024 with the same focal length. This holds true for the HRC. The AU HRC has a resolution
of 1024 X 768 with a variable focal length. The ExoMars HRC will have a resolution of 1024
X 1024 and have an effective focal length of 100 mm. Despite these minor differences the AU
PTU provides a good testbed to run experimental algorithms and to obtain results for the APIC
algorithm.
2Recent information about the ExoMars mission has indicated that the HRC may not be located in the centre of the
two WACs, rather off centre towards the right WAC
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Figure 4.13.: Original AU PTU situated on-board the AU rover
Figure 4.14.: New AU PTU, currently mounted on a tripod.
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Figure 4.15.: Image of the on-board computer situated on the base of the AU Concept-E chassis.
4.5.1.3. Camera calibration
The purpose of camera calibration is to remove the radial and spatial distortion introduced by a
camera’s lens and from the imperfections of the CCD. APIC results presented here have been
obtained with an uncalibrated WAC and HRC. The quality of the lenses and cameras is such that
very little radial or spatial distortion is present.
4.5.1.4. Additional hardware
The AU rover on-board computer is an Intel mobile platform, running a 2 Gigahertz Pentium
4M. It is located on the Rover base (see Figure 4.15). It has 1 gigabyte of memory and a 8 port
servo controller. The current PTU is controlled by two servos and has been constructed out of
carbon fibre. During the APIC experimentation a new PTU has been commissioned controlled
by stepper motors (see Figure 4.14). This PTU has yet to be mounted on-board the AU rover,
but it has been possible to control it while mounted on a tripod. As this new PTU represented a
significant engineering improvement on the rover’s PTU, it was deemed best to use this for APIC
experimentation in place of the rover’s PTU. This means that the rover’s on-board computer was
not used during the experimentation. A laboratory PC was used to control the new PTU and the
mounted WACs and HRC cameras.
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4.6. Experimental setup
A total of 19 rocks of varying size and shape have been used to fully test the APIC system.
Figure 4.16 illustrates the configuration of testing environment during the trials. As the AU
environment emulates the upcoming ESA ExoMars mission, it was decided that the system
would be tested in an ExoMars-like configuration, with an ExoMars scenario. As such the PTU
was mounted on a tripod at approximately 1.6 - 1.7 meters from the ground and the HRC was
mounted centrally. The two WACs were situated with a baseline separation of 50 cm. The rocks
were not moved during the experimentation, with the exception of the addition of target rocks
in some images to increase target density. The aim of the experimentation was to exercise the
rock detection and the three dimensional reasoning carried out by the APIC system based on
one camera image. In order to accomplish this, ten tripod locations were defined, beginning in a
close proximity to the rocks and progressively retreating for subsequent trials (see figure 4.17).
During the experimentation the left WAC was used to capture the initial images.
The lighting conditions of the laboratory were kept as consistent as possible, and blackout
blinds were used to block out natural sunlight and fluorescent lights were used to provide an even
illumination across the terrain. The soil simulant used in the PATLab is very fine and compacts
very tightly when under pressure. This means that very clear impressions are made in areas
where any pressure has been applied. These impressions (such as foot prints and countless wheel
tracks) are not a feature that the system would have to deal with in a real mission environment.
In order to reduce the impact of such features the terrain was raked between experiments. The
raking also produced an “unnatural” pattern in the terrain, which is particularly visible in HRC
images. This pattern however did not affect the APIC system, so it was ignored.
4.7. Experimental results
Ten experiments were carried out using the APIC algorithm. All the images captured during
these experiments can be seen in appendix D. In this section a detailed discussion is presented
for experiment one, followed by details of missed targets and finally a general overview of the
results achieved during all of the experimentation is discussed.
APIC currently requires three user inputs: number of background regions, threshold value and
number of targets to image. In order to make experimentation as fair as possible the threshold
and the number of targets to image were set to 60 and 9993 respectively. The number of back-
ground regions could not be preset as during some of the experiments the background board
became visible. This had to be eliminated by increasing the number of background regions from
3An input of 999, for the number of rock targets instructs APIC to target all available rocks.
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Figure 4.16.: Laboratory setup for the experimentation of the APIC system (figure not to scale)
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Figure 4.17.: The image (left) shows the control computer and the image (right) shows the rock
setup and WACs, HRC mounted onto the PTU which in turn was mounted onto a
tripod. The tripod height above ground level was representative of the mast height
for the ExoMars rover.
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1 to 2.
4.7.1. Experiment one
Experiment one was carried out in close proximity to the targets, the base of the tripod was 1.22
meters from the closet rock and 2.56 meters from the most distant. This meant that the PTU had
to be set at a low tilt angle to capture the initial image (Tilt -45º Pan -10º), and that the cameras
were almost looking at the top of the targets. Because of the close proximity it was not practical
to image the full number of targets, so only nine targets were imaged. Figure 4.18, shows the
initial image captured by the PTU and the same image with the centroids of all detected targets
marked. Experiment one resulted in all available targets being identified. Figure 4.19 shows are
examples of APIC intermediate outputs; the left image is the result of the region detection and
the right image is an annotated image showing the APIC target id. This is primarily so that a
better understanding of what is happening internally to the system can be gained.
Figure 4.18.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC Expt. 1. Right : Annotated image
showing APIC generated target centroids
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Rock Number Pan degrees Tilt Pan degrees
Initial Pose -10.00 -45.00
1 0.68 -41.00
2 -7.95 -55.58
3 -4.67 -48.68
4 -5.07 -34.35
5 -11.64 -39.75
6 -18.79 -48.62
7 -27.52 -36.33
8 -28.90 -41.92
9 -35.39 -48.84
Table 4.1.: PTU values output by APIC during Experiment 1
Figure 4.19.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : Annotated image identifying APIC targets
Once the centroids were identified the kinematics model of the PTU was employed to produce
a list of PTU angles to place the HRC optics principal axis coincident with the identified target.
The PTU outputs for Expt. 1 can be seen in table 4.1. The APIC system then moved the PTU to
the commanded positions, figures 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 show the resulting HRC images.
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Figure 4.20.: HRC images of targets 1, 2 and 3
Figure 4.21.: HRC images of targets 4, 5 and 6
Figure 4.22.: HRC images of targets 7, 8 and 9
The results of experiment one were very encouraging. No rocks were missed or wrongly
detected. The resulting HRC images were all well centred and thus if down-linked to Earth,
would be eligible for further scientific processing by ground-based personnel or software.
4.7.2. Errors produced during experimentation
During the experimentation, the APIC system missed two potential rocks. One in experiment
three (see Figure 4.23) and the other in experiment nine (see Figure 4.24). Both misses were
from significantly different positions and were of different rock targets. The APIC rock detection
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algorithm was at fault on both occasions. Insufficient intensity thresholds were detected to
identify or to enable that region to remain separate from the background terrain. Whilst the
rocks clearly stand out as different to a human onlooker, the way the rock detection algorithm
avoids fragmenting regions is by adapting the regions “pixel value” according to the pixels added
to the group. As additional pixels are added, the regions “pixel value” changes, and this enables
the region to change slowly the type of pixels it accepts. The problem introduced by this is an
inability to detect targets if they have an edge that transitions slowly in intensity.
Figure 4.23.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC Expt. 3. Right : Annotated image
showing APIC generated target centroids
Figure 4.24.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC Expt. 9. Right : Annotated image
showing APIC generated target centroids
These two errors illustrate the compromise that has to be made between performance and
accuracy. During the design stages of the APIC rock detection algorithm it was decided that the
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focus should be to avoid false positives (the detection of rocks that are not present) and accept
the fact that the occasional rock will be missed. This is because the detection and subsequent
imaging of false positives would represent a waste of valuable down-link bandwidth. However,
missing a rock target simply represents a missed opportunity.
4.7.3. Overview of results
During the experimentation the PTU was moved to ten separate locations at three separate
heights. The APIC experiments contained between nine and nineteen rocks at distances of be-
tween 1.2 m and 7.4 m from the tripod. Out of a possible 152 rocks 150 were successfully
identified and imaged with the HRC (see table 4.2). All HRC images were usable in a scientific
context.
4.8. Ongoing experimentation
Successful trials conducted in the AU PATLab have led to increased interest in APIC for use
as part of the ExoMars PanCam on-board software suite. As such two field trials of the system
have been undertaken. During the next few sections the aims of the field trials will be discussed
and some expected results presented.
4.8.1. AMASE
The AMASE 2009 expedition (see Figure 4.25) is a expedition of planetary scientists and engi-
neers to arctic field areas that are used as a Martian analogues. It is understood that no one site
on Earth could mimic conditions on the Martian surface, but the sites in Svalbard are unique in
that they offer similar geology to that found in Martian meteorites and the sedimentary outcrops
that have been observed and analysed by the NASA MER rovers. There are several reasons for
undertaking an expedition like this to test instrumentation. These are;
• Providing a better understanding of how information captured by different instruments
inter-relates to other instruments.
• Gain experience and understanding of how an instrument will react to a harsh environ-
ment.
• To push an instrument in an extreme environment so that detection limits can be better
defined or surpassed.
• Provide mission experience for instrument teams.
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Figure 4.25.: AMASE expedition patch, image courtesy of the AMASE website
(http://amase.ciw.edu/)
The final point is of major importance. Working with exploration platforms in a remote envi-
ronment is a very different way of undertaking science. Resources are very limited and must
be carefully utilised to realise an instrument’s scientific return potential; these skills must be
honed by resources and experience. The AMASE expedition can help provide this practise and
experience.
APIC is involved as part of the PanCam contingent represented by scientists from DLR and
MSSL. It will be tested with the DLR PTU (see figure 4.26). Appendix C, contains the user
manual that was produced to provide support and instructions on how to utilise the software and
how to navigate through the user interface.
4.8.1.1. Expected results
AMASE 2009 results are still outstanding but some preliminary results have been obtained
through testing the rock identification. algorithm on images taken during the 2008 AMASE ex-
pedition. Figure 4.27 and 4.28 are images obtained by Schmitz, N. from DLR during AMASE
2008: the images were captured with the AU WACs ([Schmitz 2008]). These images whilst not
typical of the environment that the rover would be exposed to on Mars, do represent more of a
challenge for the region detection algorithm as there is a high feature density and low contrast
between targets. In order to avoid hundreds of potential targets being identified, APIC param-
eters were adjusted so that only the largest twenty targets would be returned. Figure 4.27 and
4.28 both illustrate that the rock detection algorithm is a viable solution for such a scene.
4.8.2. Bridget
During 2009 EADS Astrium conducted field trials in a quarry near Stevenage. This represented
an opportunity to run APIC on board a representative platform and to obtain additional field
results. It involve the mounting of the Aberystwyth University PTU and optical bench on Bridget
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Figure 4.26.: Image of DLR’s prototype PTU for field trials of the HRC for ExoMars.
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Figure 4.27.: Top: AMAZE Image one taken with AU WAC emulator. Bottom Left: Region map
showing 20 largest regions detected by APIC. Bottom Right: Original AMASE
image the centroids of 20 largest targets identified by APIC marked in yellow.
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Figure 4.28.: Top: AMAZE Image two taken with AU WAC emulator. Bottom Left: Region map
showing 20 largest regions detected by APIC. Bottom Right: Original AMASE
image the centroids of 20 largest targets identified by APIC marked in yellow.
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Figure 4.29.: EADS Astrium’s Bridget
([Waugh 2006]) (see figure 4.29) in order to run field trials on several pieces of control software,
APIC being one of them. The results achieved during the field trial can be seen in appendix I.
4.8.3. MER image experimentation
The continued presence of the two NASA/JPL rover’s Spirit and Opportunity on Mars has re-
sulted in the availability of numerous images of the Martian terrain. Three such images have
been selected from the NASA/JPL website. These images have been processed with the APIC
rock detection algorithm. The results can be seen in Figures 4.30, 4.31 and 4.32. These results
help illustrate that APIC would be viable when exposed to such scenes.
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Figure 4.30.: Image one. Original Mars image and APIC identified centroids of the 20 largest
targets. Original image courtesy of NASA/JPL
Figure 4.31.: Image two. Original Mars image and APIC identified centroids of the 20 largest
targets. Original image courtesy of NASA/JPL
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Figure 4.32.: Image Three. Original Mars image and APIC identified centroids of the 10 largest
targets. Original image courtesy of NASA/JPL
4.9. Discussion of results
Overall the APIC solution has preformed well during experimentation. During laboratory ex-
perimentation APIC was able to successfully identify and accurately image with the HRC 150
out of a potential 152 rock targets. All HRC images are included with this Thesis in appendix
D. The two rocks that were missed highlight a weakness of the region detection algorithm. In-
sufficient intensity thresholds were detected between these two rocks and the background region
to identify a new region or to enable that region to avoid being merged with the background
terrain. This is caused by the way the rock detection algorithm avoids fragmenting regions. It is
done by adapting the region’s “pixel value” according to the pixels present in that region. There-
fore, as additional pixels are added this “pixel value” will change enabling regions to envelop
small changes in intensity. This can cause a problem in detecting targets that have an edge that
changes gradually in intensity. This problem could be overcome by altering the APIC threshold
value, but this can introduce more problems such as the fragmentation of larger targets and the
identification of multiple background objects. More accurate region detection algorithms are
in existence (e.g the Watershed algorithm ([Roerdink 2001])), but a balance has to be achieved
between high computational demands and accuracy. APIC’s current region detection algorithm
adequately satisfies this balance.
A known limitation in the APIC system exists in the assumption that is made during the PTU
command calculations. The assumption is that the floor plane that the PTU is situated upon is
flat and extends beneath the observed targets. Occasionally APIC targeted the HRC slightly high
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Figure 4.33.: Height map of the PATLab’s Martian analogue terrain. The height map has been
displayed from two vantage points (facing west above and facing south below) to
illustrate the topography of the PATLab simulated terrain.
moving the target to the lower quartile of the image. This was caused by the gradient change
of the floor plane in the PATLab. Some of the targets are located on an incline slope within
the PATLab, this caused APIC to overestimate the distance between the target and the PTU. The
distance to a target has little effect on the pan value but can have a great effect on the tilt value and
it was this mis-estimation that caused the PTU to point slightly high on a number of occasions
(see figure 4.34). It is worthy of note however that the targets were not missed, in practise
because of the margin for error (i.e. the target only needs to be in HRC field of view), nominal
uneven ground with gentle inclines and declines (like the AU PATLab, see height map in Figure
4.33) caused no problems for APIC. Provided that an exploration rover was situated on gentle
inclines/declines (which is the general case), then the underlying APIC kinematics assumption
would hold, and hence APIC would be an entirely viable on-board autonomous capability.
APIC has the potential to significantly increase the amount of high value images captured
during a nominal mission day. Whilst this is good news from the science data return aspect, it
would nevertheless increase the processing workload and potentially the cost of ground based
operations. This is not desirable as such operations are an expensive aspect of any space ex-
ploration missions, and increased costs may reduce the nominal length of a mission. Therefore
ground based tools are needed to minimise the processing workload on Earth-based scientists,
and reduce the amount of time needed to assess potential targets. This could be achieved by
providing some pre-processing and potential clues as to what is being assessed. The Knowledge
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Figure 4.34.: Illustration showing APIC problem with gradient change
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based Science Target Identification System (KSTIS) has been developed to fill that need. During
the remainder of this Thesis the KSTIS system will be discussed in greater detail.
4.10. Chapter summary
The APIC system has been designed to identify rock targets from a single WAC image (i.e.
without the added complexity of stereo image processing) and then generate PTU commands to
point the HRC at that target. It does this by utilising a region growing algorithm and merging
algorithm to detect regions of differing intensities. The distance to the targets is then estimated
through use of a priori kinematics knowledge about the PTU and the intrinsic parameters of the
camera. Once this distance is calculated, PTU commands are generated to move the PTU so that
the HRC will point at the detected target. The system has preformed well during testing, identi-
fying and successfully imaging 150 out of a potential 152 targets. Preliminary experimentation
carried out on images taken during previous field trials have also been very positive, showing that
even in environments with low contrast and high object frequency the APIC algorithm can suc-
cessfully identify targets to image. This chapter relates to the first part of the research question
(see section 1.2.1). APIC has been designed to improve science data return, by accelerating the
process by which HRC images can be captured. Thus enabling scientists to HRC images during
the initial target selection process and to reduce the overall time that it takes to take accomplish
and instrument placement.
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5. Expert Systems
5.1. Introduction
A Fuzzy Expert System exists at the heart of the KSTIS application. This AI technology has
been adopted to encapsulate a human expert’s knowledge, and allow the application to emulate
an experts evaluation of potential science targets. Expert systems are a very well established
technology and are considered to be one of the best used technologies within AI. During this
chapter a brief introduction as to why the Expert System approach was adopted is presented,
and the scope of this technology usage within the project is defined.
5.2. Background of Expert Systems
5.2.1. What is an Expert System?
An Expert system is “is a computer program that represents and reasons with knowledge of
some specialist subject with a view to solving problems or giving advice” ([Jackson 1998]).
Expert systems have emerged from within the research area of artificial intelligence. The goal
is to endow a computer system with the ability to emulate a humans cognitive skills. Expert
systems are generally quite constrained, as the definition implies that an Expert System possesses
knowledge of just one specialist subject; meaning that an Expert System designed to diagnose a
form of cancer would not be able to advise you where to eat tonight. Expert systems are specific
to the task they were designed for. Their specialist knowledge is only of any use within a given
problem domain. Within the problem domain the Expert System is tasked with emulating the
problem solving ability of a human expert. For example a human food critic will know the
best places to eat in his/her locality, if you ask the critic where to eat he/she will ask you what
type of food you like. He/she may ask you other questions to aid in making a decision as to
the perfect restaurant for you to spend your evening in. For an Expert System to be able to
make the same reasoning’s it would not only be important to endow the system with the critic’s
knowledge on food and places to dine, but also the reasoning process that enables the critic to
produce questions and interpret the responses given to produce a decision that will please the
enquirer. It is important to note that an Expert System is not a model of the entire domain or
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environment, it is just a model of the human expert’s reasoning process. In the case of the food
critic it may not be necessary for the system to understand what food you should order or even
know all the contents of the restaurant’s menu.
5.2.2. How Expert Systems differ from AI in general
Expert systems have emerged from the AI research discipline. Therefore, Expert Systems are a
form of AI. AI however has a much broader remit. It’s primary focus is endowing a computer
with the ability to think and reason. The following definition from Barr, Avron ([Barr 1981]) is
representative of the opinion in the field;
“ Artificial intelligence is the part of computer science concerned with designing intel-
ligent computer systems, that is, systems that exhibit the characteristics we associate
with intelligence in human behaviour - understanding language, learning, reasoning,
solving problems, and so on” ([Jackson 1998]).
This definition clearly identifies AI as a far broader field than simple Expert Systems. How-
ever, Expert Systems were born out of AI as a useful partway solution. In an Expert System
it must be possible to constrain the domain of the problems that the system will need to deal
with to one field of expertise. It is also necessary for at least one domain expert to be available
to demonstrate how an expert in that particular domain reasons and resolves problems that are
faced. This process can then be modelled and tested until a reliable representation of the expert’s
decision making is achieved. Expert systems get there strength form constraining the problem
domain, general AI on the other hand has a much more difficult task. A task that will not be
solved by one simple solution. Rather numerous part-way solutions working in conjunction.
Expert systems are just one of those part way solutions. Many other solutions exist within the
AI domain including Genetic Algorithms (GA) ([Mitchell 1998]), Neural Networks (N Nets)
([Beale 1998]), Semantic Networks ([Sowa 1992]) and Bayesian Networks ([Pourret 2008]).
5.2.3. How an Expert System is designed
As previously mentioned, for an Expert System to be viable it has to be possible to limit the
problem domain, have access to a domain expert and have real problems to present to both the
expert and the Expert System in order to verify the system’s emulation of the expert. Once it is
known that all these ingredients are in place, the Expert System can be designed. There are three
main groups of people involved in the production of an Expert System; the knowledge engineer,
the domain expert and the end user. In some cases the domain expert, or the knowledge engineer
could also be the end user. The knowledge engineer uses a building tool to build the Expert
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System, through the use of knowledge extracted from the domain expert. Prototype systems are
then produced and tested by the expert. The expert assesses the prototype and provides input
back to the knowledge engineer who refines the prototype. Once the expert and the knowledge
engineer are satisfied with the Expert System, it is released to the end user (see figure 5.1)
([Waterman 1985]).
5.2.4. Why use an Expert System?
Expert systems are very well established and are currently one of the most successful branches
of AI. They use non-numerical domain-specific knowledge to solve problems in the same way
as an expert would. The knowledge stored within an Expert System is very specific, but because
of its non-numeric nature it is often not exact. Much like the knowledge often applied by a
human expert. Expert systems are particularly useful when obtaining precise knowledge about a
situation is very difficult, or time consuming. Or when results can only be obtained by “rules of
thumb”. An example of such a “rule of thumb” (typically referred to as an heuristic) would be:
IF
Pest is “aphid”
AND
crop is “potato”
THEN
Pesticide is “malathion”
It is not necessary for an expert to undertake a complete examination of all available pesticides
to determine that malathion is the best in this case. A small number of well selected character-
istics along with a restricted problem domain can give a perfectly accurate result. It would not
however be true to say;
IF
Pest is “aphid”
AND
crop is “strawberry”
THEN
Pesticide is “malathion”
This is because with the introduction of a soft fruit we have enlarged our problem domain.
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Figure 5.1.: The Players in the Expert System Game
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this should in fact be;
IF
Pest is “aphid”
AND
crop is “strawberry”
AND
harvest “soon (<14 days)”
THEN
Pesticide is “pyrethrum”
Expert systems can also be made to deal with uncertainty or to provide partial results. For
example:
IF
Pest is “aphid”
AND
crop is “strawberry”
AND
harvest is “unknown”
THEN
Pesticide is “pyrethrum”
Or;
IF
Pest is “aphid”
AND
crop is “strawberry”
AND
harvest “distant (<14 days)”
THEN
Pesticide is “pyrethrum” OR “malathion”
In this case the inputs satisfy the criteria of more than one output. Expert systems then are
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Advantages
Disadvantages
Will provide consistent answers for repetitive
decisions, processes and tasks.
Cannot apply common sense, which may be
needed in some decision making.
Can hold and maintain significant levels of
information within a given problem domain.
Cannot respond in unexpected circumstances.
Encourages experts to clarify and document the
logic of their decision-making.
Domain expert may not be able to explain their
logic and reasoning.
Never "forgets" to assess an input, an expert
may on a bad day.
Unexpected input errors may go unnoticed and
lead to a wrong decision.
Can work continuously, without need for
breaks.
Cannot adapt to the environment if it changes,
without changing its knowledge base, which
may require a total redesign.
A multi-user Expert System can be used by
multiple users at any one time.
Can be used in multiple locations
simultaneously.
Table 5.1.: Table listing some of the advantages and disadvantages of Expert Systems
generally well suited to problem domains with a limited number of outputs per input permuta-
tion. An Expert System is of no use when several outputs are equally correct for a given set
of inputs, and in this case another methodology would have to be used to identify the best so-
lution. Expert systems are not well suited to tasks that require “common sense”, or reasoning
that is hard to characterise, like “the animal looks like a dog?”. Expert systems are also not
well suited to large problem domains, where a large number of inputs are required resulting in
an even larger amount of possible solutions. Finally, Expert Systems are not ideally suited to
changing or adaptable problem domains. They cannot adapt the expert knowledge to another
similar situation and cannot provide any result for unexpected or new inputs. If the problem
domain or the inputs to the Expert System change, the knowledge base has to be redesigned.
Therefore, Expert systems are primarily useful within a well constrained problem domain,
with accessible expert knowledge. This can be well characterised and has a clearly definable
reasoning process. Expert systems have many advantages and disadvantages, a selection of
which can be seen in table 5.1.
5.2.5. Expert Systems in space
Expert systems are very well established technology, and have been actively used and developed
for over 30 years. As such recent advancements in the field are few and far between. Expert
systems could be considered a stable and proven technology because of this. This is further
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evidenced by its application in the classically conservative domain of space research. Several
Expert Systems have been developed with space as their domain ([Rajkumar 2003, Jiajun 1998,
Marsh 1988]). The main benefits of Expert Systems in space is that the technology allows some
or all of the decision making to be moved to the platform, thus reducing the communication
needed between the Earth and the exploration platform. Moving decisions on board the platform
can also reduce the costs associated with space missions as a reduced amount of support staff
will be necessary to operate the mission ([Jiajun 1998]).
5.2.6. Fuzzy Expert Systems
A Fuzzy Expert System is the same as a standard Expert System except that it utilises Fuzzy
logic in-place of Boolean logic. A Fuzzy Expert System is a collection of membership functions
and rules that are used along with a Fuzzy inference engine to reason about input data. Unlike
conventional Expert Systems, which reason on symbolic data, Fuzzy Expert Systems have been
developed with numerical processing in mind.
The rules in a Fuzzy Expert System are usually in a form similar to the following:
IF
blood_temp is “high” and noise is “loud”
THEN
Animal is “dog”
Blood_temp and noise are inputs. High and loud are Fuzzy sets. Fuzzy sets are defined by
membership functions (MFs). A given input variable is applied to the membership function and a
level of membership to that Fuzzy set is determined. For example, figure 5.2, shows an example
input, with two MFs; “high” and “low”. Two example inputs are assessed (5 and 1). The first
input 5, partially satisfies the membership criteria of both sets. The rules are then examined.
In this case each rule applies to one MF. As the input 5 partially satisfied both MFs, both rules
are applied and an output relative to the initial degree of membership is assigned. A centroid
calculation is then applied to defuzzify the output1 ([Oussalah 2001]), providing a crisp output
value. The other input value in figure 5.2 (1), fully satisfies the membership criteria of the MF;
“low”. In this case only the second rule is considered and the full degree of this rules output is
assigned. The output is then defuzzifyed and an output value is assigned. The centroid approach
is not the only method of defuzzification. Other approaches can be adopted. In the scope of this
Thesis, the centroid method of defuzzification is the only method that will be discussed .
1The MatLab fuzzy logic tool box’s implementation of centroid defuzzification can be found at :
http://www.MathWorks.de/products/demos/shipping/fuzzy/defuzzdm.html (Last accessed on 09/09)
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Figure 5.2.: Example of Fuzzy Expert System process
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5.3. Scope of usage within this research
During this research an Expert System has been designed in order to discriminate between the
science values of individual identified science targets. This was accomplished using well estab-
lished tools and methods. Instead of developing the Expert System using normal Boolean logic
it was decided that a Fuzzy logic approach would better enable the system deal with the inherent
uncertainty that exists when dealing with image data alone. The MatLab Fuzzy logic tool box
was used to develop the system. It provided tools designed to facilitate rule creation and mem-
bership function design. It is not worth of note that this thesis presents no original contribution
to knowledge in the field of Expert Systems. Rather, a Fuzzy logic Expert System has been
utilised to create an original and novel autonomous extra terrestrial scientific target classifier.
Herein lies an original contribution to knowledge.
5.3.1. Relevance of Expert Systems to the problem domain
It is the suitability to the task that lead to the choice to develop an Expert System over many
of the other available AI technologies. The nature of Expert Systems allow for multiple inputs,
and can be used in an environment that is difficult to predict. It is currently almost impossible
to derive a mathematical probability for what will be detected during a Martian exploration mis-
sion. This uncertainty coupled with a lack of mission experience makes a probabilistic approach
like the one adopted by [Pedersen 2000], very difficult. It is also desirable to endow the system
with knowledge, rather than adopting a strategy that first requires that the system learns, either
in a supervised context or in an unsupervised context [Ghahramani 2004]. This is primarily due
to the limited amount of representative data that is available. In order for [Pedersen 2000] to
utilise a Bayesian probabilistic approach, four terrestrial expeditions had to be conducted to find
example meteorites. An adaptive, or learning approach would be of interest to this research. If a
system endowed with a basic knowledge was then able to refine this knowledge as each assess-
ment made by the expert, “honing the skills” of the system. Currently though it has been decided
that any learning approach would be avoided. The primary reason for this lies in the conserva-
tive nature of planetary science. The aim of this project is to aid in the “gentle” reduction in
aversion towards so called “risky” technologies, such as full robotic autonomy, by providing a
user tool that experts can utilise and learn to trust. Expert systems fit this situation as they are
characterisable and consistent. A given set of inputs will always provide the same output. The
system also does not possess the ability to adapt, it is stable. It is therefore easier to trust and
build up confidence in such a system.
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5.4. Chapter summary
During this chapter a brief background to Expert Systems has been presented, along with a
description of what is involved in an Expert System and how they are built. A list of advantages
and disadvantages for Expert Systems can be seen in table 5.1. A Fuzzy Expert System has
been selected to be used as part of the KSTIS system. This Fuzzy Expert System has been
designed to encapsulate the knowledge of a planetary geology domain expert. The fuzzy aspect
of the system is crucial to enable the system to deal with the uncertainty surrounding remote
sample assessment. An Expert System has been utilised to carry out the rule based assessment
of the target, based upon the experts knowledge. An Expert System approach has been selected
over a more probabilistic approach (such as a Bayesian network) as insufficient data is known
about the region being investigated. An Expert system can still function despite this uncertainty.
Currently however, this proof of concept system is being developed as an Earth-based operator
tool to assess images that have been down-linked to Earth. This is to aid in the acceptance of
such a system, as it will allow for the system to be operated under operator supervision. As an
Expert systems are characterisable and consistent, a given set of inputs will always provide the
same output. The system also does not possess the ability to adapt, it is stable. It is therefore
easier to trust and build up confidence in such a system.
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6. Knowledge Elicitation From a Planetary
Geologist
6.1. Introduction
During this chapter the knowledge elicitation process that was carried out between the author
and the domain expert is discussed. The Domain expert input during this research has come
from Dr Derek Pullan from the University of Leicester. Dr Pullan was heavily involved in the
UK led Beagle 2 ([Pullan 2004]) mission and is also currently involved in the upcoming ESA
ExoMars mission. With this in mind he was perfectly placed for involvement in the research
presented here. First a brief background of terrestrial and extra-terrestrial geology is presented,
thus introducing the terminology and concepts that have been used throughout the remainder of
this Thesis.
6.1.1. Geology on Earth
Geology is the science and study of solid matter that constitutes the Earth. This includes items
such as rocks, soil and minerals. It also includes the study of the composition, structure and
history of the Earth and the processes which shape its surface.
6.1.2. Added challenges from a Martian environment
Mars can be considered a very harsh environment for exploration, it has an atmosphere but it is
hostile to humans. Very low temperatures1 ranging from below -100 deg at night to just above 0
deg in the day, strong winds and dust devils (as seen in Figure 6.1) are experienced often on the
surface [Carr 1996]. This environment creates a number of problems for an exploration mission,
not least of which being the dust within the atmosphere that covers everything with the same
dull red iron oxide material, and the fact that the atmosphere contains very little oxygen2. Mars
is also continuously being bombarded with radiation ([Simonsen 1993]), making it inhospitable
1The average surface temperature on Mars is -63 ºC with latitudinal, seasonal and diurnal variations.
2The Martian atmosphere is comprised of 95.3% CO2, 2.7% N2 and 1.6% O2 for more information see chapter 1 in
[Carr 1996] and chapter 3 in [Carr 1981]
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Figure 6.1.: Martian dust devil photographed by one of the MER rovers Image credit NASA
to radiation sensitive devices or life. It is however, not an impossible environment to work in,
and multiple successful missions have demonstrated how proper planning and preparation can
make exploratory missions possible ([Pullan 2008]).
6.1.3. Purpose of planetary exploration
Unanswered questions drive the exploration of Mars. Questions like why do Earth and Mars
appear so different today? As several billion years ago, at their formation, Mars and Earth
shared similar conditions. Both planets were covered with quantities of surface water and had
climates that were warmer than at present. But now, Earth is a lush world filled with a countless
number of animal and plant species. In contrast, observations of Mars over the last 40 years
shows that the planet lies trapped in conditions reminiscent of a global ice age. The dry and
seemingly lifeless Martian surface makes the Sahara look like an ocean in comparison, and
average daily temperatures make Antarctica seem balmy. Comparing the history and evolution
of the two planets will yield clues into Earth’s past and possibly its future.
Several other minor drivers exist for planetary exploration which provide background input,
including the search for resources, search for future inhabitable environments, the drive to en-
hance technology and the answer to the philosophical question about whether humanity is alone
in the Universe (Chapter 9 in [Carr 1996]).
6.1.3.1. Exobiology
The dictionary3 defines Exobiology as:
3The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 4th edition, published by Houghton Mifflin Company
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“The branch of biology that deals with the search for extraterrestrial life and the effects
of extraterrestrial surroundings on living organisms. Also called Astrobiology, space
biology.”
Exobiology is the significant driver behind the ESA ExoMars mission. In the past the search
for life on other planets has been primarily focused on the search for complex life forms and
signs of intelligence. The assumption being made that discovered lifeforms would be more ad-
vanced technologically and sociologically then our own (as an example see SETI [P.Anderson 2002]
). Today science has moved on and the focus has shifted to the search for simple organisms
([Brack 2001]), potentially similar to the ones found on Earth that can survive in extremely in-
hospitable environments (commonly known as Extremophiles [Schulze-Makuch 2007]). These
organisms are much more likely to exist in the hostile environments encountered on explored
planets (see chapter 8 [Carr 1996]). The search for signs of the past or present, existence of
these lifeforms is currently both a mission driver and a technology driver.
6.2. Knowledge elicitation
Knowledge elicitation or acquisition is the process by which knowledge, both explicit and tacit
is extracted from an expert. Some of the key issues related to knowledge elicitation are;
• Important knowledge is locked in the minds of expert’s.
• expert’s have vast amounts of specialised knowledge.
• expert’s have a lot of tacit knowledge that they may not even know they have, or that they
need.
• Tacit knowledge is difficult to describe.
• expert’s are very busy and valuable people. They are very expensive to train and very hard
to replace.
• No one expert knows everything.
• Knowledge has a "shelf life" and expires. As technology moves on and situations gener-
ally progress if knowledge is not kept up to date it will expire.
Knowledge elicitation applies to a number of fields, but in the context of this Thesis it is being
discussed in relation to Artificial Intelligence. particularly in relationship to the production of
a knowledge based fuzzy expert system. The KSTIS Knowledge based Science Target Identi-
fication System has been designed through application of knowledge acquired from a domain
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expert. During the next sections a description of some of the common knowledge elicitation
methods used for this purpose will be summarised and a description of the techniques that were
employed will be presented.
6.2.1. Common methods
Knowledge elicitation is a very well researched field ([Ford 1997, Hart 1989]). Multiple meth-
ods are in existence because it is impossible to achieve a complete model of an expert’s knowl-
edge through just one technique. It is also a very time consuming process as in some cases vast
amounts of knowledge must be extracted from an expert, knowledge that has taken the expert
years or even decades to accumulate. With this in mind it is unpractical to assume that the
process is a simple one. Countless methods can be employed depending upon the relationship
between the knowledge engineer and the expert, the scope and the type of the knowledge that
must be extracted. During the following sections a number of the more common knowledge
elicitation methods are summarised.
6.2.1.1. Interview
This is the most common and well known way of eliciting data from an expert. The knowl-
edge engineer can extract qualitative data relating to specific parts of the expert’s knowledge.
Interview technique and experience are crucial as this method can be both expensive and time
consuming. The main problem with this technique occurs when the interviewer has insufficient
knowledge within the domain to ask appropriate questions, or to ask the correct questions. This
can be improved if the interviewer first studies the task and documented solutions. This there-
fore implies that this technique is generally not a good starting point, but rather a tool better used
during intermediate or latter stages of the knowledge elicitation process.
6.2.1.2. Verbal protocol analysis
This process involves an expert and an interviewer. The expert will describe the thought process
involved in performing a particular task, or solving a particular problem relative to their exper-
tise. The interviewer will then document the thought process as it is described. This method can
prove useful in situations where complex, difficult to document thought patterns are required,
or where the task is difficult to define. This method also requires no prior knowledge from the
interviewer, so can provide good early insight into the problem. The major disadvantages with
this method are the potential costs and the possible difficulty to analyse. Thought patterns are
not always straight forward and crucial details could be dismissed as trivial by the expert and
therefore not documented.
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6.2.1.3. Narratives and scenarios
Here the expert constructs stories explaining step by step the procedure needed to deal with the
situation and achieve a positive outcome, or a successful result. These stories could be contrived
but they must be realistic applications of the expert’s knowledge and experience. This method
is particularly useful when dealing with difficult to define problems. It also provides a method
of documenting special cases and extreme cases. A potential problem with this method is the
reliance on the user to accurately identify typical and extreme situations.
6.2.1.4. Questionnaires
Questionnaires are a very common knowledge elicitation method. Questionnaires are ideal tools
at early stags in the knowledge elicitation process. If properly designed they can capture an
expert’s understanding on specific points of very generic problems. They can be prepared in a
multiple choice format or require more detailed responses. They can be given to large quantities
of experts in an attempt to discover consensus. However they are not perfect, as questionnaires
regularly suffer low return rates and can contain misleading data if not properly designed.
6.2.1.5. Observation
This is another common knowledge elicitation method. Observation of an expert at work can
provide a great deal of information about how an expert would assess a particular problem
and how the problem is subsequently solved. If interaction between the knowledge engineer
should be kept at a minimum so that natural/nominal behaviour will be displayed by the expert.
However, observation can be enhanced by contextual enquiries, where the knowledge engineer
enquires for more details or specific information on the procedure or a behaviour after it has
been completed.
6.2.1.6. Expert diaries
Expert diaries encourage the expert to document their day to day activities, providing details
about how certain situations have arisen and how they were dealt with. User diaries make it
possible for a knowledge engineer to grasp an overview of the expert knowledge required by
the expert day by day to accomplish the desired task. Diaries can be kept for extended periods
in an effort to examine the general work-flow and encounter rare cases. A problem can emerge
with diaries as the expert can assume the wrong level of detail, and the needed level of detail for
complex tasks may not be feasible.
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6.2.1.7. Log files
Log files are similar to user diaries but are more formal as they generally apply to actions rather
than thoughts and feelings. A log is made up of all the expert’s interaction with a system, or
records all changes that the expert makes. They provide a detailed view of all actions and as
long as they are properly implemented will document all interactions between the expert and
the environment. However, they generally include no reason, or purpose for the interaction.
Attempts can be made to combine diaries with log files to achieve better results. But if not
handled with care this can hinder the expert and change the knowledge that is being modelled.
6.2.2. Methods Used
When selecting what knowledge acquisition techniques to apply to a given knowledge domain,
it is important to properly consider the problem being dealt with, the nature of the expert’s ex-
pertise and the context upon which the knowledge of the expert will be applied. In the case
of this Thesis a planetary geology context has been applied. It was intended that the system
would model a human planetary geologist expert when related to decision making on data from
a remote planetary terrain. In order to further constrain the problem the upcoming ESA Exo-
Mars mission, was selected as a suitable target domain. Therefore the selected methods had to
facilitate the extraction of knowledge relevant to this problem. Few people possess the avail-
able knowledge and experience to properly fulfil this role, which led to knowledge extraction
from a single expert. This limited the potential return from a number of the afore mentioned
approaches. After some consideration, it was decided that a number of knowledge elicitation
methods would be employed. These included;
• Interview; A number of interview/discussions were held between the author and the do-
main expert. These provided invaluable opportunities to clarify information received
through other channels and to properly define the problem domain.
• Documentation; A large amount of documentation was produced by the domain expert
for a number of projects and space missions. This information has been taken into con-
sideration and provided an excellent source of information on procedures ([Pullan 2008]),
thought processes ([Pullan 2009]) and methodologies ([Pullan 2006]).
• Mission scenarios; Several mission scenarios have been constructed and worked through
during the CREST project ([Woods 2009]) and during the development stages of KSTIS
([Barnes 2009]). Also a number of mission scenarios have been documented in the appro-
priate literature.
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• Observation; Observation has been carried out on a number of planetary geologist ex-
pert’s. Blind tests have also been conducted ([Pullan 2009]), highlighting the thought pro-
cess that a planetary geologist applies when assessing scientific targets in representative
conditions.
• Prototype review; Several prototype systems have been produced and reviewed by the
expert (see section 6.5). The prototypes have been able to highlight problems that are
introduced by the implementation method or by inaccuracies in the model of the domain
expert’s knowledge.
6.3. A methodology for autonomous science
Geological features often appear complex and are influenced by a high number of variables
([Pullan 2008]). In the field, when a human geologist assesses a site, all these variables are
broken down and assessed in the context of the region. These field observations can then
be augmented through effective use of a hammer and a hand lens. The primary clues as to
the geological background of the rock would be its structure, its texture and its composition
([Pullan 2008, Woods 2009, Pullan 2006]). These three represent the basic ingredients for inter-
pretation. It is unlikely that an adequate scientific evaluation could be made using only one or
two of these attributes but they can be assessed independently and then their values combined.
Both the process of assigning value to the targets for each attribute and combining the attribute
scores is non-trivial. The domain expert produced a methodology for autonomous science. In
this the expert characterised how a human expert assesses these three attributes, and identified
key aspects that autonomous science assessment systems would have to be capable of accom-
plishing in order to generate useful scientific output.
6.3.1. Structure
Basic geometric forms are considered here. The most obvious forms being layering and stratifi-
cation. These can be further subdivided into bedding or lamination depending upon the thickness
of the observed layering. Layering greater than 1 cm should be classified as bedding, smaller
layering should be classified as lamination. Bedding and layering are both sedimentary fea-
tures, they are formed on Earth from the compaction and cementation of clasts (fragments of
pre-existing rocks), plants and animal remains. These raw materials are transported from higher
elevations to lower elevations by a transportation agent like water, wind or gravity. Once the
transportation agent loses its energy the material it was carrying is deposited. These deposits
grow and over time solidify. With this in mind, the aim of the ExoMars mission is to search for
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signs of past or present life, therefore sedimentary deposits represent a potential valuable source
of evidence as the sedimentary layers may hold remains or traces of life from when Mars had a
more hospitable climate.
As regards the automatic identification of these features, this can often be done remotely,
especially when it is enhanced by weathering and lighting direction (see Figure 6.2). During
close up investigation, thin lamination often requires surface preparation (i.e., grinding , splitting
and occasional polishing) before it can be classified or even in some cases becomes apparent.
Stratified rock or soil can appear in cross section as linear, parallel units. The interface be-
tween these units can be caused by any number of factors, including grain size variations, vari-
ations in composition or even a combination of the two. Unit boundaries could be equidistant
or graduated (caused by units getting thicker and thinner). They could also be non-linear, dis-
playing a wavy, turbulent, converging and diverging pattern. They often display discontinuities,
like cross bedding where two units are inclined to one another. Orientation is also an important
factor as structure can be displayed both horizontally, and vertically.
6.3.2. Texture
The textural properties of a rock are dependant on particle grain size and distribution, grain
morphology and overall fabric. The fabric of the rock describes how the grains are oriented and
packed. It is difficult to observe these properties remotely, generally they require a macroscopic
or microscopic examination. However, some more generic aspects are applicable to remote
observations, particularly of larger geological features. Figure 6.3 shows graphically some of
the target features that could be remotely identified.
6.3.3. Composition
Composition describes the geochemical and mineralogical make-up of rocks. it is very difficult
to define visually, yet is the most straight forward to classify by quantitative analysis. Weather-
ing and alteration can drastically alter the rock chemistry and/or its mineralogy ([Pullan 2008]).
Contextual data is relied upon to help alleviate this problem and provide additional clues as to
what processes have been at work on the target. Initial clues about composition are possible
through imaging and remote sensing. attributes such as colour and reflectivity can provide im-
portant clues as to a target’s composition. When these clues are combined with a contextual
model of a survey site, they grow in value. Figure 6.4, illustrates these compositional cues.
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Figure 6.2.: Structure Chart, compiled by [Pullan 2007a] original figures taken from
[Stow 2005]
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Figure 6.3.: Texture Chart, compiled by [Pullan 2007a] original figures taken from [Stow 2005]
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Figure 6.4.: Composition Chart, compiled by [Pullan 2007a] original figures taken from
[Stow 2005]
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Figure 6.5.: CREST ARS system successfully identifying and requesting further experimenta-
tion on an “interesting” science target
6.3.4. The affect of this methodology on robotic planetary geology
The domain expert was involved in the CREST (ARS) project (see Section 3.5). This project
was the first to utilise an early version ([Pullan 2006]) of the proposed methodology in order to
enhance autonomy in the sample selection process. The project was successful ([Woods 2009,
Pullan 2008]) and demonstrated the suitability and applicability of this methodology to Martian
exploration. Trials run at AU, by the CREST team demonstrated that a rover (analogous to
the ExoMars rover) could through use of image processing pipelines and a scheduler capable
of reordering tasks, opportunistically discover and process science targets. This success has
prompted additional research such as ([Pullan 2008, Barnes 2009]), including the research and
development of KSTIS.
6.4. Science Value Scores (SVS)
The expert has published an updated ([Pullan 2008]) version of the science value scores used
in the CREST project (see section 3.5.1.1). These tables show a quantification of the scientific
value of observed features as they relate to the three primary attributes; structure, texture and
composition. These values formed part of the documentation output of the knowledge elicitation
stage, and formed an input into the design of the KSTIS knowledge base. It is worthy of note
at this stage that the SVS tables produced by Pullan. D are still under refinement. The selection
of the scores in these tables was an arbitrary process and values were assigned to suit a scenario
similar to the one that may be encountered by ExoMars.
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6.4.1. Structure
Parameter Fuzzy Assignment SVS Notes
Signature None 0 No structure
Signature Indistinct 10 Poorly defined or blurred by drift
Signature Well defined 15 Chert (cross-bedding)
Signature Distinct 25 Cape Verde, Mars
Extent Continuous 20 Traceable until terminated
Extent Discontinuous 10 Traceable with gaps
Form Planar 10 Selenite (cleavage)
Form Lenticular 40 Chert (linsen structures)
Form Nodular 50 Iron ore (concretions in matrix)
Orientation Parallel 10 Equidistant or cyclic
Orientation Multiple 50 Differently orientated parallel units
Orientation Non-parallel 30 Diverging and converging
Scale Very thick bedding 100 > 100 cm
Scale Thick bedding 100 30 cm to 100 cm
Scale Medium bedding 10 10 cm to 30 cm
Scale Thin bedding 10 3 cm to 10 cm
Scale Very thin bedding 10 1 cm to 3 cm
Scale Thick lamination 10 0.6 cm to 1 cm
Scale Medium lamination 10 0.3 cm to 0.6 cm
Scale Thin lamination 50 0.1 cm to 0.3 cm
Scale Very thin lamination 100 Selenite (< 0.1 cm)
Table 6.1.: Compositional feature list (general, all scales, incomplete). ([Pullan 2008])
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Parameter Fuzzy Assignment SVS Notes
Size Medium gravel 10 8 mm to 16 mm
Size Fine gravel 10 4 mm to 8mm
Size Very fine gravel 10 2 mm to 4 mm
Size Very coarse sand 10 1 mm to 2 mm
Size Coarse sand 10 0.5 mm to 1 mm
Size Medium sand 10 0.25 mm to 0.5 mm
Size Fine sand 10 0.125 mm to 0.25 mm
Size Very fine sand 50 0.0625 mm to 0.125 mm
Size Mud 100 < 0.0625 mm (includes silt and clay)
Sorting Very well sorted 50 < 0.35
Sorting Well sorted 40 0.35 to 0.5
Sorting Moderately sorted 30 0.5 to 0.7
Sorting Poorly sorted 20 0.7 to 2.0
Sorting Very poorly sorted 10 > 2.0
Table 6.3.: Textural feature list (all scales, incomplete). ([Pullan 2008])
6.4.2. Texture
Parameter Fuzzy Assignment SVS Notes
Signature None 20 No texture (perfectly smooth)
Signature Indistinct 5 Poorly defined or blurred by dust
Signature Distinct 10 Banded Iron Formation
Extent Homogeneous 10 Tuff (volcanic ash)
Extent Heterogeneous 50 Banded Iron Formation
Fabric Random 5 Goethite (localised)
Fabric Orientated 50 Goethite (general)
Fabric Imbricated 100 Overlapping clasts/pebbles
Lustre Earthy 5 Iron ore (phyllosilicate matrix)
Lustre Pearly 50 Chert (desert polished)
Lustre Vitreous 100 Obsidian (fresh)
Lustre Metallic 100 Iron meteorite (un-oxidised)
Relief Rough 10 Basalt (weathering rind)
Relief Striated 50 Impactite (shatter cone)
Relief Conchoidal 100 Obsidian (glassy fracture)
Relief Vesiculated 10 Basaltic lava (gas bubbles)
Relief Pitted 40 Iron ore (concretion casts)
Relief Bumpy 50 Iron ore (concretions in matrix)
Table 6.2.: Textural feature list (all scales, incomplete). ([Pullan 2008])
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6.4.3. Composition
Parameter Fuzzy Assignment SVS Notes
Signature None 0 Indeterminable or beyond resolution
Signature Indistinct 50 Near resolution
Signature Distinct 100 Spatial coverage
Extent Homogeneous 10 Tuff (volcanic ash)
Extent Heterogeneous 50 Impact breccia (polymict)
Albedo Low 10 Stony meteorite
Albedo Medium 50 Ice (~35%)
Albedo High 100 Light toned deposits
Specularity Low 10 Sandstone (coating)
Specularity Medium 50 Granite (quartz, mica)
Specularity High 100 Selenite (mirror-like)
Colour Reddish 5 Hematite
Colour Greenish 20 Olivine (phenocrysts)
Colour Bluish 200 c-phycocyanin
Colour Black 50 Basalt (fresh)
Colour White 100 Gypsum (also salt or ice)
Table 6.4.: Compositional feature list (general, all scales, incomplete). ([Pullan 2008])
Parameter Fuzzy Assignment SVS Notes
Signature Indistinct 5 Near resolution
Signature Distinct 50 Unambiguous
Mineralogy Dolomite 9999 First discovery of a carbonate?
Mineralogy Jarosite 50 Acid aqueous formation
Mineralogy Goethite 5 Weathered Fe-minerals
Mineralogy Hematite 10 Aqueous formation
Mineralogy Gypsum 5 Evaporite facies?
Mineralogy Phyllosilicate 200 Neutral/alkaline formation?
Mineralogy Quartz 50 Chert
Mineralogy Kamacite 200 Iron meteorite
Petrology Basalt 5 Mafic volcanism
Petrology Andesite 50 Intermediate volcanism
Petrology Carbonaceous chondrite 400 Chondritic meteorite
Table 6.5.: Compositional feature list (mineralogy/petrology, all scales, incomplete).
([Pullan 2008])
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6.4.4. Combination of scores
The scores produced after assessment with the SVS tables are then combined using the following
formula ([Pullan 2008]);
SV S = (∑As+∑At +∑Ac+Ax)∗Q∗B
As is the overall structural attribute
At is the overall texture attribute score
Ac is the overall composition attribute score
Ax is the composite attribute score
Q is a quality factor
B is a bias factor
Q is a quality factor, that can be assigned in order to diminish the score of any attributes
discovered in a poorly focused image. For example; B is a bias factor and would be used to
indicate overall bias towards certain types of sample. It is derived from the contextual mission
model. The composite score Ax is applied when certain features occur in combination to produce
a composite feature. These features can be associated with one attribute or combination of
attributes. For example if an attribute was scored in the following way;
• structure.signature = “distinct” = 25
• structure.extent = “continuous” = 20
• structure.form = “planar” = 10
• structure.orientation = “multiple” = 50
• texture.matrix = “clastic” = 20
• texture.roundness = “sub-rounded” = 20
• texture.size = “medium sand” = 10
• texture.sorting = “well sorted” = 40
• composition.mineralogy = “quartz” = 50
The combined total of these scores is 245. But the features highlighted in bold combine to
identify a composite feature. These composite feature then provide an Ax value. In this case an
Ax value of 1000 would be achieved as cross-bedded sandstone has been identified.
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6.5. Prototyping
The aim of the research presented here was to improve science data return, and its ground-based
interpretation, so that more targets with the highest scientific value could be consistently iden-
tified for subsequent rover investigation. The aim was to produce a tool for the mission science
operations centre, to expedite the classification process and potentially speed up interpretation
and classification. The knowledge elicitation process was focused with this in mind. As part of
the knowledge elicitation, prototype user tools were built and discussed with the domain expert
(example of an early prototype that was built and abandoned during the knowledge elicitation
stage can be seen in Figure 6.6). The Knowledge based Science Target Identification System
(KSTIS) was produced initially as a prototype (KSTIS 0.1), and a pilot experiment was con-
ducted (an overview of the KSTIS development process can be seen in figure 6.7). The result of
this pilot experiment will be presented in this section, along with a description of the prototype
system.
6.5.1. KSTIS 0.1 prototype system
Figure 6.8 shows an overview of the KSTIS 0.1 system. As shown in this figure the knowledge
based system was broken down into three subsystems, one of each aspect of the rock identifica-
tion process identified by the domain expert (section 6.3). The user interface fed data into these
aspects independently. The results could be retrieved independently from the three subsystems,
but at this point it is of little use as it is the composite of the three scores along with the quality
and bias factor which gives a meaningful science value. The quality value is an indicator of
the quality of the image, this could be adjusted if the image was out of focus or if a reflection
on the lens deteriorated the quality of the image. The bias factor could be adjusted in order to
increase the final scientific value or to decrease it dependant on the mission contextual model.
For example if a target was processed and received a low scientific value, but according to the
contextual model, this target could be a potentially valuable target, the bias input could be used
by an expert to increase the target’s score.
6.5.1.1. Image processed for target regions
The first step was for KSTIS to identify potential science targets. The rock detection software
developed for APIC was employed to accomplish this. An in-depth description of this algorithm
can be found in section 4.3.1. The image output by this software (See Figure 6.9) was then
passed to the “target region fuzzy input parameter assignment” stage.
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Figure 6.6.: Example of early prototype, built during the knowledge elicitation stage. Mars
Imaging Tool (MIT).
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Figure 6.7.: Illustration of the development process of the KSTIS system
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Figure 6.8.: KSTIS 0.1 Architecture overview
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Figure 6.9.: Result from image segmentation
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6.5.1.2. Target region fuzzy input parameter assignment
The images received from the preceding stage were in the form of a binary mask and a full
resolution WAC image. These were then merged forming a single masked image only showing
the regions of interest. This enabled the target regions to be identified and examined on the
original image. Each of these regions had a parameter set assigned containing the location
and pixel values of each target, at this stage the remainder of the required parameters were
initialised. The inputs were provided through a simple user interface (see figure 6.10). Sliders
were positioned to represent rock features as observed by the user.
As an effort to reduce the complexity of the system not all the features identified by the
domain expert were examined. During a meeting with the domain expert a suitable group of
attributes were selected for the prototype (see figure 6.11). The attributes selected were based
upon their affect on the science value of the potential targets, suitability at the target distance (i.e.
suitability at the scale that the images are being taken at), and the practicality of implementation
(i.e. possibility of future automation and the possibility of distinguishing the feature based upon
the resolution of the cameras and the distance of the target4). It was decided that the final
selection of features to be assessed by KSTIS 0.1 should be;
• texture - Surface: dull, rough, pitted or bumpy.
• texture - Shape: spherical, equant, angular, rounded, very round, tabular, disk-like, prolate
or bladed.
• structure - Scale: lamination and bedding according to size.
• structure - Stratification: discontinuous or continuous.
• structure - bedding type: planar, wavy, curved and lenticular.
• composition - colour: red, green, blue, white and black.
• composition - reflectivity (albedo): low, medium and high.
A combination of Fuzzy Logic MFs were utilised to represent these inputs. The shape of the
Fuzzy Logic membership function was also discussed with the expert and the eventual selection
of membership function shapes was based upon an understanding of how the expert’s interest
in a target degraded (see table 6.6). Once a user had completed assigning suitable input values
relating to observed features the targets were processed by the fuzzy logic rule base.
4see section E.2.1 for more information on the spacial resolution of the AU cameras
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Figure 6.10.: User interface of KSTIS 0.1 prototype
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Figure 6.11.: KSTIS 0.1 detailed system architecture
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Figure 6.12.: Fuzzy logic toolbox
6.5.1.3. Fuzzy rule base
MatLab fuzzy logic toolbox
Mathworks MatLab technical computing language was used to implement a large proportion of
the KSTIS 0.1 prototype. This was mainly due to the availability of a dedicated fuzzy logic
toolbox and a convenient simulation environment. The fuzzy logic toolbox extends the MatLab
environment with graphical tools specifically designed to aid in the design of a fuzzy logic sys-
tem. Graphical user interfaces are available to help with membership function and rule design.
Figure 6.12 is an image of the user interface.
The prototype utilised three fuzzy logic rule bases. One responsible for each of the three pri-
mary attributes. These systems utilise Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method ([Sivanandam 2007]),
a number of membership functions representing the features being considered and a collection
of rules tailored to an ExoMars type mission5. During an interview with the expert it was agreed
that only a subset of the identified features in the SVS list’s would be processes to reduce the
complexity of the system at this stage. A subset of features were agreed upon and are docu-
mented below.
Structure
Four membership functions were developed within the structure fuzzy rule base; scale, strati-
fication, curviness and particularity. The scale value represents the perceived thickness of the
5KSTIS prototype fuzzy rule base was based on preliminary data from the knowledge elicitation [Pullan 2006],
which has subsequently been replaced [Pullan 2008]
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layering or stratification, inputs range from very thin lamination < 2 mm to very thick bedding
>300 mm. Stratification is an indication of how continuous the structure is, whether it forms
a continuous pattern or a broken or disjointed bedding structure. The curviness of the feature
is indicated by the curviness input; planar, wavy or curved. The final input is particularity, in
this case the input indicated whether the feature was lenticular or not. The structure rule base
contained 23 rules. It represented all possible attainable combinations of the inputs with an
appropriate output function.
Texture
The texture rule base contained 5 membership functions; surface, sphericalness, roundness,
disk-likeness and rod type. The surface input had a range of 0 to 100, which was used to iden-
tify the surface of the target as being dull, rough, pitted, polished or bumpy. The next input
sphericalness was used to indicate the presence of a spherical or equant pattern being present on
the surface of the target. Roundness referred to the shape of the overall target, as does disk-like
and rod type. The texture rule base contained 70 rules. It represented all possible attainable
combinations of the inputs with an appropriate output function.
Composition
The composition rule base contains three membership functions; hue, albedo and whiteness.
Without analytical measurements of the target, it is not possible to know its exact composition,
but measurements like these implemented here can give an indication as to the rock or soil make
up. Colour was the first attribute measured, it was represented as hue so that the colour could
be known with only one input rather than the more common RGB. Albedo and whiteness are
inherently similar as the higher the whiteness of the rock the more reflective it is. The texture
rule base contained 15 rules. It represented all possible attainable combinations of the inputs
with an appropriate output function.
6.5.1.4. Bias and quality
The Bias and quality values are external inputs which enable an external force to modify the re-
sults coming out of the system. Currently these values although implemented for completeness,
are just set to 1 to avoid interference with the results.
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Figure 6.13.: MatLab rule viewer
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6.5.2. Pilot KSTIS 0.1 experiment
The AU analogue terrain was set up with 16 rocks in view of the left WAC. One of the rocks
towards the bottom right of the scene was synthetically altered in order to establish it as a priority
science target (a green hue was introduced to the targets surface). An image from the left WAC
was processed identifying possible science targets. They were then labelled and processing as
individual targets. Finally a science value was attributed to each identified target.
6.5.2.1. Desired results from KSTIS 0.1
The System should have successfully identified all 16 science targets. These would be labelled
1 through 16 and displayed within a bounding box, a cross would mark the centroid of each
target and a number label for each target would also be present. The processing stage should
then have provided a science value for each target. The rock in the bottom left of the scene (the
synthetically altered rock) should have been identified as the most valuable target, due to the fact
that it exhibited evidence of bedding and of green colouring.
6.5.2.2. Results achieved by KSTIS 0.1
Figure 6.14 shows the appearance of the image after the rock identification process had taken
place. In this image, thirteen of the possible sixteen rocks had been identified and labelled. The
rock identified as rock ten that had been synthetically enhanced in order to produce a known
high value science target. Table 6.7 shows the input scores attributed to the different targets and
the output science value. As can be seen from this table target ten did have the highest science
value with 129.6 points6.
6.5.3. Discussion of KSTIS 0.1 performance
During this pilot experiment the system identified thirteen of a potential sixteen rock targets.
Three rock targets were missed. This was due to the region growing algorithm not separating
them from the background. This was caused by low contrast between the rocks and the surround-
ing terrain coupled by the small size of the rocks. During the experimentation a large amount of
the soil simulant was disturbed and settled on the rocks. This provided some difficulties for the
region growing algorithm as the soil masked the true colours and textures of the targets. This is
not necessarily true behaviour in a Martian environment as wind and other environmental effects
6KSTIS prototype fuzzy rule base’s were based on preliminary data from the knowledge elicitation ([Pullan 2006]),
which has subsequently been replaced ([Pullan 2008])
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Figure 6.14.: Results of identification process of rocks
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Table 6.7.: Science values attributed to the rocks identified in figure 6.14
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ID Feature SVS New SVS (see table 6.4)
C012 Colour: Red 0 5
C013 Colour: Green 100 20
C014 Colour: Blue 20 200
Table 6.8.: Table showing science value scores for colours. Extract taken from table 3.5
will reduce dust coverage of surface rocks. However thirteen of the potential targets were iden-
tified, and scored appropriately. The target referred to as rock ten was found to be the highest
value target, this is the target that was artificially enhanced and is the correct choice.
6.6. Conclusions drawn from pilot study
The prototype of KSTIS (KSTIS 0.1) was selected by the expert and the author for further
development. Problems with the current implementation were highlighted by the expert and will
be briefly documented here.
Pilot user Interface KSTIS 0.1 user interface was reliant on a user having a dual display
and understanding the terminology used by the software (see figure 6.10). In order to improve
KSTIS it was decided that the user interface must be made simpler, based around one monitor
and to contain images illustrating what the input parameters stand for. Simplicity of the user
interface is a crucial aspect of any system like this, as if it is not easy to use and self explanatory
it would not adopted. This meant that the Simulink interface would have to be either built upon
or replaced.
Science Value Scores (SVS) The current process was based upon data received from
the domain expert during early stages of the knowledge elicitation. The value of scientific
data was guided largely by the documentation produced by the expert for the CREST project
([Pullan 2006]) (these values can be seen in tables 3.3, 3.4 and 6.4). Since the production of
this prototype the expert has published enhancements on his methodology and altered the SVS
tables ([Pullan 2008]). Some of these alterations are trivial, but others provide dramatic changes
to the rankings produced by the system. An illustration of this can be seen in table 6.8. The
colour values according to the original data, for red, green and blue were 0, 100 and 20 respec-
tively. According to the new SVS tables the values became 5, 20 and 200 respectively (see table
6.4). During the latter stages of the knowledge elicitation it was agreed that the new SVS tables
([Pullan 2008]) should be used as a replacement for earlier input and the knowledge base should
be redesigned to reflect this.
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KSTIS 0.1 Input selection Problems with the subset of the SVS list features were also
identified. Certain inputs were adding no value to the end result and other features were adding
too much value, altering the result (see table 6.7). It was therefore decided that a new feature
subset would be discussed for the next prototype.
KSTIS 0.1 Input masks The rock detection element currently being employed had been
designed for the APIC system. This system did not need a perfectly crisp outline of the rock to
produce good results, KSTIS however did. The input masks being overlaid often obscured part of
the the target rock. During development it would have been advantageous to replace the region
detection element with a more computationally expensive but more accurate implementation.
However, this is beyond the scope of this Thesis. In the next version of KSTIS the rock detection
agent will identify the targets, but a bounding ring will be drawn in place of the mask.
6.7. Chapter summary
During this chapter the knowledge elicitation stage that took place between the domain expert
and the author has been documented. The key methods adopted to achieve this elicitation was in-
terviews, documentation, reports, practise scenarios, observation and prototype production. An
overview of the KSTIS prototype has also been documented. Key problems with this prototype
were identified, and included poor selection of initial science features, poor user interface and
problems with the initial rock detection agent. These problems will be alleviated in version 1.0.
A new user interface will be developed and a new set of input features will be selected by the
author and the domain expert. Finally it has been decided that at this stage the rock detection
system will no be utilised at this stage as inaccuracies caused by it can hinder the results achieved
by KSTIS. A full discussion of how these changes were implemented in the next version (KSTIS
1.0) are discussed in the next chapter.
6.7.1. Papers emerging from this work
This paper relates to the knowledge elicitation stage;
• Rehearsing ExoMars Geological Assessment of Image Data using Representative Samples
and 3D Vision Techniques - D. Pullan, G. Paar, J. Bridges, D.P. Barnes, L. Tyler, Stephen
Pugh, A.D. Griffiths, F. Trauthan and N.Schmitz ([Pullan 2009])
This paper related to KSTIS version 0.1
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• Autonomous Science Target Identification and Acquisition (ASTIA) for Planetary Explo-
ration. - Authors Dave Barnes, Stephen Pugh and Laurence Tyler. Presented in the 2009
IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems ([Barnes 2009]).
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7. An Earth-based Fuzzy Expert System
Operations Tool (KSTIS 1.0)
7.1. Introduction
KSTIS 1.0 has been designed for use in a science operations control centre, to aid in the ground-
based interpretation of scientific targets. It has been produced as a complementary system to
APIC (documented in chapter 4). APIC has been designed to be deployed on-board an explo-
ration platform to enhance science data return by autonomously capturing HRC images of rock
targets within the FOV of the WAC. These HRC images can then be down-linked to Earth with
the initial WAC images for further processing. This will result in an increased workload being
placed on Earth-based operations. KSTIS has been designed to alleviate that workload, by pro-
viding some preliminary processing and producing a target rank according to scientific value. In
this chapter the KSTIS 1.0 is presented and a preliminary experiment is also documented.
7.2. KSTIS
KSTISs aim is to assist in ground-based interpretation of scientific targets through use of a fuzzy
expert system. It was based on the methodology produced and documented by ([Pullan 2008]),
which has been summarised in section 6.3. An architectural diagram can be seen in figure 6.8.
This illustrates the basic structure of the system identifying both the inputs and the outputs as
they stood for both KSTIS 0.1 and KSTIS 1.0. Potentially, the KSTIS 1.0 can accept three
types of data inputs, images, external data from another instrument (micro-spectrometer is an
example of the type of instrument that could be used) and a quality factor. Currently, during
experimentation the quality factor was fixed at 1 (it was ensured that all the images were of a
high quality) and the external input was set to zero. As at this point APIC only utilises the HRC
instrument so no other data was available during the target assessment stage. The output of the
system was in the form of a rank ordered targets list. Users were provided with an interface to
input assessments made of features on the targets during the “Target region fuzzy input parameter
assignment” stage. This interface utilised sliders that users were able to position according to the
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Figure 7.1.: KSTIS current user interface
observed features in the initial image (see figure 7.1). The bias input is currently unused by the
KSTIS 1.0. It has been included for completeness (see section 6.3) and would be implemented
should future development make it necessary. As per KSTIS 0.1, integral to the workings of
KSTIS 1.0 are three fuzzy rule bases, structure, texture and composition. These three rule
bases individually assess the features relating to each of the three primary geological attributes;
structure, texture and composition. Once these have been assessed the resulting scores would be
summed to producing the end scientific value of the target.
7.2.1. KSTIS 0.1 to KSTIS 1.0
During section 6.5.1, the prototype KSTIS 0.1 was described. This prototype has formed the
basis of KSTIS 1.0. However, substantial lessons were learned and an effort has been made to
avoid repeating the same mistakes. The knowledge based system has been redesigned with the
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aid of the expert. The overall architecture of the system has not changed, but several membership
functions have been removed and others changed. These changes were partially due to the
lessons learned from KSTIS 0.1 and partially due to the experts continuing refinement of his
methodology; as now experience could be drawn from a working prototype. This experience
led to a greater understanding of what features could be distinguished at the target distance,
given the resolution of the cameras, and what features were of little value and had practically no
affect on the end score. Armed with this new knowledge a new subset of scientific features were
selected for assessment. Not all features have changed but an effort has been made to improve
the balance of the selection. The refinement of the membership functions also led to a redesign
of the systems rules during the next few sections the membership functions utilised by KSTIS
1.0 and the resulting rules are presented. The shapes of the membership functions used have
been chosen by the author based upon discussions with the expert and the principle found in
table 6.6.
7.2.2. Structure
A subset of three features have been selected for processing by the system as regards structure;
• The presence of bedding: a true/false input which indicates if bedding was observed in the
image being assessed.
• Scale: a measure of the thickness of the bedding observed. The value was required in mm.
• Type: an indication of the “curveyness” of the observed bedding. This feature was as-
sessed on a sliding scale from planar to curvy.
7.2.2.1. Membership functions
These features are all represented by appropriate input functions, named layering, layering scale
and layering type (see figure 7.3). The shapes chosen for the membership functions are not just
arbitrary curves, they have been chosen in an attempt to reflect the behaviour of the planetary
geologist when assessing that feature.
The “layering” MFs (membership function) was used as a simple Boolean function. It was
modelled by two trapezoidal MFs . This has been undertaken to enable a subtle change in this
input at a later date, to use the input to depict the level of certainty that bedding is present. For
KSTIS 1.0 it was used as a Boolean and its inputs could only be 0 (layered) or 1 (not layered).
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Figure 7.2.: Rock with blue arrow illustrating bedding scale
The “layering scale” MFs represent the thickness of the observed bedding (see figure 7.2).
It has been modelled by a number of trapezoidal MFs, ranging from “very thin lamination” < 2
mm up to “interesting bedding” > 300 mm. As can be seen in figure 7.3, these MFs overlap at the
extremes of their membership. This was employed in an effort to smooth the scoring transition
between the members of the boundary regions. If for example a value of 301 was input, it
would satisfy fully the interesting bedding membership function, which is of high significance.
It would also partially satisfy the intermediate bedding MF, which is of less importance. This
would diminish the overall score of the feature as a centroid defuzzification takes place in order
to produce an output.
The “layering type” MFs model the curveyness of the observed bedding. Three MFs were
included; planar, curved and “no layering observed”. The latter was included as when no bed-
ding was observed setting the input to the position of this input could be misleading during di-
agnostic, or explanatory procedures, where all inputs were documented. If no bedding is present
but this input indicated curved bedding, then confusion could result.
7.2.2.2. Rule base
The rule base for structure contains 9 rules. They have been produced through assessing possible
input combinations and relating an appropriate output MF to each of these permutations. The
resulting list is as follows;
1. If (layering-scale is very_thin_lamination) and (layering is layered) and (layering-type is
curved) then (output-structure-value is medium-high)
2. If (layering-scale is very_thin_lamination) and (layering is layered) and (layering-type is
planar) then (output-structure-value is medium)
3. If (layering-scale is thin_lamination) and (layering is layered) and (layering-type is curved)
then (output-structure-value is medium-low)
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Figure 7.3.: Plot of structure MF
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4. If (layering-scale is thin_lamination) and (layering is layered) and (layering-type is planar)
then (output-structure-value is low-medium)
5. If (layering-scale is intermediate_bedding) and (layering is layered) and (layering-type is
curved) then (output-structure-value is low-medium)
6. If (layering-scale is intermediate_bedding) and (layering is layered) and (layering-type is
planar) then (output-structure-value is low)
7. If (layering-scale is Interesting_bedding) and (layering is layered) and (layering-type is
curved) then (output-structure-value is medium-high)
8. If (layering-scale is Interesting_bedding) and (layering is layered) and (layering-type is
planar) then (output-structure-value is medium-low)
9. If (layering is non-layered) then (output-structure-value is no-score)
The composition of the rules are self explanatory, accept for rule nine. Rule nine was included
to enable the rule-base to appropriately deal with a no bedding condition, as in this situation,
no values are produced by any of the other rules. Without rule nine the centroid defuzzification
output would output a value at the centre of the output range, in this case a value of 50. This
represents an output higher than “medium-high”. This rule pulls the output to zero if no bedding
is observed.
7.2.3. Texture
Three features have been selected for processing by the system as regards texture;
• Surface lustre: This is a measure of surface glossiness of the observed target.
• Relief : a measure of the roughness of the surface texture observed. This value ranges
from rough to smooth.
• Rock shape: an indication of the roundness of the observed rock. This value ranges from
angular to very round through rounded.
7.2.3.1. Membership functions
These features are all represented by appropriate input functions, named lustre, relief and rock
shape (see figure 7.4).
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The “lustre” MFs provide a measure of the surface glossiness of the observed target. The
two membership functions; dull and polished were modelled by two bell-shaped curves. These
curves helped represent the gentle increase in interest that occurred when the polished look of a
targets surface, increased or decreased. The input ranged from 0 - 100, where 0 was “perfectly
dull” and 100 was “perfectly polished”.
The “relief” MFs represent the level of variations in the elevation of the target’s surface. The
two MFs were rough and smooth, where rough indicated a high amount of elevation variations on
the target surface, and a smooth target has low or no variation. Again, these MFs were modelled
by two bell-shaped curves which modelled the slow transition between the two extremes. The
input range was 0 - 100, 0 being rough and 100 being perfectly smooth.
The “rock shape” MFs capture the roundness of a rock. The three membership functions
are angular, rounded and very round. These three were again modelled by bell shaped curves
as the attributes gently transitioned as the level of roundness increased. The input range was 0 -
100 with 0 being perfectly angular, 50 being rounded and 100 being very round.
7.2.3.2. Rule base
The rule base for texture contained twelve rules (which was a substantial simplification when
compared with KSTIS 0.1 texture rule base which contained 70, see section 6.5.1.3). They have
been produced through assessing possible input combinations and relating an appropriate output
MF to each of these permutations. The resulting list is as follows;
1. If (surface_luster is dull) and (relief is rough) and (rock-shape is angular) then (output-
texture-value is low)
2. If (surface_luster is polished) and (relief is rough) and (rock-shape is angular) then (output-
texture-value is low-medium)
3. If (surface_luster is dull) and (relief is smooth) and (rock-shape is angular) then (output-
texture-value is low-medium)
4. If (surface_luster is polished) and (relief is smooth) and (rock-shape is angular) then
(output-texture-value is medium)
5. If (surface_luster is dull) and (relief is rough) and (rock-shape is rounded) then (output-
texture-value is low)
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Figure 7.4.: Plot of texture MFs
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6. If (surface_luster is polished) and (relief is rough) and (rock-shape is rounded) then (output-
texture-value is low-medium)
7. If (surface_luster is dull) and (relief is smooth) and (rock-shape is rounded) then (output-
texture-value is low-medium)
8. If (surface_luster is polished) and (relief is smooth) and (rock-shape is rounded) then
(output-texture-value is medium)
9. If (surface_luster is dull) and (relief is rough) and (rock-shape is very-rounded) then
(output-texture-value is low)
10. If (surface_luster is polished) and (relief is rough) and (rock-shape is very-rounded) then
(output-texture-value is medium-low)
11. If (surface_luster is dull) and (relief is smooth) and (rock-shape is very-rounded) then
(output-texture-value is medium-low)
12. If (surface_luster is polished) and (relief is smooth) and (rock-shape is very-rounded) then
(output-texture-value is medium-high)
7.2.4. Composition
A subset of four features have been selected, for processing by the system as regards composi-
tion;
• Hue: the colour of the target. Forms part of the HSV colour space.
• Albedo: a measure of the reflectivity of the observed target.
• Whiteness: a measure of the whiteness of the observed target.
• Hue present: a Boolean input to indicate if the hue is indeterminable.
7.2.4.1. Membership functions
The composition features were represented by appropriate input functions, named hue, albedo,
whiteness and hue present (see figure 7.5).
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The “hue” MFs model the colour of the identified target. On occasions the hue can be
indistinguishable to humans when the saturation and brightness are to low. here the target will
appear Grey, Black or White, depending on the brightness levels. In such a case, the hue could
be set to a best guess and the “hue present” input function set to no hue. The hue input ranged
from 0 - 100 and followed the HSL value of hue multiplied by 100. Therefore, the pattern was
0 to 100 with Red residing at both extremes of the spectrum. These MFs were modelled by four
bell-shaped curves, in an attempt to model the gradual transition between colours.
The “albedo” MFs provided a measure of the reflectivity of the observed target. Three
membership functions are included; low, medium and high. Low and high were triangular mem-
bership functions which represented the steep incline in interest towards the extremes. The
central MF which represented medium was a Gaussian curve. This intermediate interest region
peaked at an input of 50 and then slowly degraded in both directions. The full input range was 0
-100, where 0 was low and 100 was high.
The “whiteness” MFs was used particularly during occasions where the hue was indistin-
guishable. In these cases the target could be scored as white or black. Two MFs were present in
this input function. They were white and black. The input range was 0 - 100 where 0 was White
and 100 was Black. They were both modelled with relatively steep Gaussian curves to represent
the gradual increase at the two extremes with values between 40 and 60 providing little input to
either.
The “hue present” MFs was a Boolean input to indicate if the hue of the target was indis-
tinguishable. The input range was 0 to 1. 0 being hue and 1 being whiteness. They are modelled
by two trapezoidal membership functions creating a crisp distinction between the two sets.
7.2.4.2. Rule base
The rule base for composition contained 18 rules. They were produced through assessing pos-
sible input combinations and relating an appropriate output MF to each of these permutations.
The resulting list is as follows;
1. If (hue is red) and (albedo is high) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is medium-low)
2. If (hue is green) and (albedo is high) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is medium)
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Figure 7.5.: Plot of composition MFs
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3. If (hue is blue) and (albedo is high) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is very-very-very-high)
4. If (hue is red) and (albedo is high) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is medium-low)
5. If (albedo is high) and (whiteness is white) and (Hue_Present is Whiteness) then (output-
composition-value is high-medium)
6. If (albedo is high) and (whiteness is black) and (Hue_Present is Whiteness) then (output-
composition-value is medium-high)
7. If (hue is red) and (albedo is medium) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is low-medium)
8. If (hue is green) and (albedo is medium) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is low-medium)
9. If (hue is blue) and (albedo is medium) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is very-high)
10. If (hue is red) and (albedo is medium) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is low-medium)
11. If (albedo is medium) and (whiteness is white) and (Hue_Present is Whiteness) then
(output-composition-value is medium-high)
12. If (albedo is medium) and (whiteness is black) and (Hue_Present is Whiteness) then
(output-composition-value is medium-low)
13. If (hue is red) and (albedo is low) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is very-low)
14. If (hue is red) and (albedo is low) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is very-low)
15. If (hue is green) and (albedo is low) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is low)
16. If (hue is blue) and (albedo is low) and (Hue_Present is Hue) then (output-composition-
value is high)
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Figure 7.6.: KSTIS 1.0 fuzzy logic rule base unified output variable
17. If (albedo is low) and (whiteness is white) and (Hue_Present is Whiteness) then (output-
composition-value is medium)
18. If (albedo is low) and (whiteness is black) and (Hue_Present is Whiteness) then (output-
composition-value is low-medium)
The hue represents the three primary colours. Red, Green and Blue. Features also can receive
a hue SVS even in the absence of colour (see table 6.4) in the case of White and black targets.
These values are accounted for using a combination of “hue present: whiteness” and “whiteness:
White or Black”.
7.2.5. Output function and defuzzification
Each of the three rule bases had an independent output variable and the summation of the outputs
was calculated after the defuzzification stage. In order to make the summation of these variables
possible (as suggested in section 6.4.4) it was important to ensure that all three outputs were of
the same magnitude and on the same scale according science value. If this was not the case, a low
value feature within the composition attribute set may have out-weighed a higher value feature
from the texture attribute. This has been accomplished by using the same membership functions
for each output variable (see figure 7.6). When the output values were calculated during the
knowledge elicitation stage they were unified for each output variable. As the output of each
rule-base are of the same magnitude, once generated, they were de-fuzzyfied trough centroid
defuzzification and simply added together.
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7.2.6. KSTIS 1.0 user interface
The KSTIS 1.0 ground-based user interface can be seen in figure 7.7. This prototype user-
interface represents a simplification from the previous user interface (see figure 6.10). Currently,
the KSTIS 1.0 user interface is windows based and has been built with the .net framework. The
interface can be broken down into five parts;
1. The image and image control buttons: Top left of the user interface indicates the current
image number in the sequence being processed, and the rock number in the image being
assessed. The WAC image is displayed below this by default. Five control buttons relating
to the image navigation were located just under the image. These allowed the user to
navigate back and forwards through the sequence of images and between rocks within the
images. The central button “view larger image” displayed the APIC captures HRC image
in place of the WAC image1.
2. Structure inputs: The bottom left of the interface contained the three structure inputs. A
tick-box for the Boolean input relating to the presence or absence of observed bedding
and two sliders, one for the scale of bedding and the other for the type of bedding. Both
of these were set to zero and disabled if no bedding is observed.
3. Texture inputs: Located in the top right corner of the interface. This contained three
sliders relating to the lustre, relief and roundness inputs of the texture rule base.
4. Composition inputs: The centre right side of the interface contained two sliders which
represented the hue and albedo inputs of the composition rule base and a tick box which
indicated whether the hue of the object was indeterminable.
5. Session control buttons: Button right hand corner. “Submit” opened a file save dialogue
and asked for a name and location to save the output file to. “Begin new session” button
zeroed all input values stored in the current session. “Save” wrote the session data to a
temporary file that will be loaded next time the application is opened. “Exit” saves the
current session and then closes the application.
The KSTIS tool has also been designed to act as an interface between APIC and the science
operations team, by associating the HRC images with targets highlighted on the initial WAC
image. This helpful association will enable scientists to view HRC images (that were captured
1
a) currently to reduce the number of files connected to the KSTIS 1.0 prototype a single higher resolution scrol-
lable image is displayed in this window.
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automatically by APIC), during the science assessment stage. Enabling more information and
detail to be taken into consideration when assigning value (see figure 7.7, Left: original labelled
image. Right: after clicking view larger image).
7.2.7. KSTIS 1.0 processing
Once the user has assessed an available rock image, the submit button outputs a text file which
can then be input into the MatLab implementation of the KSTIS 1.0 expert system. This sys-
tem will then output the results in the form of four numbers per target; target id, compositional
output, structure output, texture output and a combined output. These outputs can be ranked to
produce a target precedence rank order. Figure 7.8, illustrates the logical flow of the current sys-
tem, where “Constant 1” represents the input file and Display, Display1 and Display2 represent
the three subsystem outputs. The scope represents the final output score.
7.3. KSTIS 1.0 preliminary experiment
As KSTIS 1.0 has been developed as a complementary system to the APIC system the output
produced during the first APIC experiment was used to provide input images for the KSTIS
preliminary experiment (see figure 4.7.1).
7.3.1. Results achieved by KSTIS 1.0
Figure 7.9.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC Expt. 1. Right : Annotated image show-
ing APIC generated target centroids
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Figure 7.8.: KSTIS 1.0 system architecture
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Figure 7.10.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : Annotated image identifying APIC targets
Figure 7.9 shows the image captured during the first APIC run. In this image all nine rocks have
been identified and labelled. The rock identified as rock seven actually has the scientifically
highest value as its white colour and high albedo is of more interest than the other dark dull
rocks. Table 7.1 verifies this assessment with a score of 69.39. Rock two has also scored highly
as it has a high albedo. No rock in the input images displayed any structure resulting in a zero
structure score for each rock. Figure 7.11 shows the ranked list of HRC images according to the
KSTIS output.
7.3.2. Discussion of the preliminary experiment outcome
The rocks identified during the first run of APIC were all of relatively low value scientifically,
but KSTIS has still successfully ranked the targets. In the absence of structure and with little
variation in surface lustre and relief, the primary determining factor was the composition. Also
as the rocks were all grey, white or black, no hue could be observed. The highest value impact
came from composition: whiteness. This result was as expected and represented a successful
output.
7.4. Chapter summary
During this chapter the implementation of the final KSTIS version (KSTIS 1.0) has been pre-
sented. The rule bases making up KSTIS; composition, texture and structure, represent the
three primary attributes for the geological assessment. During the knowledge elicitation stage
discussions were conducted with the expert as to how best to model the experts interest in per-
ceived features. The MatLab fuzzy logic tool box was able to support multiple types of mem-
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Table 7.1.: KSTIS 1.0 output from preliminary experiment
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Figure 7.11.: APIC HRC output according to KSTIS 1.0 preliminary experiment results
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bership function, during the design stage it was decided by the author that four types would
be used; trapezoidal, triangular, bell shaped and Gaussian. These four membership function
types provided sufficient flexibility, enabling the experts interest to be modelled (see table 6.6).
The detailed make up of the three rule bases were detailed in this chapter (composition in sec-
tion 7.2.4, texture in section 7.2.3 and structure in section 7.2.2). In order to ensure that the
three rule bases could be combined into one system while maintaining their interrelation, the
outputs were rationalised to ensure that each output are within the same magnitude and on the
same scale according science value. The outputs membership functions were then defuzzifyed
through use of a centroid defuzzification. Finally another prototype system was documented.
This new prototype incorporated a new user interface along with the new set of rule bases con-
taining the enhanced set of membership functions. This new prototype (KSTIS 1.0) performed
better than (KSTIS 0.1) as it produced no unexpected results and generated a priority rank order
as expected. This chapter relates to the second part of the research question, in that KSTIS 1.0
has been designed as a system to improve the ground-based interpretation of scientific image
data and to aid in assessment consistently.
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8. Experimentation and Results of
Earth-based Operations Tool (KSTIS
1.0)
8.1. Introduction
During this chapter the procedures implemented in order to test the viability of the Earth-based
operations tool (KSTIS 1.0) are described. This involved documenting the following;
• Assumptions that have been made in order to constrain the experiments
• Description and design of all experiments
• Experimental procedure
• Experimental results
The AU PATLab was used as the venue for all of the experiments.
8.2. Experiments undertaken
8.2.1. Experimental rationale
Had KSTIS 1.0 been a full implementation of the expert’s methodology for autonomous science,
the logical experiment would have been to ask several experts to assess the rock scene both in
person and then remotely and then compare there results to the ones generated by KSTIS 1.0.
However, the KSTIS preliminary system does not fully implement the methodology put forward
by the expert, only a subset of the features are being assessed. Thus a like for like comparison
between the expert and KSTIS 1.0 would be of limited use at this stage. Instead it was decided
that the system would be tested in a mission like scenario. During each experiment an initial
WAC image was presented to a subject with ten rock targets identified and labelled. Ten subjects
then provided experimental input for each image. The inputs were then processed by KSTIS 1.0
and the resultant SV for each rock was generated. These targets were then ranked according to
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the KSTIS 1.0 generated SV scores. In order to adequately test the KSTIS operations tool, six
experiments have been undertaken. Each experiment involved fully exercising KSTIS 1.0 in a
“mission like” context.
After all experimentation was completed and the rank orders produced, they were statistically
analysed for correlation, to examine the level of agreement that existed between the expert and
the 9 subjects. These experiments have been undertaken to prove that KSTIS 1.0 is capable of
producing scientifically consistent results and that the 9 subjects assessments are able to show
strong likeness to the experts.
8.2.2. Experimental setup
The subjects were all computer literate adults between the age of 27 and 55. The experimentation
was carried out through use of the KSTIS 1.0 user interface (see figure 7.7).
Experimental equipment outlined in Appendix E was used to capture the majority of the im-
ages used during the experimentation of the KSTIS system. The only exception to this was the
Martian image (see figure 8.6) used. This image was produced by combining a number of MER
images.
During the experiment, the subjects were provided with guidance notes in the form of two pdf
documents (see appendix F). These documents outlined the basic procedure of the experimen-
tation and provided the subjects with an explanation of the technical terms used. A selection
of example classifications was also provided in an attempt to provide some reference values to
unify the trials. Subjects were also instructed to view each image as an independent experiments.
Therefore rocks viewed in multiple images were to be scored independently. The software was
made available for subjects to run on their own computers. The interface required a “.net” en-
abled Microsoft Windows operating system. UNIX subjects were able to access the system
through a virtual desktop environment. No attempt was made to unify display settings or to
control the size and quality of the display that the assessment was made on.
8.2.3. Experimentation images
Five experimental images were taken in an “ExoMars like” configuration with the AU WACs.
These can be seen in figures 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 (high resolution, unedited versions of
these images can be seen in appendix H). Additionally a Martian composite image was cre-
ated for assessment (see figure 8.6). This images contains cropped images of potential science
targets identified and imaged during the NASA/JPL MER missions. For the purpose of these
experiments the images were manually labelled. The rock detection software was not used dur-
ing these experiments as not all the images used were suitable for use with the algorithm (in
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particular the Martian composite). This would have introduced inconsistencies and may have
diminished the value of the experimentation, or even made the assessment of certain rocks im-
possible. Therefore the rocks were labelled manually through use of an image editing tool.
They represent comparable results to images that have been automatically labelled by the rock
detection algorithm implemented in APIC (see figure 6.14).
8.2.3.1. PATLab images used for KSTIS experiments
Figure 8.1.: PATLab image 1. This image was captured by the right UA WAC emulator. The
scale is in mm.
Figure 8.2.: PATLab image 2. This image was captured by the right UA WAC emulator. The
scale is in mm.
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Figure 8.3.: PATLab image 3. This image was captured by the right AU WAC emulator. The
scale is in mm.
Figure 8.4.: PATLab image 4. This image was captured by the right AU WAC emulator. The
scale is in mm.
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Figure 8.5.: PATLab image 5. This image was captured by the right AU WAC emulator. The
scale is in mm.
8.2.3.2. MER Image used for KSTIS experiments
Figure 8.6.: Composite Martian image taken from MER images. Images courtesy of NASA/JPL
8.3. Experimental results
Experimental results were captured from all ten subjects (one, the domain expert and nine, gen-
eral computer users). The results are presented here in the form of a rank order. For each subject
rock a rank order was produced based upon the SV generated by KSTIS 1.0 once each subject
had input their data using the KSTIS 1.0 user interface. The first rock in each rank order having
the highest SV for a given user. The results have also been plotted on scatter diagrams to give an
overview of the correlation and the ranks have been statistically analysed for correlation using
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Correlation Negative coefficient Positive coefficient
Small -0.3 - 0.1 0.1 - 0.3
Medium -0.5 - 0.3 0.3 - 0.5
Large -1.0 - 0.5 0.5 - 1
Table 8.1.: Interpretation of “Correlation coefficient”
the Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient (see appendix G).
8.3.1. Results by Image
The results of each experiment are presented along with a scatter diagram illustrating the KSTIS
scores achieved by each target. A Spearman’s rank order analysis table is also included in ap-
pendix I. It has been split into three tables (A, B and C) containing a cross-comparison between
each user. The Spearman’s rank order analysis provides an indication of correlation between
two rank orders. During each experiment ten rank orders are produced, a cross correlation was
carried out between each participant. Each comparison produces three output figures; a “corre-
lation coefficient”, a number of valid cases and a “one-sided significance” (for more information
see appendix G).
The “correlation coefficient” is a measure of association between the two assessed rank or-
ders. Many different guidelines are available for interpretation of the correlation coefficient.
[Cohen 1988] provides one such example. For the purpose of this thesis however, table 8.1
provides a simple numerical comparison that will be used to give context to the correlation re-
sults. Correlation coefficient results were considered favourable when a large correlation was
observed, that is between 0.5 to 1 or -0.5 to -1 (see table 8.1).
The number of valid cases represents the number of paired ranks that have been assessed (this
number was 10 in all cases during the experimentation, as each subject ranked all of the rocks
within the image). The final number is the “one-sided significance”. This number represents the
proportion of the distribution that lies to the right of input (see figure 8.7). This represents the
probability of achieving a correlation higher than the one received. The closer the value to zero
the less the probability that a better result could be achieved by chance. As the correlation co-
efficient approaches zero the one sided significance will approach 0.5, which essentially means
little to no significance. For the purpose of this experiment any result below 0.05 was considered
good.
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Figure 8.7.: Image showing normal distribution with one tail highlighted. Illustrating “one-sided
significance”
Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 8 9 3 6 10 8 6 9 4 10
2 2 4 5 7 8 3 7 4 6 8
3 3 6 7 9 6 2 9 3 9 4
4 1 5 4 1 3 6 3 6 8 5
5 10 10 9 10 9 9 8 10 10 9
6 9 3 1 3 1 7 10 7 3 6
7 5 1 2 8 5 1 2 1 2 3
8 4 2 10 4 4 4 1 5 1 1
9 6 7 8 2 7 5 5 2 5 2
10 7 8 6 5 2 10 4 8 7 7
Table 8.2.: Rank order results output from experiment 1
8.3.1.1. Experiment 1
Table 8.2 shows the resulting rank orders produced by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. A perfect result would have been ten identical rankings. This was not expected as
several external variables could affect the results (e.g. variations in subject eyesight and the
quality of computer display used during the assessment). The most important rank order was
the one belonging to the domain expert. This expert ranking was considered as the benchmark
against which other rank orders were compared. The scatter diagram shown in figure 8.8 shows
the raw KSTIS 1.0 scores given to each rock, these are labelled by the subject. Tables I.1, I.2
and I.3 (found in appendix I) join together to form a comparison of the rank orders produced by
the expert and all 9 subjects.
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Figure 8.8.: Scatter diagram displaying results from the assessment of Image 1
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Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 4 7 2 7 5 7 2 9 10 10
2 1 5 9 1 6 5 9 6 9 3
3 9 4 6 9 8 2 10 7 8 8
4 10 10 10 10 10 8 1 5 6 9
5 2 3 3 2 2 6 7 10 7 7
6 3 6 7 6 9 4 8 1 5 6
7 6 1 1 8 7 1 3 4 2 1
8 7 2 8 3 1 3 4 2 1 2
9 8 8 5 5 3 10 5 8 4 5
10 5 9 4 4 4 9 6 3 3 4
Table 8.3.: Rank results from experiment 2
8.3.1.2. Experiment 2
Table 8.3 shows the resulting rank scores produced by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. The scatter diagram pictured in figure 8.9 shows the raw KSTIS 1.0 scores given to
each rock, labelled by subject. Tables I.4, I.5 and I.6 (found in appendix I) join together to form
a cross comparison of all rank orders produced.
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Figure 8.9.: Scatter diagram displaying results from the assessment of Image 2
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Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 1 5 5 1 4 2 4 10 7 3
2 2 1 2 10 5 6 8 3 8 5
3 3 3 3 6 2 7 3 7 1 2
4 4 9 10 9 10 10 7 5 10 10
5 5 10 7 7 3 9 5 9 9 8
6 6 4 1 2 1 1 2 4 2 1
7 7 8 9 8 8 5 1 1 3 4
8 8 6 6 4 7 4 9 6 6 6
9 9 2 8 3 6 3 10 8 5 9
10 10 7 4 5 9 8 6 2 4 7
Table 8.4.: Rank results from experiment 3
8.3.1.3. Experiment 3
Table 8.4 shows the resulting rank scores produced by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. The scatter diagram pictured in figure 8.10shows the raw KSTIS 1.0 scores given to
each rock, labelled by the subject. Tables I.7, I.8 and I.9 (found in appendix I) join together to
form a cross comparison of all rank orders produced.
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Figure 8.10.: Scatter diagram displaying results from the assessment of Image 3
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Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 5 8 7 4 8 6 9 10 6 10
2 10 6 5 9 9 4 6 1 3 7
3 2 1 10 2 5 2 2 4 4 3
4 4 3 6 1 1 3 3 3 2 1
5 8 5 8 10 10 7 5 9 8 9
6 1 2 2 3 2 5 8 8 1 2
7 9 10 9 5 7 1 1 2 5 8
8 7 7 3 7 6 9 7 7 10 6
9 6 4 4 8 3 8 4 5 9 5
10 3 9 1 6 4 10 10 6 7 4
Table 8.5.: Rank results from experiment 4
8.3.1.4. Experiment 4
Table 8.5 shows the resulting rank scores produced by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. The scatter diagram pictured in figure 8.11 shows the raw KSTIS 1.0 scores given to
each rock, labelled by the subject. Tables I.10, I.11 and I.12 (found in appendix I) join together
to form a cross comparison of all rank orders produced.
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Figure 8.11.: Scatter diagram displaying results from the assessment of Image 4
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Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 3 4 5 9 6 7 3 8 2 7
2 8 7 3 7 8 6 6 6 6 9
3 1 1 1 3 2 1 7 2 4 2
4 10 5 9 8 9 5 1 3 8 10
5 5 8 6 1 7 3 5 4 3 5
6 9 2 10 10 10 9 8 10 10 8
7 7 6 7 4 3 8 2 9 5 3
8 2 3 8 2 1 2 9 1 1 1
9 6 10 4 6 5 10 10 7 9 4
10 4 9 2 5 4 4 4 5 7 6
Table 8.6.: Rank results from experiment 5
8.3.1.5. Experiment 5
Table 8.6 shows the resulting rank scores produced by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. The scatter diagram pictured in figure 8.12 shows the raw KSTIS 1.0 scores given to
each rock, labelled by the subject. Tables I.13, I.14 and I.15 (found in appendix I) join together
to form a cross comparison of all rank orders produced.
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Figure 8.12.: Scatter diagram displaying results from the assessment of Image 5
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Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 10 9 10 5 10 10 10 9 10 10
2 7 4 4 7 4 7 6 5 9 6
3 4 10 3 9 9 4 4 2 3 9
4 6 2 8 8 6 2 1 10 8 2
5 5 1 5 6 3 6 9 6 5 8
6 1 5 7 4 5 3 7 4 2 7
7 8 3 9 10 7 8 5 7 7 3
8 3 7 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 1
9 2 6 1 1 1 9 3 3 6 4
10 9 8 6 2 8 5 8 8 4 5
Table 8.7.: Rank results from experiment 6
8.3.1.6. Experiment 6
Table 8.7 shows the resulting rank scores produced by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. The scatter diagram pictured in figure 8.13 shows the raw KSTIS 1.0 scores given to
each rock, labelled by the subject. Tables I.16, I.17 and I.18 (found in appendix I) join together
to form a cross comparison of all rank orders produced.
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Figure 8.13.: Scatter diagram displaying the results from assessment of Image 6
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Figure 8.14.: Adelson’s Checker-shadow illusion. Image courtesy of Edward H. Adelson
8.4. Discussion of results
Statistical analysis has not identified a strong correlation between all results. Given that the
scores generated by the domain expert are being used as the “control” rank order, then a positive
result would have been achieved if all subjects had a correlation coefficient greater then 0.5, and
a one-sided significance of 0.05 or less. Only 22% of the subjects achieved this in experiment
one, 11% in experiment two, 33% experiment three, 44% experiment four, 22% experiment five
and 44% in experiment six. These disappointing results led to further analysis in an attempt to
discover what was causing the divergent results and what improvements might be necessary to
achieve the desired results.
Experiment one was taken as a typical example. Tables M.1 to M.10 (located in appendix M)
contain the input values that were produced by the ten subjects during experimentation. From
an examination of these tables, disagreements between the subjects can be clearly identified,
and two problems can be clearly seen from examination of the subject input values to KSTIS
1.0. There was a lack of consistency during the use of the colour indistinguishable tick box and
the no bedding observed tick-box. These two inconsistencies have in some cases, significantly
altered the generated SV.
8.4.1. Problems caused by composition inputs
The composition fuzzy rule base requires three inputs from the user, hue (colour), albedo and a
flag indicating a indistinguishable colour. The fuzzy system processes four inputs. If the “colour
indistinguishable” tick-box is ticked, a whiteness value is derived from the input albedo value.
Humans are not well equipped to distinguish colours and reflectance properties in unknown
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Figure 8.15.: Close up of rock four from experiment one.
domains. Substantial research has been conducted in the field of neuroscience regarding the
way that humans interpret colours ([Corney 2009]), texture ([Adelson 2001]) and brightness
([Purves 1999]). Whilst human visual perception is beyond the scope of this research, several
methodologies put forward in the literature have provided clues as to how this problem could
be alleviated or even overcome. Initially an image mask could be produced to allow the user
to view the target in isolation from its surrounding objects, shapes and colours. This would
alleviate some of the visual illusions introduced by problems such as the “Adelson’s Checker-
shadow illusion”; as seen in figure 8.14. In this illusion, the squares labelled A and B are
identical (as illustrated by the right hand image). The perceived shadow cast by the pillar makes
the observers brain think that the shade is different. Unfortunately, the use of an image mask
would not alleviate all problems introduced from human visual perception. Other problems such
as the human perception of materials ([Adelson 2001]) (and the assumptions that result from
this classification) can have impact on how a target is scored and how it is assessed. However,
computers are not affected by the (in the most part) beneficial affects introduced by human visual
perception. It is also possible for a computer to identify the hue of a target when an excess or
shortage of light makes the hue indistinguishable to a human. It would be desirable to aid the
human user with computer generated cues, or even replace the KSTIS composition input by a
computer generated measure of hue and brightness.
8.4.2. Problems caused by structure inputs
The structure rule base of the KSTIS system requires three inputs; scale, type of bedding and if
bedding is in fact present. The difficulty has been identified as arising from the identification of
the presence of bedding. Figure 8.15, shows a close up image of rock four from experiment one.
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The expert identified this target as having signs of bedding, with a scale of approximately 4mm
of a planar type. Subject two identified no bedding. This target is challenging as not all lines on
the target represent sedimentary structure. The fuzzy system has been designed with the domain
expert to compensate for variations in user inputs due to experience or personal biases. This has
been accomplished by ensuring that the science values transition slowly, from high to low. This
provides scope for some input inaccuracies without diminishing the value of expert input1. This
smooths the results achieved and stops inaccuracies in observation causing substantial swings
in value. In the case of the “bedding present” input, this is not possible. If the bedding present
tick-box is ticked the target will achieve no score for structure. If this is an error, a significant
reduction in the score of the target will result. Computational input could be used to aid in the
measuring of bedding if a user could identify two bedding lines the computer could calculate
the distance between the two lines. In order to accomplish this, the distance to the object would
need to be known. APIC calculates the approximate distance to the target. If this information
was included with the download images the KSTIS interface could utilise it. The automatic
identification of bedding by the computer system has been partially addressed in [Woods 2009].
It is a non-trivial problem and has been identified as future work beyond the scope of this study.
8.4.3. Addition of computational input
Computational input was identified as a method of reducing the errors introduced by the human
perception of colour and brightness on the compositional rule base. During analysis of the
inputs received from all subjects it was also discovered that the compositional input was causing
a significant amount of the disagreements in score. Partially, this was caused by the substantial
value attributed to a target displaying a blue hue by the expert (see Table 6.4). A MatLab function
was designed to pre-process marked areas and calculate and average grayscale value for each
target and a hue value. The grayscale value can simply be used as an estimation of reflectance
of the target and be directly mapped onto the albedo input. The hue however presents a more
challenging problem, as a target is made up of a combination of pixels each having their own
value. An initial solution was developed, where the pixels in each target were split into three
categories; Red, Green and Blue. The number of pixels in each category was counted, and
the colour with the highest science value2 that contains a hundred or more pixels was chosen
to represent the target. The average hue of the pixels within that group was then assigned as
the hue of the target. This approach should not to be considered as a final solution. Rather as
1An example of this can be seen with the transition from thin lamination to bedding. The science value for bedding
is less than lamination, but during a transitional stage between the two, the input will be assessed according to
the structure mf’s (membership functions) which will identify partial membership of both groups, providing the
target with a relative amount of the high achieved by a target with thin lamination.
2See Table 6.4, colours in order of value lowest to highest are, Red, Green and Blue.
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an initial solution to assess the benefit of computation input to the composition rule base. No
computational input has been considered at this stage to structure rule base.
8.4.3.1. Results
Results with automatic composition input are presented below. Tables 8.8 to 8.13 contain the
new rank orders produced by the KSTIS system. Figures 8.16 to 8.21 show two scatter dia-
grams for easy comparison. On the left the scatter diagram produced during the initial set of
experiments. The scatter diagram on the right shows the output achieved after the addition of a
calculated compositional input. A Spearman’s rank order correlation has also been carried out
on the new results and is included in appendix J.
8.4.3.2. Experiment 1
Table 8.8 shows the resulting rank scores achieved by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. The scatter diagrams pictured in figure 8.17 shows the KSTIS scores given to each
rock from the initial set of experiments and from this set of experiments. A Spearman’s rank
order correlation assessment of these results has been included in appendix J.
Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 5 6 4 4 8 7 8 8 5 8
2 8 5 6 9 9 6 10 4 8 10
3 4 3 5 5 5 3 4 3 3 4
4 3 9 3 3 6 8 5 6 7 3
5 10 10 10 10 10 9 6 10 10 9
6 9 8 7 8 4 5 9 9 4 5
7 7 4 9 7 7 4 3 5 6 6
8 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 6 7 8 6 3 10 7 7 9 7
Table 8.8.: Rank results from experiment 1 after applying computer calculated composition
8.4.3.3. Experiment 2
Table 8.9 shows the resulting rank scores achieved by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. The scatter diagrams pictured in figure 8.17 shows the KSTIS scores given to each
rock from the initial set of experiments and from this set of experiments. A Spearman’s rank
order correlation assessment of these results has been included in appendix J.
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Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 5 6 3 7 6 7 7 9 9 9
2 3 7 4 1 3 5 6 5 3 3
3 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 1
4 10 10 10 10 10 9 5 10 10 10
5 7 4 5 5 4 4 8 8 4 4
6 4 8 9 6 9 8 10 4 7 6
7 9 3 7 8 7 3 3 7 8 7
8 8 5 8 9 8 6 4 1 6 8
9 6 9 6 4 5 10 9 6 5 5
10 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2
Table 8.9.: Rank results from experiment 2 after applying computer calculated composition
8.4.3.4. Experiment 3
Table 8.10 shows the resulting rank scores achieved by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. The scatter diagrams pictured in figure 8.18 shows the KSTIS scores given to each
rock from the initial set of experiments and from this set of experiments. A Spearman’s rank
order correlation assessment of these results has been included in appendix J.
Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 4 1 1 3 1 4 8 8 5 8
2 1 5 9 7 6 9 3 5 8 4
3 6 3 6 2 7 7 5 3 3 1
4 10 8 10 10 10 8 7 10 10 10
5 9 2 8 9 9 10 6 9 9 9
6 7 9 5 1 5 3 4 1 1 3
7 8 10 7 8 8 2 2 4 6 7
8 5 7 3 6 4 5 9 6 4 5
9 3 6 4 5 3 6 10 7 7 6
10 2 4 2 4 2 1 1 2 2 2
Table 8.10.: Rank results from experiment 3 after applying computer calculated composition
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8.4.3.5. Experiment 4
Table 8.11 shows the resulting rank scores achieved by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. The scatter diagrams pictured in figure 8.19 shows the KSTIS scores given to each
rock from the initial set of experiments and from this set of experiments. A Spearman’s rank
order correlation assessment of these results has been included in appendix J.
Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 4 9 7 3 7 5 9 10 9 8
2 10 4 8 10 10 6 7 4 3 10
3 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 2 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 2
5 9 8 9 9 9 7 5 9 10 7
6 6 10 6 4 4 4 8 8 8 3
7 8 7 10 7 8 3 2 3 4 9
8 5 6 4 6 5 8 6 7 6 5
9 7 3 5 8 6 10 4 6 7 6
10 2 5 3 5 3 9 10 5 5 4
Table 8.11.: Rank results from experiment 4 after applying computer calculated composition
8.4.3.6. Experiment 5
Table 8.12 shows the resulting rank scores achieved by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. The scatter diagrams pictured in figure 8.20 shows the KSTIS scores given to each
rock from the initial set of experiments and from this set of experiments. A Spearman’s rank
order correlation assessment of these results has been included in appendix J.
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Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 7 2 8 8 7 9 8 8 7 9
2 5 4 3 7 8 7 4 6 3 8
3 3 6 6 3 6 3 3 3 9 3
4 10 3 10 9 10 8 2 5 8 10
5 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1
6 9 9 9 10 9 10 6 10 10 7
7 8 10 7 6 3 4 7 9 5 4
8 6 7 4 4 5 2 5 1 1 2
9 4 8 5 5 4 6 10 7 6 6
10 1 5 1 2 2 5 9 4 4 5
Table 8.12.: Rank results from experiment 5 after applying computer calculated composition
8.4.3.7. Experiment 6
Table 8.13 shows the resulting rank scores achieved by the domain expert and the nine other
subjects. The scatter diagrams pictured in figure 8.21 shows the KSTIS scores given to each
rock from the initial set of experiments and from this set of experiments. A Spearman’s rank
order correlation assessment of these results has been included in appendix J.
Rock
No.
Expert
1
SUB
1
SUB
2
SUB
3
SUB
4
SUB
5
SUB
6
SUB
7
SUB
8
SUB
9
1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9
2 7 8 1 6 2 9 6 7 8 8
3 8 6 9 8 8 8 3 4 9 7
4 6 3 6 7 6 2 1 8 7 1
5 1 1 2 2 1 3 8 3 3 4
6 2 5 3 3 3 7 7 6 4 6
7 5 4 7 9 7 6 5 5 6 2
8 3 2 4 5 5 1 2 2 1 5
9 4 7 5 1 4 4 4 1 5 3
10 9 9 8 4 9 5 9 9 2 10
Table 8.13.: Rank results from experiment 6 after applying computer calculated composition
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Figure 8.22.: Closeup of Rock ten from experiment one (scale is in cm)
8.4.4. Discussion of second round of results
A far higher correlation has been achieved during this round of experiments between all of the
results. Again the control results were the ones generated by the domain expert. During the first
set of experiments only 22% achieved a strong correlation in experiment one, 11% in experiment
two, 33% experiment three, 44% experiment four, 22% experiment five and 44% in experiment
six. These results have been greatly improved during this set of experimentation. During this set
of experiments strong correlation with the expert by 100% of subject in experiment one , 67% in
experiment two, 22% in experiment three, 44% in experiment four, 67% in experiment five and
89% in experiment six. The results are still not perfect but represent a substantial improvement
in correlation. Appendix J contains cross correlation tables for the second experiment. They
show substantial improvements, not only in the number achieving a correlation coefficient of
0.5 or above but in strength of the correlations achieved. In some cases these coefficients are
now approaching one.
Clearly any inconsistency of inputs received by the KSTIS system accounts for inconsistency
in SV generated by the system. It is currently unclear how much of this inconsistency has been
introduced by problems with the user interface (see figure 7.1). The current user interface uti-
lises several sliders to capture users assessments of target attributes. Sliders are not an accurate
way of capturing information such as this, and may be the source of some erroneous entries.
For example, subject five identified bedding with a thickness of 88mm for rock number ten in
experiment one (see figure 8.22), compared with the experts figure of 4mm. This is in no way
an isolated case and represents an additional slider movement of only a few mm.
The experts vast experience of identifying bedding and lamination in rock formations also has
an impact. A number of examples have been observed where the expert has either identified
subtle bedding when a number of subjects missed it, or dismissed possible bedding when a
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number of other subjects identified it. The only way to improve this situation is to provide
additional training, practise and example images for novice users.
The quality of the images provided to users is also a factor in the assessment of science
value. The expert has gathered a great deal of experience in assessing science targets in a remote
environment through use of images and contextual information ([Pullan 2009, Pullan 2008]).
The other subjects who took part in the experimentation did not have this level of experienced
perception or background knowledge.
8.5. Chapter summary
During this chapter the results of the KSTIS system experimentation have been presented. Ten
subjects (one expert, nine computer literate users) were asked to assess a total of sixty rocks
during six experiments. Experimental images were ranked and analysed using the Spearman’s
rank order correlation coefficient. Strong correlations with the expert were achieved by 22%
of subjects in experiment one, 11% in experiment two, 33% experiment three, 44% experiment
four, 22% experiment five and 44% in experiment six. These results did not show that KSTIS
can provide a consistent basis for rock assessment. On investigation, the Composition input was
identified as the primary source of inconsistent inputs. A method of assessing the target features
required by the Composition rule base was devised and implemented. The experiments were
then repeated using the computer generated Compositional data. A marked improvement in re-
sults was achieved in five of the six experiments. A strong correlation was observed between the
expert and 100% of the subjects in experiment one, 67% in experiment two, 22% in experiment
three, 44% in experiment four, 67% in experiment five and 89% in experiment six. Other no-
table problems have been identified, such as possible input inaccuracies, amplified by the user
interface and a lack of user training. This chapter relates to the concluding part of the research
question (see section 1.2.1). That is that targets with the highest scientific value could be consis-
tently identified for subsequent rover investigation. This has been accomplished through use of
the KSTIS 1.0 tool. Multiple users along with the expert were able to attain a strong correlation
in assessment results.
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9. Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1. Introduction
An intermediate level to full autonomy has been proposed to improve science data return, and its
ground-based interpretation. This would lead to more high value science targets being rapidly
identified for subsequent rover investigation. Two complementary systems have been produced;
APIC and KSTIS. APIC is an autonomous on-board method to select targets from a scene and
re-image them with a high resolution camera. KSTIS is an Earth-based science assessment
tool that aids in the assessment of the images that have been autonomously captured by APIC.
These systems have been developed with the aid of a planetary geologist, who served as the
domain expert during the production of KSTIS fuzzy rule base. This is capable of identifying
and assessing the actual science value of encountered scientific targets as identified by the APIC
algorithm. This chapter discusses how the aims and objectives of this study have been achieved.
It will also addresses the limitations of the research and proposes recommendations for further
study.
9.1.1. Conclusions reached during this study
Currently a conservative attitude towards space exploration exists amongst the space exploration
community. Limited opportunity to explore remote planetary surfaces and the substantial cost
of each opportunity has led to an increase in pressure to include higher levels of autonomy than
exploration platforms currently possess, this is to insure that a high volume of scientific data is
returned to Earth [Huntsberger 2005]. However, full autonomy is still considered as risky and
dangerous, to many scientists and engineers. This has slowed the application of autonomous
systems for space exploration. The benefits of autonomy can be clearly seen from the research
currently ongoing in the field. Projects such as OASIS, ARS and RAMS which were discussed
in chapter 3, have clearly shown the potential benefits of autonomy. On the whole, they still fail
to be realised on real planetary exploration missions. have
In recent years the level of interest in autonomy for space exploration has increased. This is
primarily due to the success of missions like EO-1 (see section 3.2) and the NASA/JPL’s MER.
During the extended mission stages of MER many new techniques have been tried, including
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some produced under the OASIS project. These include the dust devil detector and the cloud
detector. With the introduction of simple autonomous procedures such as these engineers and
scientists have began to “soften” towards automatic and simple autonomous procedures. This
is further evidenced during the upcoming ESA ExoMars mission. ExoMars will include an
autonomous navigation system and automatic programs to enable the single command capture
of a full panoramic image through use of the PTU. ExoMars has been used as a focus mission
during this research.
APIC has been designed for an ExoMars type mission. It is an on-board application that is
capable of autonomously identifying rock targets from a single WAC image and then re-imaging
them with the HRC. Its goal is to gather as many high resolution rock images as possible within
a communication cycle, thus optimising mission time and reducing the need for communication
with Earth. Trials of the APIC system have provided good results, showing the viability and
the robustness of such a system. APIC represents an advancement in rover autonomy in the
sense that it is capable of selecting its own targets for re-examination. Rock target selection,
and re-examination with a different instrument, is a novel application for rover autonomy. The
ability to carry this out without the production of a DEM or any three dimensional models
of the rover’s surroundings is also novel. The fact that APIC does not need to construct a
DEM increases its suitability to run on-board a rover platform, as the production of a DEM
is a computationally expensive task. APIC can also be presented as a method to increase the
acceptability of autonomy as it introduces little risk to the mission, as HRC imaging is a low risk
operation.
KSTIS has been designed as a complimentary system to APIC in that it aids in the proces-
sing of the increased number of scientific images down-linked by the APIC system. KSTIS is
a ground-based science target assessment tool. Scientific assessment is achieved through the
implementation of the methodology for autonomous science proposed by [Pullan 2008]. It has
been enabled through use of a combination of three fuzzy rule bases, one representing each of
the three components used in geological interpretation. The tool has been designed to provide an
intuitive interface for users to assess the images returned by the APIC system. KSTIS generates
a resultant scientific value based upon the assessment of APIC images by the user, and creates a
rank order list of the targets according to their scientific value. This evaluation can then be used
to aid in the final decision of which targets to investigate further. KSTIS experimentation has
highlighted that it is not only necessary to faithfully emulate a human expert’s knowledge but
also their perception. A human geologist would spend years developing visual skills and honing
their perception of the environment for use during field expeditions. The introduction of image
processing routines capable of identifying geological features could make this possible. Input
to the composition fuzzy logic rule base was identified as the primary cause for interpretation
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errors. Image processing subroutines were designed and included to replace these inconsistent
inputs. The result was a strengthening in correlation of the output scores. This has added to the
argument to fully automate the feature assignment stage. The automation of this stage would
be necessary should APIC and the KSTIS systems be fully integrated to produce an autono-
mous science target selection system, which could be deployed on-board an autonomous rover
platform. This has been designated as future work, and beyond the scope of this Thesis.
In summary, the combination of the on-board APIC system and the ground-based KSTIS sys-
tem represents a novel move towards increasing the acceptability and technology readiness of a
fully integrated autonomous rover, with the ability to make target selections based on geological
assessment.
9.2. Original contributions to knowledge
This Thesis has made an original contribution to knowledge in the following areas:
1. New knowledge has been generated as to how to design and implement a Fuzzy Rule
based Expert system for the application domain of planetary science. This new knowledge
includes:
a) The identification of the membership function types required to model an expert’s
interest in observed rock targets (see section 6.5.1.2).
b) The identification of the subset of science target features required within a know-
ledge based expert system to model the expertise of a planetary geologist (see section
6.5.1 and section 7.2).
2. New knowledge has been generated as to how to design and implement an autonomous
panoramic camera, HRC algorithm that generates zoom images of rock targets within the
panoramic camera FOV. This new knowledge includes:
a) An investigation of and the production of a kinematics model for a Pan Tilt Head
utilising two WAC’s and one HRC in order to calculate the necessary pan and tilt
required to point the HRC at a target identified in one of the WAC field of views (see
section 4.3.2).
b) The formation and introduction of a heuristic correction to improve resulting HRC
images (see figure 4.12).
3. New knowledge as to how to create a novel hybrid on-rover and on-Earth solution method
that would provide improvements in science data return and its ground-based interpreta-
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tion such that more targets with the highest scientific value can be identified for subsequent
rover investigation.
9.3. APIC enhancements and recommendations for future
research
APIC currently produces a high volume of data output. Future work will look at reducing and
prioritising that output. Particularly with respect to false positives (the detection of a rock the
doesn’t exist). These represent a waste of valuable down-link bandwidth and processing time
on Earth. Future work on APIC should look at methods of reducing false detections using some
form of processing on the resulting HRC image to ensure that a target is visible in the image.
Some work has also been undertaken in adapting APIC to examine targets in search of basic
geological cues, such as colour, shape, albedo or even spectroscopy. The examination of these
cues could then determine a down-link priority list, ensuring that valuable data is returned first.
An interest cut-off point could also be applied, so that if a target’s interest level is lower than
a predetermined amount, the image is discarded. This could reduce the amount of low value
data that is returned to Earth, while ensuring that the maximum amount of useful data is still
received. Integration of APIC with the basic three dimensional model that will be generated by
the ExoMars navigation system has also been discussed and will be investigated. The danger of
over-increasing the computational complexity must be avoided .
9.4. KSTIS enhancements and recommendations for future
research
9.4.1. Image segmentation
Research being conducted [Shang 2008] is currently being adapted to identify rocks in a Martian
terrain. This research offers a potential replacement to the region growing algorithm currently
employed. Improved rock identification results have been demonstrated using this implementa-
tion (see figure 9.1). An interesting aspect of this research is its ability to distinguish between
rock types and regions within rocks. This is beneficial and could be used to distinguish regions
within a larger target ([Shang 2009]).
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Figure 9.1.: This image is classified using the approach being researched by Changjing Shang.
Image courtesy of Changjing Shang
9.4.2. Feature detection and classification
During the experimentation of the KSTIS system, a need for image processing routines to iden-
tify input features was identified. These routines would need to emulate the perception of
a human expert. Some work has been carried out towards this end during the ARS project
([Woods 2009, Woods 2008b, Shaw 2007b]). Further work is still necessary in order to fully
automate the process of target science assessment.
9.4.3. Enhanced KSTIS knowledge base
The current KSTIS system has been produced to prove the concept of fuzzy knowledge based
target classification. Initially, only a subset of the science features identified by the expert during
the knowledge elicitation stage were implemented in order to reduce complexity and enhance
system transparency. A natural progression would be to include more features in an enhanced
knowledge base.
9.4.4. Integration of other instruments in to the KSTIS system
KSTIS has currently been developed to work with images gathered by a HRC, similar to the one
found on ExoMars. Future work would be to enable KSTIS assessments from other instruments
such as the ones captured by the CLUPI instrument. The change in input would require a new
set of SV to be developed by the planetary geology expert and the knowledge engineer.
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9.4.5. Enhanced user interface
During the KSTIS experimentation problems were identified with the current user interface.
Primarily the use of tick-boxes, but also the use of too fine a scale on the sliders. A good example
is the structure slider “scale”. Small movements were required to properly label targets. It is
intended that the system will be reimplemented, and a web interface produced.
9.4.6. Inclusion of multi-spectral camera information to KSTIS
The WAC cameras on the ExoMars rover will be fitted with a number of multi-spectral filters.
These filters can be used to recover spectra from targeted and in some cases this can be used
this to interpret the composition of the target. This information could provide much useful
information during the science assessment stage.
9.4.7. Scientific assessment for APIC
The ultimate goal is to integrate APIC and KSTIS to form an autonomous system, but an inter-
mediate stage has been presented here. During the knowledge elicitation stage it was confirmed
that certain features like colour and reflectivity, can provide clues as to the value of the target,
and could be used to form a down-link priority list. If ten images are taken but only enough band
width exists to transmit four, then at least the four most valuable would be sent.
9.4.8. Integration of APIC and KSTIS
This is the end goal of this research. It would endow a scientific exploration platform with
the ability to identify scientific targets and score them based upon the observed features. This
assessment could then lead to an enhanced investigation, or for the target being ignored.
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Autonomous Science Target Identification and Acquisition (ASTIA)
for Planetary Exploration
Dave Barnes, Stephen Pugh and Laurence Tyler
Abstract— We introduce an autonomous planetary exploration
software architecture being developed for the purpose of au-
tonomous science target identification and surface sample ac-
quisition. Our motivation is to maximise planetary science data
return whilst minimising the need for ground-based human
intervention during long duration planetary robotic exploration
missions. Our Autonomous Science Target Identification and
Acquisition (ASTIA) architecture incorporates a number of key
software components which support 2D and 3D image processing;
autonomous science target identification based upon science
instrument captured data; a robot manipulator control software
agent, and an architecture software executive. ASTIA is being
developed and tested within our Trans-National Planetary Ana-
logue Terrain Laboratory (PATLab). This provides an analogue
Martian terrain, and a rover chassis with onboard manipulator,
cameras and computing hardware. Experimentation results with
ASTIA and our PATLab rover are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
A major mission driver for space exploration is to maximise
science data return whilst minimising ground-based human
intervention and hence associated operations costs. Future
robotic exploration such as the ESA ExoMars mission [1]
(launch 2016), and the eventual Mars Sample Return (MSR)
[2] mission will require rovers to travel further and faster
than has been achieved to date. The current NASA Mars
Exploration Rover mission has shown the need to reduce the
number of full sol (Martian day) command cycles required
to accurately place an instrument upon a terrain object once
ground based scientists have identified this science target.
Greater rover autonomy is an essential requirement if full sol
command cycles are to be reduced. Going a stage further,
we envisage the deployment of scout rovers capable of both
autonomous science target identification and science sample
acquisition. Such autonomous rovers could be utilised to iden-
tify and cache science samples as a precursor to a subsequent
MSR mission.
The research presented here builds upon previous work
[3] funded by the UK STFC. This work demonstrated au-
tonomous science target identification and rover arm place-
ment within our Trans-National Planetary Analogue Terrain
Laboratory (PATLab). Since this work we have developed a
new knowledge-based approach to science target identification,
together with improvements to the calibration and control
This work has been supported by the UK Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) DTA Scheme, and by the UK Science
and Technology Facilities Council (STFC), Grant Nos. ST/G003114/1 and
PP/E001157/1.
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of our rover robotic arm and pan and tilt (P&T) hardware.
What has emerged is a new software architecture design
called ASTIA - Autonomous Science Target Identification and
Acquisition, and this paper presents our ASTIA implementa-
tion progress to date. ASTIA comprises a number of (agent-
like) software modules which are described here. We present
more detail on a new module called KSTIS (Knowledge-
based Science Target Identification System), together with an
overview of the additional modules that have allowed us to
perform end-to-end science target identification and rover arm
placement trials. The results from this work are presented.
II. ASTIA BACKGROUND
Current research into autonomous systems for planetary
exploration includes studies into rock detection and target
prioritisation [4], feature detection [5], and novelty detection
[6]. Typically, isolated rocks serve as potential science targets
with the aim of assigning scientific parameters such as albedo,
texture and colour, together with parameters such as a rock’s
shape and size. In some cases spectral signature and fluores-
cence indicators constitute analytical inputs. Results of this
nature can be used to identify targets of interest, unexpected
objects and characterise an exploration site.
A notable body of work is OASIS, the On-board Au-
tonomous Rover Science Investigation System [4]. This has
been designed to enable a rover to identify and react to
serendipitous science opportunities such as dust devils, clouds
and novel rocks that the rover has not seen before. OASIS
analyses data that the rover captures, and then prioritises
this data based upon established target attributes. It may also
schedule new observations of interesting targets. The criteria
for prioritisation are set to be appropriate to the current
environment and science goals. Oasis currently uses greyscale
(single filter) images for its rock identification and analysis,
concentrating mainly on rock shape, size and albedo.
It is interesting to compare the target evaluation processes
undertaken by previous autonomous science research with
those processes undertaken by a human field geologist. Given
that we are attempting to emulate the expertise possessed
by a human planetary scientist, we discovered that a human
field geologist typically assesses a potential science target in
terms of its structure (e.g. geometric shape, scale, orientation
and form), texture (e.g. luster, relief, grain size, shape, and
sorting), and composition (e.g. colour, albedo, specularity and
mineralogy). This approach has been used in SARA (Science
Assessment and Response Agent [3]) to accumulate a numeric
score value for potential science targets in an image, concen-
trating mainly on rock morphology at various scales. However,
whilst it is possible to represent some target attributes by a
singleton value, many attributes are difficult to represent in
such a manner. We realised that many science target attributes
can be likened to a fuzzy linguistic variable [7] (e.g. the
“roundness” of a rock, or its “distinct” cross-bedded structure).
This discovery led us to adopt a knowledge-based approach
and we decided to represent the human geologist domain
expertise as a fuzzy-rule set. This knowledge representation
approach is fundamental to our KSTIS module.
Previous research has also addressed the problems asso-
ciated with autonomous arm placement, i.e. given a target
rock, the operation of moving an instrument and contacting
the science target using autonomous arm control methods. A
large body of work has been undertaken in this area [8] [9], and
is generally described as SCIP (Single-cycle Instrument Place-
ment), or SCAIP (Single Command Approach and Instrument
Placement). The main driver for this work has been the desire
to maximise the science data return rate by limiting the number
of required command cycles for each individual instrument
placement operation. An added benefit is minimisation of
the ground-based operator workload. The SCIP goal is to
autonomously approach and place an instrument on multiple
features of scientific interest in a single command sequence
uplink. Vision-based target tracking techniques are key to the
general SCIP approach, and 2D feature-based visual servoing
has been used to keep a rover’s navigation cameras foveated
onto a science target while commanding the rover to move
directly towards the given target. It should be noted that
with the current SCIP work, it is a ground-based scientist(s)
who identifies and selects the desired science target from a
previously captured Panoramic Camera (PanCam) image.
Given the promising results emerging from research into
autonomous science and autonomous arm placement, we re-
alised that it would be timely to combine both of these
areas into a single advanced rover capability. Our resultant
ASTIA architecture has been designed therefore to facilitate
this integration.
III. ASTIA SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The ASTIA system is directed towards planetary exploration
missions such as ExoMars and MSR, and makes use of typical
rover hardware. Key hardware components of the ASTIA
architecture include: a pair of wide angle cameras (WACs) for
stereo imaging; a high resolution camera (HRC) for detailed
target analysis; a P&T mechanism, which together with the
cameras form the PanCam unit; a robotic arm for deploying
close-up or contact science instruments, and a rover locomo-
tion chassis with associated on-board infrastructure. The key
software components within the designed ASTIA architecture
are shown in Fig. 1. Each rectangular box represents a software
agent, and the lines indicate the flow of relevant information
between agents. Note that the Chassis Agent (denoted by
dotted lines in the diagram) is not addressed in this paper.
The Executive represents the operation sequencing and
decision-making component of ASTIA. In a real mission
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the ASTIA architecture. Dotted lines denote
work areas not addressed in this paper.
scenario, the Executive would be closely linked with the on-
board mission operations planning and resource management
subsystems. Upon instruction from the Executive, The Pan/Tilt
Camera Agent captures one or more stereo image pairs of a
possible target site using the WACs, and passes them to other
agents for analysis.
The Rock Identification Agent examines one image (typi-
cally the left-hand image) from each stereo pair. Rock regions
within the image are identified and information about the size,
location and centroid of each candidate rock is produced.
KSTIS then applies domain expert knowledge to assess the
image of each candidate rock and to identify the ‘best’ science
target from amongst them. The image pixel coordinates of
this object (i.e. the rock’s centroid) are then passed to the
3D Vision Agent. Additionally, KSTIS may request a higher
magnification image of a candidate rock from the HRC in
order to verify its choice of science target. Using the candidate
science target image pair and the pixel coordinates from
KSTIS, the 3D Vision Agent applies stereo triangulation to
calculate the 3D position of the science target relative to the
rover. If a zoom image is required by KSTIS, the Pan/Tilt
Camera Agent can use this information to centre the science
target in the HRC field of view and capture a suitable image.
Knowledge of the 3D position also allows a science acquisition
‘cost’ to be calculated, based primarily upon the power and
time that would be required for the rover to traverse to the
science target location. This cost information can used by
the Executive to assess the resource implications of a science
activity, especially if the target is currently out of reach. If the
projected resource usage is acceptable, a rover traverse may
be scheduled to place the science target within reach of the
arm.
Once a traverse has completed, further stereo image pairs
may be captured and passed to the Rock Identification Agent
and KSTIS for a final science target assessment, and the
3D Vision Agent is notified of the image pixel coordinates
of the chosen science target. The 3D Vision Agent and the
ARM Agent then use stereo triangulation and the arm’s kine-
matics model respectively to confirm target reachability. An
appropriate arm configuration, instrument placement trajectory
and contact region on the science target are determined.
This process may involve generating a mini-DEM (Digital
Elevation Model) of the science target. Arm placement costs
are also calculated, and if a final ‘go’ is issued by the the
Executive, then the arm (with attached instrument) is moved,
and science target contact is made.
IV. ROCK IDENTIFICATION AGENT (RIA)
A computationally minimal region growing algorithm has
been developed to identify potential science targets. Each pixel
in a WAC image is first polled to see if it currently has a
region assignment. If not, a pixel object is created and is
passed to a function which then examines all its neighbouring
regions and finds the closest region for the pixel to join. If
no region is found to be close enough, the pixel will stand on
its own and create a new region. After this assignment stage
all neighbouring regions are examined, and very close regions
(currently regions with a difference of average pixel value less
than 20) are merged. The next stage is an examination of all
pixel regions that contain a small number of members: these
are merged with their closest neighbour. The region data is
then converted into an image for further processing. Here the
regions are examined as objects with a uniform background
and all adjoining objects are joined, numbered and labeled.
This isolates the rock targets from the background image and
reconstructs large rocks that were split into separate regions by
the region growing algorithm. Note that the current algorithm
has been tailored towards identifying strewn boulders as in
a bolder field. This constraint has both helped speed up
development and reduce some of the target identification
complexity. Additionally RIA can determine the centre-of-area
for each identified rock region, and this can be used by the 3D
Vision Agent to generate a 3D science target for the Chassis
and Arm Agents.
V. KSTIS
A. Target Region Fuzzy Input Parameter Assignment
KSTIS is responsible for processing the images to determine
the Science Value (SV) of any identified target. KSTIS is still
in development and we foresee continued collaboration with
our planetary geologist [10] (see Section XI). For the current
implementation, there is some need for human interaction
during the image assessment stage, however there are four
(automatically) calculated parameters: albedo, colour, white-
ness and roundness. As the albedo is approximated without
any chemical knowledge or knowledge of the ambient light-
ing, the whiteness calculation is exactly the same, therefore
both whiteness and albedo are represented on a sliding scale
between 0 (black/very low albedo) and 255 (white/very high
albedo). As it was desirable for colour to be represented by
a single value, it was decided that the best way was through
the use of a hue value taken from the hue, saturation and
luminosity (HSL) colour space. The images taken by the
Pan/Tilt Camera Agent are standard RGB images so it was
necessary to convert the colour space representing the target
area to HSL. The H value was chosen as on a scale of 0 to 1
it represented all available colours. The “roundness” indicator
was determined by examining the eccentricity of the rock.
This was represented by a number between 0 and 100, with 0
being “angular” and 100 being “very round”. Other fuzzy-
linguistic inputs processed by KSTIS include: “Surface”,
“Sphericalness”, “Roundness”, “Disk-likeness”, “Rod-Type”,
“Scale”, “Stratification”, “Curviness” and “Lenticularity”.
B. Fuzzy Rule-Base Implementation
The implementation takes the form of three fuzzy logic
rule-bases developed with the aid of our Domain Expert
planetary geologist: Structure, Texture, and Composition; one
responsible for each of the three examined attributes. These
rule-bases utilise Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method [11], a
number of membership functions, and a collection of rules.
The combined output is then de-fuzzified using Centre of
Gravity (COG) defuzzification. This returns a crisp number
which represents a rock’s SV. The implemented rules and
membership functions have been developed through extensive
collaboration with our Domain Expert. This has led to the
development of a group of membership functions which model
the way that the expert’s interest in certain features behaves.
Trapezoidal functions were used where a range of inputs
could be viewed as satisfying the membership criteria; for
example, in the Structure rule base the scale input utilises
five trapezoidal functions to allow ranges of thickness to fully
satisfy the membership (note that thin lamination can range
from 2 − 3 mm), however the Curviness input also utilises
two trapezoidal membership functions, but has in addition
two Gaussian membership functions. The Gaussian functions
model an input that has one ‘fully’ satisfying value and outside
of that membership the degree of membership degrades slowly
(see Fig. 2). Mixed membership functions (e.g. trapezoidal
plus Gaussian) often proved to be a useful way forward
when attempting to represent the diversity of domain expertise
required here. Rules were developed in a similar way, i.e.
during collaboration a quantification of the Science Value of
certain geological features was produced (based upon the ESA
ExoMars science goals). The rule base was developed through
use of these data together with an appropriate mapping of crisp
Science Value scores produced by the planetary geologist so as
to generate the requied Degree of Membership (DOM) outputs.
Structure: Basic geometric forms are considered here. The
most obvious form is layering or stratification, a term normally
used in reference to sedimentary rocks but which can also
be applied to volcanic and metamorphic deposits exhibiting
layered structures. Where thickness is implied, units display
either bedding (> 1 cm) or lamination (< 1 cm). This applies
Fig. 2. Diagram displaying the membership functions associated with the Curviness input within the Structure Rule-Base.
to all scales in the same way. Four membership functions were
developed for this rule-base: scale, stratification, curviness,
and particularity. The Scale value represents the perceived
thickness of the layering or stratification, with inputs ranging
from very thin lamination < 2mm to very thick bedding
> 300mm. Stratification is an indication of how continuous
the structure is, whether it forms a continuous pattern or
a broken or disjoint bedding structure. The Curviness of a
feature is indicated by the inputs: no bedding, planar, wavy
or curved. The final input is Particularity, in this case the
input is whether the feature is lenticular or not. The Structure
Rule-Base contains 23 rules.
Texture: The textural properties of rocks are dependent on
particle grain size and distribution, grain morphology and over-
all fabric (how grains are oriented and packed). Although these
properties can only be determined at relatively close range,
some generic aspects are applicable to remote observation
of larger potential targets. The Texture Rule-Base contains 5
membership functions: surface, sphericalness, roundness, disk-
likeness and rod type. The Surface input has a range of 0
to 100 which identifies the surface of the target as being
dull, rough, pitted, polished or bumpy. Sphericalness, is used
to indicate the presence of a spherical or equant pattern on
the surface of the target. Roundness refers to the shape of
the overall target, as does Disk Likeness and Rod Type. The
Texture Rule-Base contains 70 rules.
Composition: This is the geochemical and mineralogical
make up of rocks. It is perhaps the most demanding of
attributes to define as weathering and alteration processes
can subtly or radically change both the chemistry and/or
mineralogy of rocks and soils. This means that there has to
be much reliance on contextual data to assist in the inter-
pretation of analytical measurements. Initial clues regarding
composition however can be obtained from image data. The
Composition Rule-Base contains 3 membership functions: hue,
albedo and whiteness. As previously stated, without analytical
measurements of the target it is not possible to know its
exact composition, but measurements like these implemented
here can give an indication as to the rock or soil make up.
Colour is the first attribute measured and it is represented by
Fig. 3. Diagram of the KSTIS architecture (based upon [3] & [10]).
hue, as a single value, rather than the more common RGB
triple. Albedo and Whiteness are inherently very similar as the
higher the whiteness of the rock the more reflective it is. The
Composition Rule-Base contains 15 rules.
VI. 3D VISION AGENT
The current ASTIA stereo triangulation algorithm requires
a simplified epipolar geometry to be observed, and hence
any captured camera images have to be rectified. Rather than
implement ‘yet-another-disparity’ algorithm, we wished to
investigate the performance of a state-of-the-art approach that
showed good performance when compared to other algorithms,
and was able to deal with occlusion problems (a situation that
is quite probable in a Martian ‘rock garden’). We based our
disparity map generation upon the cooperative algorithm for
stereo matching and occlusion detection [12]. We found that
this algorithm performed well provided that good (close to
solution) minimum and maximum pixel disparity values were
known a priori. The major problem with such an algorithm is
the large computation time. Whilst this may not be an issue
for terrestrial applications, when using disparity algorithms
onboard an autonomous rover it must be noted that processing
memory and power are very limited (of the order of 256 Mb
memory, and 100 MHz clock rate!). Once a disparity map had
been generated, stereo triangulation was performed using the
obtained science target left image x, y and right image x, y
pixel coordinates and the camera extrinsic parameters which
were obtained during camera calibration. This resulted in the
3D position of the science target relative to the camera origin.
VII. ARM AGENT
A Helmert transformation1 was used to transform the can-
didate science target locations from camera origin 3D space to
arm base 3D space. The required parameters for the transform
were obtained from a calibration procedure which imaged a
marker at the end of the robotic arm in various positions
within the area of operation. Our Vicon MX tracking system
was also used to obtain an accurate 3D position for the
marker, corresponding to each image. A fitting algorithm was
applied to this data to find the best parameters for the Helmert
transformation.
The ARM Agent contains an inverse kinematics model of
the arm, mapping 3D science target positions relative to the
rover into arm joint angle values. Should a target rock DEM
also be available from the 3D Vision Agent, then the Arm
Agent can additionally process this data and determine the
‘best’ instrument placement sites on the target rock (e.g. rock
planar regions where instrument-head/rock collisions can be
avoided).
The arm used for the field trials was a 3 DoF demonstration
device of limited accuracy constructed using radio control
model servos, with no joint feedback information. In the
absence of a full deflection model for this arm, an empirical
calibration of the joint angle offsets was made over the work
area of interest. This calibration technique was used previously
with the Beagle 2 arm, and is described in [14]. The arm
joint angle adjustment given by the calibration procedure was
incorporated into the Arm Agent.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A new Planetary Analogue Terrain Laboratory (PATLab)
has been created at AU. The aim of the PATLab is to allow
comprehensive mission operations emulation experiments to
be performed. Such trials and experiments are essential when
learning how to deploy and use a robot science instrument for
a given mission, and hence maximise the return of high-quality
data. The PATLab includes a 50m2 landscaped terrain region
composed of Mars Soil Simulant-D (from DLR, Germany).
The terrain includes an area for sub-surface sampling and
a collection of ‘science target’ rocks that have been fully
1Helmert Transformation, named after Friedrich Robert Helmert, 1843-
1917, is a method often used in geodesy to produce distortion free trans-
formations in 3D space from one datum to another.
Fig. 4. The AU half-scale ExoMars-based rover chassis with 3 DoF arm and
PanCam instrument. The grey spheres are passive markers used by our Vicon
system to obtain arm placement metrics during ASTIA trials.
characterised. The PATLab is heavily instrumented and its
data and control facilities are available remotely via high-speed
network links.
The PATLab supports a half-size rover chassis which is
based upon the ESA ExoMars rover Concept-E mechanics [1],
(Fig. 4). The rover has 6-wheel drive, 6-wheel steering, and a
6-wheel walking capability (thus 3 DoF per wheel). The rover
supports a panoramic camera instrument and a 3 DoF robot
arm, in addition to onboard computing and communication
facilities.
Using COTS cameras we have built a panoramic camera
instrument which emulates the proposed ExoMars PanCam
[13]. Our PanCam supports two Wide Angle Cameras (WACs)
with a baseline separation of 500mm, and a High Resolution
Camera (HRC) mounted centrally. Image capture and machine
vision processing algorithms have been implemented and these
can run using the rover on-board computer or remotely. A P&T
mechanism attached to a mast structure on our rover chassis
allows control over camera direction.
During PATLab experiments the position and orientation of
the rover chassis, robot arm and PanCam P&T mechanism
can be measured using our Vicon MX motion capture system.
Using twelve specialised infra-red cameras, the Cartesian
position of reflective markers placed anywhere within the
PATLab terrain region can be tracked in real-time (typically
120Hz) with a best-case resolution of ≈ 0.1mm.
In the current design the ASTIA Executive co-ordinates
the autonomous operation and decision-making of the AS-
TIA system in an integrated fashion. Since ASTIA is under
development and currently spans several different computer
systems, only some parts of the Executive are implemented at
present. Others are simulated by a combination of scripts and
some manual intervention. A basic resource calculation has
been implemented. Based upon a priori information regarding
motor speeds and power consumption for the rover chassis
motors and the arm joint servo-mechanisms, science activity
cost values can be calculated in terms of the time and power
required to execute a traverse to a science target and/or an arm
placement.
The rover PanCam, Arm and P&T unit were calibrated
prior to conducting the ASTIA trials. The current P&T unit
is constructed using radio control model servos and has a
limited pointing accuracy of about ±0.41◦ in pan and ±0.84◦
in tilt (±1sd) due to both the intrinsic servo resolution and
mechanical play in the joints. To partially compensate for these
errors, the Vicon system was used to measure the pan and tilt
values more accurately after moving the P&T unit each time,
and the measured rather than commanded values were passed
to the rest of the ASTIA system.
IX. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiments were performed to assess our current ASTIA
implementation. These included Pan/Tilt Camera Agent, 3D
Vision Agent and Arm Agent tests to measure the accuracy
of arm placement from stereo imagery, together with RIA
and KSTIS experiments. An ‘end-to-end’ integrated test was
performed whereby a science target site was selected by
KSTIS and the arm end-point moved to this target using the
other ASTIA software agents.
Arm Agent: The accuracy of arm end-point placement
from stereo imaging was tested by using Vicon markers as
substitute science targets. Thirteen different marker positions
within the arm’s working envelope were imaged using both
WACs and the resulting 3D position transformed from camera
to arm coordinates. The Arm Agent was then used to produce
joint angles which were applied to the arm. The resulting
arm end-point positions were measured and compared to the
target positions. Ten target positions were used to adjust the
camera-to-arm Helmert transform parameters, resulting in a
mean Euclidean position error of 12.695mm ±5.793 (±1sd).
The three remaining target positions had measured position
errors of 13.814, 13.155 and 15.961mm respectively. Previous
work has shown the calibrated placement accuracy of the
demonstration arm to be 3.58mm±1.79 (±1sd). The residual
error of approximately 9mm in mean position is largely
attributable to mechanical play in the PanCam P&T unit and
uncertainties in the 3D position reconstruction and coordinate
transformations.
Rock Identification Agent: The RIA was used on a distant
or ‘standoff’ image captured by the left WAC. The image
output by the process can be seen in Fig. 5. Of the potential 16
rock targets 13 were successfully identified. Three rocks were
missed; this was due to a combination of their small size in
the image and a relatively low contrast between them and the
soil background.
KSTIS: The output image from the rock identification
process (Fig. 5) was analysed by KSTIS. The 13 identified
rock targets were assessed and each target given a Science
Fig. 5. Distant image, taken from a standoff distance of about 4m, with 13
potential targets identified and labeled. The centroid (‘+’) of each target has
been identified for rover traverse purposes.
TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF THREE TARGET ASSESSMENTS FOR FIG. 5
Property Name Rock 8 Rock 10 Rock 11
Surface 5 35 35
Sphericalness 100 100 10
Roundness 100 50 20
Disk Likeness 100 10 10
Stratification 5 10 10
Lenticularity 0 0 0
Rod Type 100 89 89
Whiteness 0.183 0.21 0.18
Scale 0 1.5 3
Curviness 0 0.4 0.1
Albedo 46.55 81.43 53.2
Hue 0.1 0.35 0.105
Science Value (SV) 45.77 129.6 109.6
Value. The values assigned were as follows: Rock 1 = 56.75;
Rock 2 = 51.5; Rock 3 = 44.86; Rock 4 = 64.36; Rock 5 =
62.33; Rock 6 = 66.85; Rock 7 = 93.06; Rock 8 = 45.77;
Rock 9 = 98.78; Rock 10 = 129.6; Rock 11 = 109.6;
Rock 12 = 51.27, and Rock 13 = 51.04. The values produce
a rank order so the most valuable science target can be
identified. Table I shows the detailed results of 3 example
rock assessments. The most interesting rock was artificially
enhanced by the addition of green (‘chlorophyll’) colouring.
This helped to properly exercise the KSTIS rule-base and
provide an expected high SV target.
End-to-End Trial: The rover was moved to within arm
working distance of the target rock identified by KSTIS (Rock
10, Fig. 5). A second, ‘near’ image of the target rock was cap-
tured and processed by the RIA to yield an updated centroid
(Fig. 6. Note that Rock 10 in Fig. 5 is labelled here as Rock
7). The 2D centroid position was converted into a 3D target
position by the 3D Vision Agent, and finally to a set of arm
joint angles using the Arm Agent. Note that a 15mm stand-off
from the target point was introduced to the commanded arm
position to avoid an arm end-point/rock collision. Fig. 7 shows
the achieved final arm end-point position. Although accurate
Fig. 6. Near image (cropped), taken from arm placement range (< 1.5 m).
The image was passed through the RIA to find the centroid of the target to
be sampled. Rock 7 is the target rock here, which corresponds to Rock 10 of
the original assessment. The centroid (‘+’) is used as the science target point
for instrument placement.
Fig. 7. Final arm end-point (science instrument) position during end-to-end
trial of ASTIA. Inset is a close-up from a different angle.
distance measurements were not available for this trial (there
was no Vicon marker on the calculated rock centroid), the
arm end-point was estimated to be < 2 cm from the selected
science target point, i.e. commensurate with the previous Arm
Agent results and the introduced 15mm stand-off value.
X. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
An autonomous planetary exploration software architecture
has been designed for the purpose of autonomous science
target identification and surface sample acquisition. Whilst
the architecture implementation is work in progress, we have
performed a number of trials with out current ASTIA software,
and laboratory hardware. ASTIA combines both autonomous
science target identification and autonomous arm placement,
and this has been demonstrated. The results obtained have
shown the integrity of our KSTIS knowledge-base, and support
our decision to adopt a fuzzy-rule set approach to represent
a human geologist’s domain expertise. Future KSTIS work
will focus upon completing the automatic extraction of the
required fuzzy linguistic inputs from captured camera data.
Our arm placement accuracy results are commensurate with
our previous arm trials, but there is room for improvement.
Planned future work includes replacing our current P&T
unit with a more accurate and precise COTS unit, with the aim
of improving our overall ASTIA end-to-end accuracy. Simi-
larly, we plan to eventually replace the 3 DoF demonstration
arm with a 5 DoF precision model. We are currently working
with the 5 DoF Beagle 2 development model (DM) arm [14]
which we will integrate into our ASTIA setup.
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Abstract 
PanCam on ExoMars is the primary geological 
context imaging system. It consists of a stereo pair 
of wide angle cameras (WAC) with 34° square 
field-of-view and 12 different wavelength filters, 
and an RGB narrow-angle High Resolution 
Camera (HRC). The foreseen layout of the 
PanCam instrument in terms of filter wavelength 
distribution, its ability to provide 3D data products, 
and the designed operational sequences are 
currently being verified and refined. This paper 
reports on a geology blind test which was 
performed applying a geometrically analogous 
PanCam setup on nine geological samples 
expressing a variety of generic attributes (i.e. 
texture, structure, colour, morphology, scale etc). 
The mission-analogue process of viewing the 
samples in low resolution by the WAC, decision 
by an expert geologist on HRC acquisition, and 
finally the geologist’s ability to decide on interest 
scores for such samples has been rehearsed in the 
context of a medium sized event. We report on 
valuable experience from such a blind test and 
conclude on the direct benefits for the optimisation 
of the ExoMars Mission. 
Objectives 
Simulating the features and abilities of scientific 
instruments is a common technique to optimize 
their design [3]. The ExoMars mission 2016/17 
will contain a payload suite for exobiological and 
geological investigations of the Martian surface 
that will rely on the optical in-situ characterization 
of the landing site, based on remote instruments: 
The panoramic camera (PanCam) [1] gives access 
to context (3D by stereo vision, and multi – 
wavelength imaging in wide-angle), as well as a 
zooming-in ability by a narrow-angle monoscopic 
RGB camera. To enhance the PanCam operations 
planning as well as its ability to provide immediate 
context during the mission, the design currently 
undergoes a sequence of refinement and 
verification steps. The efficiency of its scientific 
exploitation is an important component of this 
procedure. Simulating a geologic interpretation 
sequence is therefore vital for further PanCam 
development. Although a close-up imager (CLUPI) 
is no longer part of the ExoMars payload, the 
inclusion of such a measurement here is essential 
to emulate the logical progression from remote to 
macroscopic imaging as used in field geology [2]. 
Geology Blind Test 
On May 19-21, 2009, in the frame of a PanCam 
data exploitation workshop taking place at 
Aberystwyth University [3] an experiment was 
conducted to evaluate the PanCam ability to serve 
as a near-field remote imaging suite for  geological 
expert characterization: A geologist was presented 
with images and their derived 3D vision products 
(Figure 1) at different resolutions to decide on 
further (hypothetical) scientific sensing operations 
and priority scoring of samples. 
We report on the evaluation procedure, consisting 
of six steps, namely  
1. WAC single view, 2. 3D reconstruction from 
WAC stereo views, 3. HRC single view, 4. HRC 
overlay on WAC 3D reconstruction, 5. Close-up-
lens (CLUPI-like) view (actually taken by a 
representative optics & from a representative 
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distance), and finally 6. hints from another expert 
geologist on the hyperthetical results from drilling 
such a material and compositional data from XRD 
and Raman spectroscopy.  
 
 
 
Figure 1: Sample by the WAC, and 3D visualized 
HRC overlay on WAC stereo reconstruction 
 
Results 
It could be shown that the scientific interpretation 
of each sample significantly improves with the 
benefit of HRC images. For some samples, 
especially those with astrobiological significance, 
close-up imaging revealed key features not visible 
with HRC. 
Beside the operational aspects of in-situ data 
acquisition, valuable hints for data representation 
could be collected, such as the need for efficient 
image data manipulation (2D and 3D), the 
presence of a virtual ergonomic scale object (e.g. a 
matchbox for close-range, or a human figure for 
medium range) in 3D visualizations, the indication 
of the higher resolution HRC footprint in the lower 
resolution WAC image, as well as the necessity for 
a proper stereo display, including basic image 
manipulation abilities.   
The evaluation of the decision making process is 
still ongoing and the detailed results will be 
presented at the Conference. 
The ExoMars PanCam Team plans to conduct 
further blind tests in order to understand the field 
science capabilities of the system. Future tests will 
be performed remotely (via the web) and involve a 
multi-disciplinary evaluation team. In addition, the 
PanCam team intends to further enhance the layout 
of the instrument, its operational scenario, as well 
as image data processing and results presentation. 
The close co-operation between planetary 
scientists, instrument providers and data 
processing / visualization experts therewith 
ensures the optimum exploitation of the PanCam 
concept. 
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B. AU PanCam kinematic model
This appendix has been contributed by Tyler, L., Institute of Mathematics and Physics, Abe-
rystwyth University. This appendix relates to section 4.3.2 in the body of this thesis.
B.1. Introduction
The kinematic model described here is designed for a generalised camera assembly and pan/tilt
mechanism mounted atop a vertical mast. The model can be applied to a range of static and
mobile platforms, with different numbers of cameras and different mounting geometry. The
model allows the calculation of the cartesian position of targets on the ground plane from a
single camera image, and also enables calculation of suitable pan and tilt angles to point a
second camera at the target of interest. This set of transformations is used by the APIC software
to take close-up images of rocks detected by a wide-angle camera.
B.2. Requirements and assumptions
The kinematic model makes the following assumptions:
1. The PTU (pan/tilt unit) and camera system is mounted above the ground plane on a vertical
mast or similar fixing.
2. The PTU pan axis is oriented vertically.
3. The PTU tilt axis is oriented horizontally, and is parallel to the camera optical bench.
4. The cameras are mounted on a single optical bench, pointing “forward”, with their optical
axes parallel. The optical axes are perpendicular to the tilt axis.
5. When calculating the position of a target from a single camera image (forward calcula-
tion), the target is assumed to be lying on the ground plane.
Cartesian co-ordinates are defined in a right-handed system relative to the rover chassis. The
origin point is at the intersection of the pan axis of the PTU with the ground plane. Positive X is
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Figure B.1.: PTU kinematic parameters
forward, in the direction of travel; positive Y is left when facing the positive X direction (“port”)
and positive Z is vertically upwards.
Pan and tilt are defined such that (pan = 0, tilt = 0) is along the positive X axis. Positive pan
is clockwise as seen from above; positive tilt is upwards from the horizontal (see Figure B.1)
B.3. PTU kinematic parameters
Figure B.1 shows the major parameters of the kinematic model and the relationship between the
pan and tilt axes, the optical bench and the cameras.
The kinematic parameters are described below. The “position” of a camera is considered to
be its centre of perspective, which is usually the entrance pupil of the optical system. This may
not correspond to an obvious position on the physical body of the camera.
Xcam Distance of camera forward from tilt axis
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Ycam Distance of camera left of pan axis
Zcam Distance of camera above tilt axis
Zmast Height of tilt axis above rover deck
Zrov Height of rover deck above ground plane
Xpt Distance of tilt axis forward from pan axis
The kinematic parameter Xpt allows for a displacement of the tilt axis relative to the pan axis.
However, this offset has not been required with the units modelled so far, and it is not shown in
figure B.1.
B.4. Forward kinematics
The following camera parameters are required in order to compute pan and tilt angles of a target
relative to the optical axis of the camera:
px,py Image (pixel) co-ordinates of target centroid, relative to centre of image (origin in
centre, right-handed system: positive X is left, positive Y is up)
ps Camera sensor pixel size (assumed square)
f Camera lens focal length
Using these, the horizontal and vertical angles of the target relative to the camera optical axis
can be found by:
δ pan = arctan(
px× ps
f
)
δ tilt = arctan(
py× ps
f
)
The position of the target in cartesian co-ordinates is first found relative to the current pointing
direction of the PTU (with the current pan direction defining the X-axis), and then transformed
by rotation about the origin to rover chassis co-ordinates.
Figure B.2 shows the geometry for calculating the X co-ordinate of the target object using
following equations:
hcam = Zmast +Zrov +Zcam cos(tilt)+Xcam sin(tilt)
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Figure B.2.: Calculation of X distance to target
dcam = Xpt +Zcam sin(−tilt)+Xcam cos(tilt)
dcamRock =
hcam
tan(−(tilt +δ tilt))
drock =
√
d2camRock +h
2
cam
Xrock = dcam +dcamRock
Calculation of the Y co-ordinate of the target is shown in Figure B.3 and proceeds as follows:
YcamRock = drock tan(δ pan)
Yrock = Ycam +YcamRock
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Figure B.3.: Calculation of Y distance to target
Finally, the Z co-ordinate of the target is set to zero (assumption 5 above). The co-ordinates are
then rotated about the Z-axis (pan axis) by the current pan angle to obtain cartesian co-ordinates
relative to the rover chassis:
Zrock = 0
X ′rock = Xrock cos(pan)−Yrock sin(pan)
Y ′rock = Xrock sin(pan)+Yrock cos(pan)
Z′rock = Zrock
B.5. Inverse kinematics
The inverse kinematic transformations involve computing the necessary pan angle to align the
“zero” pan axis (direction of pan=0, tilt=0) with the target, then adjusting the pan angle to point
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Figure B.4.: Calculation of initial pan angle to target
the desired camera at the same spot. The tilt angle is computed separately. It is assumed that the
optical axis of the camera is to be aligned with the target. The general case solution (align target
with arbitrary pixel of image) is not addressed here.
Calculation of the initial target pan angle proceeds as follows (see figure B.4):
drock =
√
X2rock +Y
2
rock
panrock = arctan(
Yrock
Xrock
)
Figure B.5 shows the calculation of the target pan angle adjustment by the following:
δ panrock = arcsin(
Ycam
drock
)
pan f inal = panrock−δ panrock
Calculation of the target tilt angle involves solving the quadrilateral shown in figure B.6 for
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Figure B.5.: Calculation of camera pan adjustment
Figure B.6.: Calculation of final camera tilt angle
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the angles α and β . Firstly we compute:
dcamRock=
√
d2rock−Y 2cam
The unknown sides of the figure are found by:
a = Zmast +Zrov−Zrock
b = dcamRock−Xpt
c = Zcam
d =
√
a2 +b2
Finally the required angles are computed as follows:
α = arcsin(
a
d
)
β = arcsin(
c
d
)
tilt f inal =−(α+β )
The calculation is independent of which cameras are used for the initial image and the final
pointing.
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C. User Manual Created for Aberystwyth
University APIC User Interface
Software
This manual has been produced for APIC field trials during the 2009 Svalbard AMASE expedi-
tion. This user manual was utilized during the APIC field trail in Svalbard (see section 4.8.1).
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User Manual for Aberystwyth University Camera Control Software 
       Version 31/07/2009 AMASE 1.0 
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To begin program run PAC.exe, this is located in the top level of the installation directory. 
 
You will then be greeted by the system home screen. This screen provides access to all the camera’s 
basic functionality. The two camera windows will stream at a rate of 7.5 frames per second.  
Capture Left / Right WAC 
These buttons will capture a single image from their respective cameras. By default you will be 
prompted for a file name, it is however possible to disable this and initiate a naming sequence in the 
user “Settings” screen (see Later). 
Capture Stereo Image  
This command is essentially the same as the respective capture commands but it will take a stereo 
pair with minimal delay.  
Left Filter/Right Filter 
These dropdown lists enable the user to note which filter is currently in place in front of the camera 
lens.  
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Setup Left/Right WAC 
This button will launch the camera configuration suite. 
All camera settings can be edited through use of these 
tools.  
 
 
 
Save / Load Config 
These buttons will allow you to save camera configurations to file so they can be retrieved at a later 
time. It is possible to load left camera configuration with the right camera and vice versa so it is 
recommended that time is spent configuring one camera well and the configuration then saved and 
loaded by the other camera. When save config is clicked a file with extension .cnf is created in the 
CAM_CONF folder in the root directory. If you right click on the same save config button a file save 
dialogue box will appear and allow you to specify a separate location to store your config file.  
When the load config button is clicked the system will check if a recent config file exists in its default 
location, if it does it will ask you if you would like to apply it. If you select “no” a file browser window 
will open. 
Start / Stop Live  
These buttons start and stop the cameras streaming video. 
Three filter stereo image 
This button will initiate an image capture sequence prompting the user to change the filter position 
in between image capture. 
User buttons 1 - 6 
There are three buttons located on the main form and three on the APIC form. The text on these 
buttons can be configured in the user configuration form. The buttons all activate .bat files located 
in the USER_BATFILES folder. These .bat files can be edited in order to expand the functionality of 
the system and interface the system with other software without adding complexity. 
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User Settings 
This button launches the configuration form. The text written 
on the user buttons can be defined along with the default 
location to store captured images the name prefix and the 
sequence number.  It is here where the option to prompt for a 
file name after image capture can be applied. 
On first run it is essential to set up a image folder so that the 
system can store images on your machine. To do this run this 
form and enter a folder into the default image folder box. If 
you are unsure of where you want to save images enter 
“PATH” this will set the to the User_Images folder within the 
root directory of the program. 
Exit   
Closes the system 
Launch APIC 
This launches the APIC system.  
The image on the left is the currently selected WAC, this is the camera to that is being processed and 
can be identified by the Label just below the right corner of the image. 
The right image will only enable when the commercial HRC checkbox is checked. Otherwise it will 
just display APIC output.   
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PTU control is included in this system to enable the user to frame the initial APIC shot. This image is 
the image that will be processed for potential targets. Try to vary the type of images captured, but 
remember APIC is only designed to work on a strewn bolder field on a relatively flat surface. See 
below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remember that we are not talking about level according to the ground, just according to the relative 
camera position. 
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So the two scenarios below are the same. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The more feature rich the scene the longer APIC may take to process, this is due to the current Java 
implementation. Below I have inserted three images from last year’s campaign to give an indication 
of input parameters.  
 
Image 1 
No. Of background features 1    
Threshold for APIC   90 – 120 
Good image for APIC 
 
 
Image 2  
No. Of background features >3    
Threshold for APIC 110 – 150 
Reasonable Image for APIC 
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If at any time APIC takes longer than 5mins to finish the calculation stage there is a problem with the 
selected input parameters, and it may be wise to restart the software. 
 
Image 2 
No of background features 2-3    
Threshold for APIC 110 – 150 
Good Image for APIC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APIC Settings 
This form allows the user to define the PTU 
geometry. The Camera specifications box contains 
configuration information for APIC. 
“Pan/Tilt Head from Ground” Will need to be 
updated for each new tripod location. The needed 
value is in meters and represents the distance from 
the ground plain to the centre of the tilt axis. 
It is also possible here to define the users preferred 
WAC for APIC. 
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Explanation of Files used by APIC 
Program files can be found in the “Amase\FirstStep\bin\Debug”. PAC.exe is the program executable. 
The main folders are: 
 APIC – This folder contains all the APIC files and configuration information. 
 USER_BATFILES– This file contains .bat files which can be edited to integrate other software 
with the user interface of the APIC and the camera control system. The batch files are called 
when the user buttons are clicked. 
 CAM_CONF – This file contains standard camera configurations and is a convenient place to 
store camera configuration files. 
 USER_IMAGES – The default location to store all user images. This can be changed in user 
“Settings”. 
 USRBUTNames.dat – Config file containing names of the user configurable buttons and the 
name of the default image directory. 
 ImageLog.dat – Log of all the images taken by the system, see below. 
 APICRUNXX – found within the default image directory after an APIC run has been carried 
out, it contains all the HRC images, the initial WAC images and all config files associated with 
the APIC run. 
 
ImageLog.dat  
This log file contains a reference to all images taken by the system. Another smaller one can be 
found within any folder that images have been stored in by the system relating only to the images 
stored in that folder. The one in the root directory is the global list 
24/07/2009 10:45:30,.1333,3,IMU,-9.9,-5.5,-127.6,0,0,75.68,PTUUA,180, 
70,PTUDLR,232.4,95.5,C:\Dokumente .... \USER_IMAGES\IMG_R000F 3.bmp 
Format =  Date time , exposure time(seconds), Filter number, IMU output Roll, Pitch, Yaw, (GPS) 
Longitude, Latitude, Altitude, PTUUA coords, PAN, Tilt, PTUDLR coords, PAN, Tilt, filename 
If images are moved please ensure that a copy of the imagelog.dat file goes with them. 
Basic operation Procedure 
 
Start system 
Set up the two WACs by clicking on the setup 
buttons.  
Then click on the settings button. 
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Set the Default image folder.  
 
Ensure all seed numbers are 
set at zero. 
 
Close and Apply 
 
 
 
 
 
Set up Pan Tilt unit. Ether move PTU to 180, 
90, or to some other known angle and set it in 
the interface  
 
Launch APIC 
 
 
 
 
 
Move PTU until a suitable image is 
displayed in the left hand window. 
 
Select the number of background 
regions that are visible in the initial 
image. 
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Select a suitable Threshold for APIC (choose higher first and then reduce if necessary) 
 
Click Preview regions. 
 
A good output will look like this. If there are any large 
light regions (larger than a few rocks) these can be 
removed by increasing the background objects number. 
 
 
 
 
Now select which HRC is in operation and select if automatic pointing is available.  
 
Now select how many objects to image  
 
Click settings within the APIC window and 
set the height of the PTU. 
 
If you are an advanced user you may 
disable warning messages. 
 
The images will be captured and stored in 
an APICRUNxx folder in the default image 
directory defined in the user settings 
dialogue. 
D. APIC Experimental Results
During this appendix the results obtained during the APIC experimentation are cataloged (see
section 4.7).
APIC images, experiment 1
Figure D.1.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC run. Right : Annotated image showing
APIC generated target centroids
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Figure D.2.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : APIC targets numbered on original image
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Figure D.3.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure D.4.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
Figure D.5.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
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APIC images, experiment 2
Figure D.6.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC run. Right : Annotated image showing
APIC generated target centroids
Figure D.7.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : APIC targets numbered on original image
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Figure D.8.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure D.9.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
Figure D.10.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
Figure D.11.: HRC images of target 10
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APIC images, experiment 3
Figure D.12.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC run. Right : Annotated image showing
APIC generated target centroids
Figure D.13.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : APIC targets numbered on original image
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Figure D.14.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure D.15.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
Figure D.16.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
Figure D.17.: HRC images of targets 10,11 and 12
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Figure D.18.: HRC images of target 13
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APIC images, experiment 4
Figure D.19.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC run. Right : Annotated image showing
APIC generated target centroids
Figure D.20.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : APIC targets numbered on original image
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Figure D.21.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure D.22.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
Figure D.23.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
Figure D.24.: HRC images of targets 10,11 and 12
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Figure D.25.: HRC images of targets 13 and 14
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APIC images, experiment 5
Figure D.26.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC run. Right : Annotated image showing
APIC generated target centroids
Figure D.27.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : APIC targets numbered on original image
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Figure D.28.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure D.29.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
Figure D.30.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
Figure D.31.: HRC images of targets 10,11 and 12
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Figure D.32.: HRC images of targets 13, 14 and 15
Figure D.33.: HRC images of targets 16, 17 and 18
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APIC images, experiment 6
Figure D.34.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC run. Right : Annotated image showing
APIC generated target centroids
Figure D.35.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : APIC targets numbered on original image
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Figure D.36.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure D.37.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
Figure D.38.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
Figure D.39.: HRC images of targets 10,11 and 12
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Figure D.40.: HRC images of targets 13,14 and 15
Figure D.41.: HRC images of targets 16,17 and 18
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APIC images, experiment 7
Figure D.42.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC run. Right : Annotated image showing
APIC generated target centroids
Figure D.43.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : APIC targets numbered on original image
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Figure D.44.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure D.45.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
Figure D.46.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
Figure D.47.: HRC images of targets 10,11 and 12
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Figure D.48.: HRC images of targets 13,14 and 15
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APIC images, experiment 8
Figure D.49.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC run. Right : Annotated image showing
APIC generated target centroids
Figure D.50.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : APIC targets numbered on original image
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Figure D.51.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure D.52.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
Figure D.53.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
Figure D.54.: HRC images of targets 10,11 and 12
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Figure D.55.: HRC images of targets 13,14 and 15
Figure D.56.: HRC images of targets 16,17 and 18
Figure D.57.: HRC images of target 19
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APIC images, experiment 9
Figure D.58.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC run. Right : Annotated image showing
APIC generated target centroids
Figure D.59.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : APIC targets numbered on original image
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Figure D.60.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure D.61.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
Figure D.62.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
Figure D.63.: HRC images of targets 10,11 and 12
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Figure D.64.: HRC images of targets 13,14 and 15
Figure D.65.: HRC images of targets 16 and 17
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APIC images, experiment 10
Figure D.66.: Left : Initial image captured during APIC run. Right : Annotated image showing
APIC generated target centroids
Figure D.67.: Left : APIC generated regions. Right : APIC targets numbered on original image
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Figure D.68.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure D.69.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
Figure D.70.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
Figure D.71.: HRC images of targets 10,11 and 12
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Figure D.72.: HRC images of targets 13,14 and 15
Figure D.73.: HRC images of targets 16,17 and 18
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E. Experimental Hardware at AU
During the course of this study the experimental hardware at Aberystwyth University has been
utilised. This appendix provides a brief description of the hardware used during the research.
E.1. PTU
The PTU can be seen in figures E.2 and E.3. It is a commercial PTU produced by Directed
Perception. It is controlled via an RS-232 connection. The PTU is capable of speeds of up
to sixty degrees a second and can attain a resolution of up to 0.012857 of a degree. It has a
maximum load capacity of 9 lbs. The Tilt Range is from 47° down (this can be extended to 80°)
to 31° up. Pan Range is ±180° giving a full 360° rotational range.
E.2. Optical bench
The optical bench used for the preliminary tests belongs to Aberystwyth University. It has been
built to emulate the optical bench that will be used during the ExoMars mission. It is fully
configurable, cameras are mounted with dovetail mountings and can be moved and locked in the
required position. Currently the cameras are situated in the ExoMars configuration. The optical
bench can be seen in figure E.3. The optical bench will also house fiducial markers to enable it
to be tracked by AU’s VICON cameras. Both WAC’s utilise good quality lenses, which produce
little radial distortion. Currently no geometric calibration has been carried out on the cameras
and the lenses to remove this as the distortion effects in no way influenced the experimental
results.
E.2.1. WAC (Wide Angled Camera) specifications
Aberystwyth University has two sets of WAC. One monochrome for use with the filter wheels
(model number DMK 31BF03), the other for general use (model number DFK 31BF03), and the
capture of colour images. Both cameras have been supplied by The ImagingSource. They are
both FireWire cameras with a resolution of 1024×768 and 1/3 " progressive scan Sony CCD.
Each pixel is 4.65 µm square and has a sensitivity of 0.05 lx. The lens used on the cameras has
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Figure E.1.: Aberystwyth University robotic platform
Figure E.2.: AU PTU with mounted optical bench and cameras. The white spheres are VICON
passive markers that are reflecting the flash-light when the photograph was taken
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Figure E.3.: AU PanCam optical bench with filter wheels
a 8mm focal length effectively providing the WAC with a FOV (Field Of View) of 33.146 deg.
This means that at 5 m a pixel represents 2.9 mm and at 10 m it represents 5.8 mm.
E.2.1.1. WAC IFOV
The IFOV (instantaneous field of view) of a camera provides an indication of the spacial resolu-
tion at a given distance. It is calculated in the following way:
The physical size of a pixel within the AU WAC emulators detectors is (in both the vertical and
horizontal) 0.014m.
The detector is made up of 1024 pixels in the horizontal dimension and 768 in the vertical. The
lenses fitted to the AU WAC emulators have a focal length of 8mm.
phisicalPixelSize = 0.0141024
IFOV = phisicalPixelSizecameraFocalLength
Hence if phisicalPixelSize = 14×10−6m, and cameraFocalLength = 23×10−3m.
This means that the IFOV = 0.608696millirads
Using this method we can calculate the cameras resolution at any given distance (e.g. if the
distance from the camera to a target object is 10 m, then the camera resolution at this distance is
IFOV ×10 = 6.08696mm).
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Filter Position Centre Wavelength [nm] Pass Band [nm] Type
Left 1 460 ~100 Blue Colour
Left 2 550 ~100 Green Colour
Left 3 660 ~100 Red Colour
Left 4 440 10 – 40 Geology 1
Left 5 470 10 – 40 Geology 2
Left 6 510 10 – 40 Geology 3
Left 7 560 10 – 40 Geology 4
Left 8 600 10 – 40 Geology 5
Left 9 660 10 – 40 Geology 6
Right 1 460 ~100 Blue Colour
Right 2 550 ~100 Green Colour
Right 3 660 ~100 Red Colour
Right 4 720 10 – 40 Geology 7
Right 5 760 10 – 40 Geology 8
Right 6 830 10 – 40 Geology 9
Right 7 880 10 – 40 Geology 10
Right 8 950 10 – 40 Geology 11
Right 9 1000 10 – 40 Geology 12
Table E.1.: Filters incorporated in AU WAC filter wheels
E.2.2. HRC (High Resolution Camera) specifications
The Zoom camera has also been supplied by the ImagingSource. Model number is DFK 31BF03-
Z2. The Zoom camera has a motorised zoom, travelling from f = 5mm to f = 45 mm and has a
resolution of 1024×768 pixel. The HRC, and the WAC both use the came Sony CCD.
E.3. Camera filter wheels assembly
For the field trials of APIC during the AMASE 2009 campaign, the camera filter wheels were
used. E.4 shows the filter wheel assembly that was designed and built by Aberystwyth Univer-
sity. Servo control has also recently been added, to aid speedy transition between filters and
to allow simplified capture of image sequences. Table E.1 shows the locations and properties
of the filters located in each filter wheel. These filters were selected during collaboration with
scientists at MSSL and DLR, to ensure that a representative selection of filters were included.
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Figure E.4.: AU prototype filter wheel assembly
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Figure E.5.: CAD model of AU’s Concept-E chassis
E.4. The Concept-E chassis
The Rover is a Concept-E rocker chassis ([Kucherenko 2004]). It is capable of six wheel driving,
six wheel steering and six wheel walking. It also has a three point passive suspension system.
It is a half scale model based on the output of the Phase B ExoMars studyE.5. Currently the
rover can only be driven through the use of the manual remote control, but effort is currently
underway to make the rover controllable through a computer interface.
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F. Guidance Notes for KSTIS
Experimentation
These guidance notes were produced for KSTIS experimentation. They were designed to pro-
vide users with a basic understanding of what was required during the experimentation. More
information can be seen in section 8.2.2.
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Rock Analysis Help File 
 
The Purpose  
The purpose of this system is to gather human input for a Fuzzy Expert system. The Expert system 
has been designed to distinguish the science value of imaged rocks in a scene.  
The Task 
The user will be presented with 5 Images; each image will contain 10 labelled rock targets. Despite 
the fact that a number of rocks are imaged more than once it is vital that the user asses each target 
independently of any subsequent images assessed. A change of angle or the introduction of dust is 
sufficient to create a “new” target as far as the Expert System is concerned. Therefore treat each 
rock in all 5 images as an independent rock. 
The Terminology 
 Structure – includes basic geometric forms, such as layering and stratification 
 Texture - The textural properties of rocks which are dependent on particle grain size, 
distribution, grain morphology and overall fabric, i.e., how grains are orientated and packed 
 Composition - The geochemical and mineralogical make-up of rocks. 
 Bedding - A term used in reference to sedimentary deposits but applicable to volcanic and 
metamorphic rocks exhibiting layered structures.  Typically bedding is layering greater than 
1cm this anything smaller is usually referred to as lamination.  
 Surface Lustre – Is the visual property of something that shines with reflected light 
(specular reflection). 
 Surface Relief – The shape of the rock surface e.g. smooth, pitted. 
 Hue – Reference to the HSL colour space, it is a single value which identifies the colour of the 
rock. The HSL colour space is however reliant upon the lighting condition so if the item 
appears gray black or white, please select colour indistinguishable. 
 Albedo – The reflectance of the rock. In this case is purely a whiteness/brightness value. 
Procedure 
Initially load the application and ensure all sliders are at zero (this can be done by clicking the clear 
inputs button)  
Asses the ten rocks in sequence using the next rock buttons. Look at the high resolution image when 
characterising each rock. 
The save button will temporarily save the users progress if the session must be interrupted. 
Once all rocks on all images have been assessed click on the submit button and choose an 
appropriate file name (UID.data would be fine) Then save the file to a safe location. 
Note 
The scale of all measurements used by the system is in mm  
Example Classifications 
 
This is an example of bedding. In this case the rock is 
predominantly gray (colour indistinguishable) but notice in the 
bedding the colour is green.  If more than one colour patch is 
visible on the target, please label according to this precedence 
scale; 
 RED (LOW) 
 GREEN 
 BLUE (HIGH) 
So if a gray rock has a small patch of blue you would move the slider towards the Blue. 
 
This however cannot be identified as bedding from this angle.  
 
This is also a good example of an angular rock. 
 
 
 
 
This is a good example of a round rock. 
 
 
 
 
 
This is a good example of a rock with a high Albedo. 
G. Spearman’s Rank Correlation
Coefficient
This is also known as the Spearman’s rho and is often noted as rs. It has been named af-
ter Charles Spearman and is a non-parametric measure of the correlation of ranked scores
([Spearman 1987]). A detailed explanation of this method can be found in [Kirk 1999]. A
summery and an example of the procedure will be presented here. This statistical method was
used to process results obtained during KSTIS experimentation (see section 8.3).
The index rs is a measure of agreement between two sets of ranks. The range of rs is from -1 to
+1. The coefficient is equal to 1 only if each person’s X and Y ranks are equal. Values less than
0 indicate that large Rxs tend to be paired with small Rys and values greater than 0 indicate that
large Rxs tend to be paired with larger Rys. rs is not a measure of linear relationship like many
other correlation formulas, but is a measure of the monotonic relationship between the two sets
of ranks. Thus Spearman’s Rank correlation coefficient does not necessarily reflect the linear
relationship between two sets of ranks. It does however reflect the strength of the monotonic
relationship, which is a more general relationship. So if rsis equal to 0, either of the variables
represented by the ranks are not related. The form of the relationship is non-monotonic.
A problem is introduced into Spearman’s formula if two or more objects or individuals are
assigned the same rank. The usual way to deal with this is to give both objects or individuals
a mean of the ranks, so for example if wine 1 and 2 were level best, a rank of 1.5 would be
assigned to both. Unfortunately the presence of tied ranks violates the assumptions underlying
the derivation of the computational formula for rs. It is possible to incorporate a correlation for
ties into the formula but this would be computationally intensive and would provide reason to
look at using a different statistical method such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient. In most
cases it is preferential to ensure that tied ranks do not occur.
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G.1. Formula
The Formula for rs is
rs = 1− 6∑(Rxi−Ryi )
2
n(n2−1)
Where Rxi−Ryi is the difference between the ith person’s ranks on X and Y and n is
the number of pairs of ranks.
G.2. Example
The example presented here represents the rank score where 14 wines have been ranked by two
wine connoisseurs, one from France (Rxi) and one from Spain (Ryi).
Wine Rank from
Connoisseurs 1 (Rxi)
Rank from
Connoisseurs 2 (Ryi)
Rxi−Ryi (Rxi−Ryi)2
1 6 8 -2 4
2 3 2 1 1
3 4 5 -1 1
4 12 11 1 1
5 10 9 1 1
6 1 1 0 0
7 5 4 1 1
8 7 7 0 0
9 14 14 0 0
10 2 3 -1 1
11 8 10 -2 4
12 11 12 -1 1
13 9 6 3 9
14 13 13 0 0
Table G.1.: Data for Spearman’s worked example. Data taken from [Kirk 1999].
Firstly ∑(Rxi−Ryi)2 = 24
Therefore rs = 1− 6∑(Rxi−Ryi )
2
n(n2−1) = 1−
6(24)
14(142−1) = 1− 1442730 = 0.95
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Figure G.1.: Image showing normal distribution with one tail highlighted
G.3. Significance tests
Significance testing can be done by using a permutation test. It is a type of statistical significance
test in which a reference distribution is obtained by calculating all possible values of the test
statistic under rearrangements of the labels on the observed data points. It is generally presented
in the form of a one-tailed significance which represents the proportion of sampled permutations
where the difference in means was greater than or equal to the obtained rs (See Figure G.1. The
shaded region to the right of X represents the one tailed result). Significance levels of 5% and
below provide confidence in the correlation.
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H. KSTIS Experimental Images
This appendix contains the high resolution, unedited images used during the KSTIS experimen-
tation in section 8.2.3.
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Image 1
Figure H.1.: Image one, full size PATLab Image, see figure 8.1
295
Image 2
Figure H.2.: Image two, full size PATLab Image, see figure 8.2
296
Image 3
Figure H.3.: Image three, full size PATLab Image, see figure 8.3
297
Image 4
Figure H.4.: Image four, full size PATLab Image, see figure 8.4
298
Image 5
Figure H.5.: Image five, full size PATLab Image, see figure 8.5
299
Image 6
Figure H.6.: Image One, full size MER Image, see figure 8.6
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I. Spearman’s Rank Order Assessment
For KSTIS user Input
This appendix contains the statistical analysis of the results produced during experimentation
with KSTIS (see section 8.3).
I.1. Experiment one
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I.2. Experiment two
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I.6. Experiment six
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J. Spearman’s Rank Order Assessment
For KSTIS Input With Unified
Composition Input
This appendix contains the statistical analysis of the results produced during experimentation
with KSTIS after the composition inputs were generated by the system (see section 8.4.3).
J.1. Experiment one
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J.2. Experiment two
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J.6. Experiment six
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K. ESA Technology Readiness Level
In order to limit the risk of delays or cost over-runs on space missions, ESA maintain a "Tech-
nology Readiness level" (TRL) score for each scientific instruments and spacecraft sub-system
involved in the mission. Instruments and spacecraft sub-systems are scored on a scale of 1 to
9 (see table K.1). Levels 1 to 4 relate to creative innovate technologies pre or during mission
assessment phase. Levels 5 to 9 relate to existing technologies and to missions in definition
phase.1
TRL Level description
1 Basic principles observed and reported
2 Technology concept and/or application formulated
3 Analytical & experimental critical function and/or characteristic
proof-of-concept
4 Component and/or breadboard validation in laboratory environment
5 Component and/or breadboard validation in relevant environment
6 System/subsystem model or prototype demonstration in a relevant
environment (ground or space)
7 System prototype demonstration in a space environment
8 Actual system completed and "Flight qualified" through test and
demonstration (ground or space)
9 Actual system "Flight proven" through successful mission operations
Table K.1.: ESA Technology Readiness Level Summary
1Information on this page has been taken from the ESA website: http://sci.esa.int/science-
e/www/object/index.cfm?fobjectid=37710 , Last Update: 15 Oct 2007
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L. Bridget Field Trial Results
In September 2009 EADS Astrium led a number of field trials in a sandy quarry near Stevenage
(see figure L.1 and section 4.8.2). This presented an opportunity to carry out some trials of
APIC in a more representative environment. Several other pieces of experimental software and
apparatus were undergoing testing and time was limited, but it proved possible to conduct two
APIC experiments. The AU PTU was attached to the top of Bridget’s mast (EADS Astrium’s
ExoMars type rover) and situated in front of a number of rock targets (see figure L.2). The APIC
software was then initiated and HRC images captured of all identified targets.
Figure L.1.: Left: Sandy quarry near Stevenage, location of EADS Astrium field trials. Right:
Bridget undergoing preparation for field trials
350
Figure L.2.: Left: AU PTU fitted on top of Bridget’s Mast. Right: Boulder field set created for
APIC
L.1. Bridget Field Trial 1
Figure L.3.: Left: Initial image captured during APIC Field Trial 1. Right: APIC targets num-
bered on original image
351
Figure L.4.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure L.5.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
Figure L.6.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
Figure L.7.: HRC images of target 10
352
L.2. Bridget Field Trial 2
Figure L.8.: Left: Initial image captured during APIC Field Trial 2. Right: APIC targets num-
bered on original image
Figure L.9.: HRC images of targets 1,2 and 3
Figure L.10.: HRC images of targets 4,5 and 6
353
Figure L.11.: HRC images of targets 7,8 and 9
Figure L.12.: HRC images of target 10 and 11
L.3. Summary of results
The results achieved during these field trials were promising. Unfortunately insufficient time led
to only a limited number of experiments being conducted. However during the two trials, APIC
identified and correctly imaged 21 rock targets. 7 Rock targets were missed during trial 1 and 4
during trial 2. This was primarily due to insufficient time being available to derive optimal APIC
threshold values. 1 false positive was identified in trial 2, this was a footprint in the sand.
354
M. User input values from KSTIS
experimentation
This appendix contains the raw input values gathered from the users through the KSTIS 1.0 user
interface (see section 8.4).
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Bedding
Present
Scale Type Lustre Relief Roundness Hue Albedo Colour
Visible
0 4 27 6 23 0 13 59 0
1 0 0 41 64 0 67 6 0
1 0 0 15 76 0 68 17 0
0 4 19 27 56 10 67 18 0
1 0 0 4 11 8 10 42 0
1 0 0 9 34 73 15 62 0
1 0 0 4 61 43 0 72 1
1 0 0 18 65 3 57 70 0
0 3 9 13 77 2 0 1 1
0 4 1 4 48 2 11 53 0
Table M.1.: Domain expert KSTIS input for image 1
Bedding
Present
Scale Type Lustre Relief Roundness Hue Albedo Colour
Visible
0 5 0 17 18 8 10 48 0
1 0 0 69 62 9 0 13 1
1 0 0 54 64 9 0 10 1
1 0 0 14 26 26 0 47 1
1 0 0 9 21 14 10 11 0
1 0 0 51 14 27 0 47 1
1 0 0 47 73 42 0 90 1
1 0 0 44 74 8 0 83 1
1 0 0 46 62 10 0 11 1
0 11 9 11 15 26 9 48 0
Table M.2.: Subject 1 KSTIS input for image 1
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Bedding
Present
Scale Type Lustre Relief Roundness Hue Albedo Colour
Visible
0 3 0 0 13 0 8 60 0
1 0 0 51 50 0 0 8 1
1 0 0 22 33 5 0 22 1
0 8 49 21 53 26 12 26 0
1 0 0 0 0 13 13 49 0
1 0 0 59 7 60 44 82 0
1 0 0 0 30 31 0 82 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 12 50 0
1 0 0 21 44 9 0 0 1
0 21 0 0 0 2 12 47 0
Table M.3.: Subject 2 KSTIS input for image 1
Bedding
Present
Scale Type Lustre Relief Roundness Hue Albedo Colour
Visible
0 3 0 9 8 2 5 48 0
1 0 0 52 41 5 0 5 1
1 0 0 22 53 6 0 10 1
0 1 27 8 48 33 60 50 0
1 0 0 1 3 24 8 7 0
1 0 0 54 26 40 0 88 1
1 0 0 10 45 53 0 13 1
1 0 0 46 31 6 0 57 1
0 0 24 31 53 5 0 0 1
0 3 0 5 12 11 6 70 0
Table M.4.: Subject 3 KSTIS input for image 1
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Bedding
Present
Scale Type Lustre Relief Roundness Hue Albedo Colour
Visible
1 0 0 8 31 0 9 38 0
1 0 0 16 35 0 0 5 1
1 0 0 6 46 0 0 14 1
1 0 0 43 64 6 0 22 1
1 0 0 9 31 9 0 14 1
1 0 0 62 65 22 0 34 1
1 0 0 15 31 16 0 29 1
1 0 0 22 31 0 0 28 1
1 0 0 10 48 0 0 7 1
0 3 6 15 26 12 7 48 0
Table M.5.: Subject 4 KSTIS input for image 1
Bedding
Present
Scale Type Lustre Relief Roundness Hue Albedo Colour
Visible
0 31 12 0 78 0 10 12 0
0 41 0 35 68 0 0 0 1
0 72 77 26 18 0 0 0 1
0 56 47 10 25 5 0 0 1
0 13 44 0 0 31 11 4 0
0 81 78 0 0 25 10 0 0
0 20 12 0 73 40 0 38 1
0 25 0 17 27 6 0 29 1
0 46 46 15 33 0 0 0 1
0 88 0 0 28 0 13 0 0
Table M.6.: Subject 5 KSTIS input for image 1
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Bedding
Present
Scale Type Lustre Relief Roundness Hue Albedo Colour
Visible
0 46 0 0 31 25 37 46 0
0 68 9 0 0 24 43 0 0
0 87 43 13 8 6 0 6 0
0 47 28 55 35 58 40 24 0
0 44 45 25 56 41 0 0 0
0 87 12 10 14 7 0 0 0
0 15 12 79 92 75 41 91 0
0 22 16 46 100 59 50 91 0
0 80 0 100 61 56 0 0 0
0 100 0 10 44 39 0 84 0
Table M.7.: Subject 6 KSTIS input for image 1
Bedding
Present
Scale Type Lustre Relief Roundness Hue Albedo Colour
Visible
1 0 0 15 35 0 9 15 0
1 0 0 71 65 5 0 5 1
0 75 83 30 20 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 30 60 25 15 10 0
1 0 0 5 10 26 10 0 0
1 0 0 30 0 40 33 5 0
1 0 0 49 59 40 0 64 1
1 0 0 42 85 25 0 35 1
0 61 14 82 70 7 0 11 1
0 7 6 0 5 3 5 5 0
Table M.8.: Subject 7 KSTIS input for image 1
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Bedding
Present
Scale Type Lustre Relief Roundness Hue Albedo Colour
Visible
0 75 0 13 79 1 6 78 0
1 0 0 35 86 0 0 15 1
1 0 0 13 65 0 0 4 1
1 0 0 41 50 46 6 32 0
1 0 0 3 8 28 0 24 1
1 0 0 57 62 59 12 79 0
1 0 0 33 71 38 0 76 1
1 0 0 49 44 1 0 93 1
0 40 1 56 61 1 0 2 1
0 19 0 1 2 1 8 51 0
Table M.9.: Subject 8 KSTIS input for image 1
Bedding
Present
Scale Type Lustre Relief Roundness Hue Albedo Colour
Visible
1 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 1
1 0 0 16 100 0 0 46 1
0 43 86 23 100 0 25 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 43 49 41 0 44 12 45 0
1 0 0 49 56 59 0 100 1
1 0 0 27 22 0 69 100 0
0 0 0 0 100 42 0 0 1
0 100 0 16 0 0 13 50 0
Table M.10.: Subject 9 KSTIS input for image 1
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